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Prize-Winning Commercial Building

Kansas City Chapter A.I.A. gave 1930 Award for best commercial building to Mindlin's Store. The front is Etowah Pink Georgia Marble axed finish above the base—the base being polished. Georgia Marble, in addition to being a durable exterior material, is in itself a decoration which needs no costly enrichment.

THE GEORGIA MARBLE COMPANY • TATE • GEORGIA
The Architects' Building
17th and Sansom Streets
Philadelphia

Designed by architects' group consisting of members of the Philadelphia Chapter A.I.A.

Victor D. Abel, Executive in Charge
John R. Rankin, Chairman

Atlantic Terra Cotta
Selected to Beautify this new building for Architects

This new business home for Philadelphia architects was built by the Wark Company of Philadelphia. Atlantic Terra Cotta spandrels of brown, also brown with decorative insets of green and gold, were used throughout. The entire effect is most attractive, achieving dignity without monotony, and color without ostentation. Many buildings are entirely faced with Atlantic Terra Cotta. For it is everlasting in structure and color values. It is not affected by heat or cold. It will not crack or flake. Available in all shapes and any surface finish, and a matchless range of color including gold and silver. For lining corridors, lobbies and wash rooms, Atlantic Wall Units, a new mechanically produced terra cotta, offers interesting possibilities of use at a comparatively low price.

Consult with us about your new building requirements. Avail yourself of our long experience. Write for illustrated booklets.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 19 West 44th Street, New York
Philadelphia • Newark, N.J. • Dallas, Texas • Atlanta Terra Cotta Co., Atlanta, Ga.
The new and imposing building of the Shell Oil Company at San Francisco is one of the most modern structures on the Pacific Coast. It is a “tower of protection”, being completely protected by A. D. T. Central Station Watchman Supervisory and Fire Alarm Service.

Throughout the country, A. D. T. Central Station Service provides the highest form of protection available—constantly guarding properties valued at over 22 billion dollars.

Local systems for owner operation may be furnished when desired. See our catalog in Sweet’s or write us.
For this church
the Architect has captured forest silence

True beauty must please the ear as well as the eye. Particularly in a church where respite from noise is especially desirable.

ECHOES and reverberations have been effectively muffled in St. Paul's Methodist Episcopal Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. Here, Armstrong's Corkoustic, applied direct to the ceiling, has served a three-fold purpose...sound-quieting, acoustical correction, and insulation. The panels of pure cork, besides absorbing sound, prevent the loss of heat through the roof they cover. Quick, easy heating is secured when dissipation of warmth through the roof is prevented. Less fuel is required to maintain a constant, comfortable temperature.

Whether you are designing a church—or theatre, office, or even a fine home—Armstrong’s Corkoustic offers you an interesting, practical decorative treatment. The dark brown of the natural cork is in perfect harmony with dignified interiors. Where brighter hues are desired, designs and colors can be applied with cold-water paint and stencils.

For the full details we suggest that you send for a copy of "Acoustical Correction" which gives complete data on Armstrong's Corkoustic as well as many interesting facts about sound-correction. Or if you have a specific problem you will find Armstrong engineers always willing to consult with you, without obligation. Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, 902 Concord St., Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

To reduce noise and absorb vibration of all types of moving machinery, we recommend the use of Armstrong's Cork Machinery Isolation. Write for our pamphlet giving data and details regarding this effective cork cushion.

Armstrong’s CORKOUSTIC
for the acoustical treatment of all buildings
An important part of important buildings

... everywhere

BARRETT Specification Roofs offer to architects a degree of certainty that finds few parallels in the building industry.

Barrett Specification Roofs are built with every thought directed to owner protection... and to the continuation of Barrett's 77-year reputation in the roofing industry. The infinite care given to every application prevents anything but a first-class job.

Many roofs of Barrett Coal-Tar Pitch and Felt and gravel laid 40, 50 or 60 years ago are still giving trouble-free service today. That is why so many architects specify Barrett Roofs for important buildings of every description.

Barrett Specification Roofs are applied only by Barrett Approved Roofers, each selected solely on the basis of his experience, ability and integrity. There is a Barrett Approved Roofer near you. Consult with him or with us on any roofing or water-proofing problem.

The Barrett Company, 40 Rector St., New York, N. Y. In Canada: The Barrett Company, Limited, 5551 St. Hubert St., Montreal, P. Q.
-and a dependable foundation

Night work completed this structure in double-quick time—but speed in installing foundations got it off to a flying start. Which demonstrates another reason why Raymond Concrete Piles are selected by so many well known owners, architects and engineers.
Precast Roof Deck

To the Architect and Engineer . . means Haydite concrete slabs with trapped air cells—light weight, which allows them to go on the same light steel frame that carries other roofs—insulating value—economy both in roof-deck and steel—structural strength—the advantage of a perfect base for weather-proof covering—long life without worry or expense to the owner.

To the Contractor . . . means erection of the roof-deck as fast as the structural steel goes up, in any weather and by expert workmen—anywhere around the country—a job finished on time and promptly approved.

To the Owner . . . means a permanent, fireproof, no-maintenance roof-deck, whose economy will be more apparent each year of its long life—a trouble-free deck that is in use today on many of the country's most prominent industrial, railroad, utility, and public buildings.

"Catalog and Roof Standards" of interest from every angle, available on request.

Featherweight Concrete
INSULATING ROOF SLABS

Made, Laid and Guaranteed by

FEDERAL-AMERICAN CEMENT TILE CO.

Executive Offices: 608 South Dearborn Street - - - - - Chicago
Plants Near CHICAGO - NEW YORK - PITTSBURGH - BIRMINGHAM
FOR OVER A QUARTER CENTURY
Put Your Genius to Work
Upon Riplstone Designs

This beautiful yet economical stone can be selected so as to be "in scale" with any building. Send coupon.

Modern production methods have brought ILCO Riplstone within the price range of the commoner building materials. Now scores of home-builders are expressing interest in the possibilities which this beautiful stone offers. More good designs are needed. It is, of course, unnecessary to explain that the best results are obtained when ILCO Riplstone is used in construction expressly planned for stone.

We will gladly furnish you any information needed to enable you to design residence or other projects of ILCO Riplstone. This name covers more than the material itself. It means carefully selected strips of limestone of interesting colors, textures and sizes, prepared on a quantity basis at the quarries, and laid up in the wall as informal range work.

The moderate cost, together with the fine results obtained, makes ILCO Riplstone by all odds the most attractive building material on the market. Add only 5% to 6% to present estimates—that will cover the cost of this stone facing.

See our complete specification manual in Sweet's, Vol. A, pages 591 to 616

Let us send you literature and complete information about this use of Indiana Limestone from ILCO quarries. This company will gladly work with you on any project. Fill in and mail the handy coupon. Address Box 1584, Service Bureau, Indiana Limestone Company, Bedford, Indiana. (Executive Offices: Tribune Tower, Chicago.)

Box 1584, Service Bureau, Indiana Limestone Company, Bedford, Indiana.

Please send complete information regarding ILCO Riplstone.

Name ..................................................
Street ..................................................
City .................................................. State ..................................
Just as the bigger structures have for years relied upon Kewanee Steel Boilers for dependable, low-cost heating, NOW can the smaller buildings pin their faith on the Type "R" Kewanee.

Included in it are many exclusive features—both of design and construction—to make it the best possible boiler investment for the smaller buildings.

All of these insure more heat in the building with less fuel in the basement—actual tests proving that Type "R" has an operating efficiency remarkably high for a small heating boiler.

Of outstanding interest are such features as:

- A bigger, higher combustion chamber.
- The right-side-up Crown Sheet.
- Long two-pass travel of gases.
- More generous steam space.

There is a Kewanee Steel Boiler for every budget and every heating purpose. Consult one of our Sales Engineers for the interesting particulars.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation
Division of American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation
Kewanee, Illinois - Branches in Principal Cities
Member of Steel Heating Boiler Institute
He Fights Plumbing Failure and High Costs

Faulty design, inferior construction or improper layout of plumbing in schools, hospitals, industrial plants, public buildings and similar places, can develop into serious menaces to health and efficiency.

For failure in such installation creates unsanitary conditions, pollution and disease germs.

But in addition, such failures represent a very tangible waste in dollars for repair and replacements, which often amount to terrifying figures.

It is the job of the Clow Soldier of Sanitation to make sure that each installation, on which he is called in, provides the very ultimate in sanitation surety—and also to make certain that the installation will function on a very minimum of dollars.

To back him in this important work, Clow goes to extreme lengths in the factory:

For example: every battery of urinals, closets, lavatories and similar fixtures is set up according to specifications before shipment—and tested under conditions bordering on actual service.

Such plumbing is not intended to fail, wear out rapidly or to be rejected after partial installation.

And builders, architects, owners and plumbers have the assurance of perfect sanitation, with the lowest possible cost, through the years.

On all jobs where sanitation may develop into an acute problem—the Clow Soldier of Sanitation will gladly give you the fruits of Clow's 52 years of experience. And this man has behind him the most complete line of specialized fixtures in the world. Call him in. This is Bill Abell, Aurora, Ill.—North Central Illinois Territory.
Any type of control works better with the IMPROVED Type "R" System

With oil and gas fuels gaining in popularity, ordinary heating systems develop "complications". Instead of a steady flame varying slowly in intensity, the newer fuels produce an intermittent burning—off a few minutes and then on full blast.

In unbalanced systems, this means cold radiators, then hot radiators, particularly where the burner is controlled by a thermostat in a so-called "key" room. It means underheating in some rooms and overheating in others, depending on how well the thermostat has been located.

With the same situation and an IMPROVED Type "R" System, practically any room in the house is a "key" room because all radiators in the house receive steam at the same time and in proportion to the need for steam. Room temperatures are surprisingly even, regardless of their distance from the source of heat, and maintain that uniformity in spite of fluctuating pressures at the boiler.

This remarkable improvement in heating service is accomplished by incorporating in the well-known Webster Type "R" System a series of specially selected metering orifices at the entrance to every radiator

... restricting the flow of steam in varying degrees so that the "pressure drop" is equalized and balanced throughout the entire system. The results . . . Quick heating-up, more even room temperatures, better control with the newer fuels, the newer types of light weight radiation and the new regulating devices. Better performance too, with the older fuels and cast iron radiation.

For This Improved Service

All that is necessary to assure your clients of the marked advances in heating comfort and economy afforded by Improved Webster Type "R" Systems is to incorporate three short paragraphs in your present standard Webster specifications. Bulletin containing these paragraphs will be sent upon request, together with complete information. The coupon below is for your convenience.

Warren Webster & Company, Camden, N.J.
Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating
Branches in 60 principal U.S. Cities—Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Canada

Please send me your Bulletin describing the Improved Webster Type "R" System including suggested specification paragraphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

P.P. 5-31
Modern Metals
at moderate cost

The modest shop around the corner can present the same quality front as its competitor on the avenue—and one as up-to-date!

Possible, because Brasco has concentrated on modern metals in their application to store front construction—and now offers no less than six distinctive kinds to choose from.

Result—all the charm and brilliance of the newer treatments, combined with standard Brasco quality—permanence—strength—glass safety—all embodied in many different types of construction. And this at a cost low enough for any appropriation.

Convince yourself—ask for full sized details and actual samples with gauge of metal plainly marked.

BRASCO MANUFACTURING CO.
Harvey, Illinois

Distributors Everywhere

Brasco Sash in Monel Metal—modern, brilliant, enduring
PROTECTING WIRING

BELOW SEA LEVEL AND HIGH IN THE AIR

At the financial heart of the world rises Number One Wall Street . . . fifty stately stories . . . the newest monument to America's financial and business leadership.

Deep, deep down, below the level of the sea, are the vaults that guard fabulous treasure . . . surrounded by an elaborate system of electrical and mechanical defenses.

And towering high in the air are the business homes of international figures in commerce and finance.

Both must have unaltering electrical service . . . a dependability assured for a generation or more. So throughout this great building G-E Rigid Conduit protects the wiring . . . a deserved tribute to the everlasting satisfaction that goes with the G-E Monogram.—"The Initials of a Friend."

G-E "White," the original hot dipped galvanized rigid conduit, as well as G-E "Black," baked enamel, and G-E Boxes and Fittings are quickly available in every part of the country through G-E Merchandise Distributors.

One Wall Street, New York
The Irving Trust Company's Headquarters and Office Building

Architect: Gmelin & Walker
Builder: Marc Eldlitz & Sons, Inc.
Electrical Contractor: J. Livingston & Co.
Consulting Electrical Engineer: Meyer, Strong & Jones, Inc.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

RIGID CONDUIT

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT • GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY • BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
MACHINE BASES.
USG Sound Insulative Machine Bases are designed to prevent the transmission of noise and vibration caused by machinery. Their construction is essentially that of a rigid platform supported on sensitive resilient steel springs.

ACOUSTONE, the USG acoustical tile is used on wall and ceiling areas where noise absorption or auditorium correction is desirable. Creates a more comfortable noise level while providing choice of a great variety of beautiful patterns and decorative designs.

INSULATIVE DOORS.
USG Sound Insulative Doors are light weight wood doors which have a remarkably high sound insulative efficiency. Practical in any type of building to prevent the transmission of disturbing noises between rooms.

Specify these USG materials to insure definite results in sound control

A Message to Architects from the United States Gypsum Company

WHEREVER sound control is essential, architects find that the three USG materials illustrated above—Acoustone, USG Sound Insulative Doors and USG Sound Insulative Machine Bases—are particularly helpful to them.

Acoustone, the USG acoustical tile, and Sabinite Acoustical Plaster, are successfully used to provide a satisfactory acoustical condition and to absorb noise in business offices, banks, restaurants, etc. Acoustone is a beautiful decorative tile that may be applied over present walls and ceilings quickly and without interruption to regular business routine.

USG Sound Insulative Doors are successfully used to prevent the transmission of noise from one room to another in hotels and apartments, or for executive offices, conference rooms, studies, etc. To prevent the transmission of noise through walls, floors and ceilings, the USG System of Sound Insulation is recommended.

USG Sound Insulative Machine Bases are specifically designed for use under fans, motors, elevator machinery, oil burners, pumps and the like. They prevent the transmission of noise and vibration from almost any kind of machinery in any type of building.

In addition to supplying materials and methods of construction for every phase of sound control, the United States Gypsum Company is in a position to relieve architects of all details on any sound control job, supervise the installation and assume undivided responsibility for the predetermined results.

The services of a USG Sound Control Engineer are available to help you on any problem in architectural acoustics. Without obligation he will diagnose the need for controlling sound, predict definite attainable results and make impartial recommendations. Complete data on USG materials may be found in Sweet's Catalogue. For further information, or for an appointment with a USG Sound Control Engineer, please address the United States Gypsum Company, Dept. 285, 300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. In Canada, address The Dominion Gypsum Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.
Trane’s Prophecy of Less Than

FIVE years ago this month — through the six-page introduction reproduced above — Mr. Reuben N. Trane startled the heating industry by announcing that his invention — now known as Trane Convection Heaters were “placed on the market as the successor to rather than the competitor of ordinary cast iron radiation.”

At this time it was prophesied that the (1) Fuel Economy, (2) Light Weight, (3) Low Cost, (4) Space Saving, (5) Concealment, (6) Instantaneous Control, (7) Quick Heating, and (8) Permanence offered by Trane Convection Heaters, would prove revolutionary to the then commonly accepted methods of distributing heat from a central heating plant.

Trane Convection Heaters were referred to as “the heat of the future.” There is now — after an elapse of five years — ample evidence to show, beyond a doubt, that this was a true prediction.

Convection heat is no longer a theory or an ex-
1926 is Fulfilled in Five Years

experiment. Skepticism concerning it has given way to complete recognition and acceptance of the principle by all the scientific agencies of the heating industry. Architects and engineers, without number, not only accept the principle as sound (both scientifically and economically) but they actually specify, recommend and use Trane Convection Heaters. A surprising percentage of the total radiation installed in 1930 was Trane Convection Heaters. A few of the many buildings which were Trane equipped last year are shown below.

There is not a point of advantage for Trane Convection Heaters listed in Trane’s prophecy of 1926 that has not since been established—time after time — scientifically and in actual use. If anyone still doubts the practicability of Trane Convection Heaters, he is invited to write to us for all the facts. The Trane Company, Dept. 5, 302 Cameron Ave., La Crosse, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Their Big Twin Boiler Doubly Contributes to an Active Church Life

A Big Twin Burnham Boiler in this West Collingswood, New Jersey church, not only heats the auditorium adequately on Sundays. It also keeps the Sunday School building warm continuously, for social and religious uses.

Both buildings are comfortably available at any time, for regular or special services.

The Burnham long fire travel gets so much more heat from the fire, even when a part of the grate area is banked down, that there can always be slumbering fire that will quickly respond when needed.

Not every church requires the Big Twin heat volume. But every Burnham Boiler gives the same kind of flexible, economical heat.

It's a Burnham's long fire travel that makes its fuel bills short. Which is equally true regardless of whether the fuel is coal or oil.

Burnham Boiler Corporation
IRVINGTON NEW YORK
Representatives in all principal cities of the United States and Canada
Beauty, Permanence and Sanitation Are Inherent in Walls of AR-KE-TEX Tile

Lower panel laid with Mottled Cream Brown AR-KE-TEX Tile, in Random Ashlar Bond VI.
Upper panel of Cream Buff Stippled AR-KE-TEX Tile in standard coursing.

Cove base and band course at wainscot height are Black AR-KE-TEX Tile. Band course at top is inset design No. 13. Insets used in lower panel are designs Nos. 1 and 2.

The AR-KE-TEX Corporation - Brazil, Indiana
National Distributors for Clay Products Co., Inc., of Indiana

The Standard of Textured Tile
Now you can specify

**FINISH GRADE**

TIDEWATER RED CYPRUS

at the lowest cost in years

Because the building trade has been anything but booming in the past few years, here is a fact that should surprise almost every architect.

The demand for Heart grade Tidewater Red Cypress has been increasingly so great for exterior use that it is now possible for us to produce and sell the Finish grade for interior use at the lowest cost in years.

For as you know, every cypress log yields two types of lumber — the Heart grade, which is famed for its resistance to rot — and the Sap or Finish grade, whose exquisite grain creates a pattern of rare beauty wherever or however it is used in the interior of a home.

It is only natural, then, that architects and interior decorators should welcome this widespread public acceptance of a wood whose adaptability for interior use stands unique among building materials.

It enables them to recommend Tidewater Red Cypress to the man of moderate means as well as the wealthy client; for aside from the fact the Finish grade is now priced within the reach of all, it is so easy to work that it cuts labor costs to the bone, so resistant to warp and replacement that its all-around economy defies comparison.

For interior use — for paneling, doors, windows, beams, baseboards, cupboards — for any kind of woodwork — Tidewater Red Cypress creates richly warm effects, regardless of what finish you wish to give it.

Such is the versatility of this Wood Eternal. You can wax it, stain it, char, varnish, sand-etch or leave it just as it comes from the yards — always with glowing beauty that age can only mellow.

Further details and information will be sent to you gladly upon request. Address the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, Jacksonville, Fla., or New Orleans, La. If your dealer is not stocked with Tidewater Red Cypress, he can get it quickly or you can write direct to any of the Association Mills listed below.

---

**TIDEWATER RED CYPRUS**

[COAST TYPE]

THE WOOD ETERNAL

This advertisement is published by the following members of the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, Jacksonville, Florida, and New Orleans, Louisiana

J. Ray Arnold Cypress Co., Groveland, Fla.
Big Salkehatchie Cypress Co., Varnville, S. C.
Burton-Swartz Cypress Co., Perry, Fla.
Cummer Cypress Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
Dibert, Stark & Brown Cypress Co.,
Donner, La.
Everglade Cypress Co., Loughman, Fla.
Putnam Lumber Co., Glenwood, Fla.
Putnam Lumber Co., Shamrock, Fla.
Weaver-Loughbridge Lumber Co., Boyd, Fla.
Weis-Patterson Lumber Co., Pensacola, Fla.
A. Wilbert's Sons Lbr. & Shgl. Co.,
Plaquemine, La.
F. B. Williams Cypress Co., Ltd., Patterson, La.
Wilson Cypress Co., Palatka, Fla.
Weisway Shower Cabinets, consisting of art marble receptor and steel or aluminum alloy side walls, to be assembled at the job, are now available. Architects who are familiar with other Weis products need not be told that this is strictly a quality product. Weisway Cabinets are sold only through the plumbing trade and should be included in the plumbing specifications. All of the features afforded by the Weisteel Integral Shower Cabinet are available in this better looking type of cabinet which also has the added advantage, because of knockdown construction, of being available for installation beyond existing openings through which integral cabinets could not pass. Partial advance information will be found in Sweet's Architectural Catalog for 1931. Since Sweet's was printed, however, additional important facts have become ready for publication and we therefore suggest that you write for a copy of the new Weisway folder which is just off the press.

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Elkhart, Indiana

The Weisway Shower Cabinet can be assembled from inside the receptor. No screws or bolts are used in making this a rigid, leakproof unit.
You can have the advantages of this
TIGHT-FITTING CORK INSULATION

NO makeshift, mitered “stove-pipe” covers here. No fussing with plastic or fibrous materials is necessary with Novoid. Accurately moulded or assembled to fit, the jackets and coverings you see above hug straight runs and fittings so tightly that no air space is left where moisture can accumulate.

Brine and ammonia lines, coolers, and tanks, can be protected permanently with Novoid Cork Covering. Eliminate expensive replacement costs by using this close-structured insulation which has no absorbent “blotting action” and cannot become water-soaked.

Made to fit all sizes of pipes and fittings, from $\frac{1}{2}$" up, Novoid Cork Covering can be had in three different thicknesses to meet every type of cold line, from below zero brine to drinking water.

Write for samples, prices, and complete data on Novoid Cork Covering. Address Cork Import Corporation, 345 West 40th St., New York City.

For roofs, for walls, for all building insulation and refrigeration uses, Novoid Corkboard offers moisture-proof protection against heat losses. Samples and detailed information on request.
An American architectural masterpiece, the Aetna Life Insurance Building, Hartford, Conn. Where the interior walls and ceilings radiate unquestioned individuality and distinction. Marks of added value, these artistic finishes were readily obtained with TIGER, the lime that

"Spreads like warm butter"

Credit for this majestic structure is due, primarily, to the creator, constructor and craftsmen responsible for its being. James Gamble Rogers, New York City, was the Architect; Geo. A. Fuller Company, New York City, the General Contractors; and Marshall F. Davenson, Hartford, the Plastering Contractor, who Tiger-finished its charming interior.

From the viewpoint of quality construction, good judgment dictates better lime . . . the FAMOUS Tiger White Rock Finish.

THE KELLEY ISLAND LIME & TRANSPORT COMPANY
World’s Largest Producer of Lime
LEADER BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO
The unique qualities of SOAPSTONE make it an interesting material with which to work

TRIM

TREADS

SPANDRELS

SILLS and STOOLS

SHOWER STALLS

FLOORING

WE solicit inquiries for samples from architects who are not familiar with the various textures and finishes of soapstone, because we believe that this natural non-stratified material has possibilities as an architectural medium that will not be known until its qualities are familiar to all architects.

With knowledge of properties, colors and textures, we are confident that creative minds will see artistic and economic uses as yet unknown.


ALBERENE STONE
THE VIRGINIA SOAPSTONE OF DIVERSIFIED UTILITY
Because no single type of Enduro, Republic's Perfected Stainless Steel, can meet all the conditions of the building trades and industry, a series of booklets has been prepared for your information, containing basic facts concerning the various types now available.

Your records will be more complete with this data in your file. Ask for any or all of the following:

- Booklet 85—General Information on Enduro, its properties and uses.
- Booklet 86—Enduro KA2, for corrosion resistance to atmosphere, salt air, food and dairy products, nitric acid, etc. For application requiring ductility and good working qualities generally.
- Booklet 87—Enduro AA, for application where corrosion resistance takes precedence over high strength or toughness.
- Booklet 88—Enduro S, for applications requiring moderate corrosion resistance with high strength and toughness.

Upon request your name will be placed on a list to receive similar bulletins issued from time to time as information on other types of Enduro-Nirosta, is made available.

Enduro is sold only through Republic Sales Offices and Authorized Distributors.

ENDURO
REPUBLIC'S PERFECTED STAINLESS STEEL

CENTRAL ALLOY DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
MASSILLON, OHIO
False Economy in Pipe
INVITES PROPERTY LOSSES

"Pipe prescription" was developed by leading architects. Experience and research impressed them with the fact that the true measure of pipe economy is cost per year of service. A desire to render the utmost service to their clients inspired its adoption and is the reason for continued adherence to it.

Emphasizing this policy to the buying and building public, we state: "Your architect knows the places where wrought iron has demonstrated its superiority. He also knows that Byers Genuine Wrought-Iron Pipe is a standard of wrought-iron quality. For these reasons it is to your advantage to approve the 'pipe prescription' he submits to you."

Original cost is a single factor of consideration in the creation of a building and in the installation of pipe. The true measure of pipe economy is cost per year of service. Comfort is assured and property is protected by specification and installation of the right pipe in the right places. In those places where its superiority is established by actual service, there is no economical substitute for wrought-iron pipe.

The public has confidence in wrought iron. However, we accept as a business responsibility preservation of the traditional superiority of Byers Genuine Wrought-Iron Pipe in its proved fields of service and urge it only for its places in a "pipe prescription" that provide the most durable service for original minimum cost.

As an expert you know of many places in which Byers Genuine Wrought-Iron Pipe has proved its adaptability and service. There are still greater numbers developed within the past few years. Are you familiar with them? The facilities of our organization are at the disposal of any architect in helping solve pipe problems. Write us today! And remember, the spiral stripe identifies Byers Genuine Wrought-Iron Pipe. A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Established 1864.

BYERS GENUINE PIPE
AN INVESTMENT • NOT AN OUTLAY
NOW... for the first time in America
a Really Fireproofing Insulation Board

PROVABLE FACTS
ABOUT THERMAX

1. **Insulation:** Thermax combines insulation with fireproofing qualities not provided by any other insulation board.

2. **Fireproofing:** Thermax, tested in accordance with the standard fire test specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials, meets the requirements for Class A fireproof construction.

3. **Structurally Strong:** Thermax satisfies code requirements for self-supporting insulated roof-decks.

4. **Sound-Deadening:** Thermax 2" partitions transmit less than one-fifth of one per cent of sound.

Thermax—the fireproofing insulation—is a remarkably efficient and economical insulating board. It is not new. Originated in Europe, Thermax already has had twelve years of practical use in nearly every European country. Now it is being made in the United States in accordance with American building standards and specifications.

Here at last is insulation *plus* fireproofing. Thermax is a truly fireproofing insulation board. Made of treated wood and minerals it has lightness and structural strength. It is vermin proof, odorless, permanent and it gives adequate insulation in single thickness. Thermax has the thickness necessary to give real thermal insulation and provides fireproofing qualities not found in any other insulation board—yet the cost is moderate!

Thermax is ideal for walls, partitions, ceilings and roof decks. It offers, *in one product*, insulation, fireproofing, sound-deadening and a perfect base for plaster. Thermax can be sawed and nailed like wood.

Write for specification data and sample of material. Address Thermax Corporation, Dept. "K," 228 N. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

THERMAX
The Fireproofing Insulation
NO CAUSE
For Worry—

Ink marks, pencil scratches, dirt—stains of all kinds—can be quickly and easily removed from walls finished with Berry Brothers' Delitone. This remarkable material is many times more washable than ordinary finishes. We believe it the most economical and serviceable wall finish on the market. Two coats are sufficient for a perfect job on old or new work. It will positively stop lime burns or hot spots on plaster that is in proper condition for the application of a wall coating. As a prime coat Delitone covers upwards of 750 square feet per gallon. Learn more about this finish. Write for complete information.

ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT
BERRY BROTHERS
Varnishes Enamels Lacquers
Detroit, Michigan

manufacturer of wear-resisting architectural finishes
Announcing...

FLORIDA-LOUISIANA RED CY Press Co.

Buyers and users of cypress throughout the country will be interested in the formation of the Florida-Louisiana Red Cypress Company. This company, which is to serve as a marketing organization, is a progressive and forward action which gives distributors of Tidewater Red Cypress a service upon which they can always depend.

The Florida-Louisiana Red Cypress Company will market the entire cypress output of the following mills:

- Wilson Cypress Company, Palatka, Fla.
- Putnam Lumber Company, Glenwood & Shamrock, Fla.
- Cummer Cypress Company, Lacoochee, Fla.
- A. Wilbert's Sons, Plaquemine, La.
- Brooks-Scanlon Corporation, Foley, Fla.

All cypress cut by these mills comes from the deep swamps of the Suwanee, the St. Johns and the Withlacoochee Rivers in Florida and the Atchafalaya in Louisiana... the world's most noted cypress growing regions.

Whether you live in Maine or California, New York or Ohio, you may look to the Florida-Louisiana Red Cypress Company for everything you need in cypress. The vast resources and exceptional facilities of this organization assures you of a steady supply of the finest Tidewater Red Cypress you can buy... now and for many years to come.

FLORIDA-LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS COMPANY
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
What Josam Makes

**DRAINS**

- Floors, Urinals, Showers
- Garages, Hospitals, Roofs
- Gutters, Decks, Etc.

**INTERCEPTORS**

- Grease, Oil, Plaster
- Hair, Surgical and Dental Sediments

**POOL EQUIPMENT**

- Inlets, Outlets, Vacuum Connections, Scum Gutters, and Skimmer Sprays

**SHOCK ABSORBERS**

- Quieting Water Hammer and Preventing Damage to Pipe Lines

**CLOSET CONNECTIONS**

- Gas and Water Tight and Eliminate Putty Joints

Representative Josam Specialties

**VALVES**

- Back Water Sewer and Check Valves, Always Open Except When Closed by Back Flow

*There are no substitutes*
Other Than Drains

There would be nothing of prime interest to you in the news that Josam now manufactures an ever-growing list of sanitary specialties—twenty-four in all, were it not for the fact that the name Josam already identifies drains which are accepted as standard by the construction industry.

Interceptors, which prevent clogged waste lines, shock absorbers, which eliminate water hammer and a number of newer Josam specialties inherit something of this bounteous recognition accorded Josam drains—inherit a liberal share of this recognition of value in greater quantity and truer quality.

No great effort is required for building a new product when the motive or interest does not extend beyond its immediate sale. As in the beginning, that sense of responsibility for the performance of the first Josam drain has guided the development of newer products. Not a single product in the whole Josam line but that must continually measure up to the watch word—"accept no improvement as final."

From the inception of its business, Josam pledged itself to the policy of competing against past efforts to produce better products in the future—dedicated its abilities and resources to the task of seeking to deserve increased recognition by rendering increasingly greater service.

Josam not only enthusiastically welcomes new ideas, but constantly engages in research—continuously labors in producing new designs—testing and experimenting with new processes, new methods and new materials to the end of increasing usefulness of Josam products and extending their number if a need be found.

How swiftly Josam products have been accorded an eager welcome is evidenced by the increasing importance these products occupy in all kinds of structures. This is indicative of a scope of engineering service that comprehends the problems of the construction industry—it is a tribute to Josam engineers, who understand the difficulties confronting the architect and engineer.

By calling on the Josam representative, this accumulated experience of a nation-wide organization that has pioneered with new and better ideas is available to you. Catalog G gives detailed information regarding this complete line of specialties. Sweet's Catalog gives essential specification data.

Josam Manufacturing Co. . . 4908 Euclid Building, Cleveland, Ohio
Factory: Michigan City, Indiana

Branches in all Principal Cities

Josam Products are sold by all plumbing and heating supply wholesalers

Descriptive literature on any Josam product sent upon request
COMPLETE hollow metal installation by Dahlstrom ... elevator entrances, office and corridor doors and metal trim ... assists this fine building to the efficiency, serviceability and interior beauty that the modern metropolitan structure must have.

Complete Metal Door & Trim installation by

DAHLSTROM

THE DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR COMPANY (Established 1904), JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

WITH OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
This is one of five G&G Telescopic Hoists specified by Robert D. Kohn, Architect for R. H. Macy & Co.—More than 2,100 schools use G&G Ash Removal Equipment because it is so safe in operation—And many prominent buildings, including the U. S. Capitol.


GILLIS & GEOGHEGAN
548 W. Broadway
NEW YORK, N. Y.
A New Beauty Treatment
For Homes and Apartments

Cabot’s Creosote Shingle and Wood Stains and Cabot’s Collopakes make possible a whole new range of color effects for modern buildings.

Cabot’s Stains have been standard since 1882, but recently they, like Cabot’s Collopakes, have been made by the Patented Collopaking Process, which reduces the colors to such fineness that they act like dyes, becoming a part of the wood itself. Use them on all exterior wood surfaces—roof, clapboards, siding, rough or smooth boarding. There is a range of twenty-three beautiful shades.

“Twenty years ago I stained my home with your stain,” writes one user. “The wonderful color has lasted, notwithstanding our severe winters, and strong sunshine and salt air.”

For quick action, use the coupon below. It will bring you a color chart showing stains on wood, and any special information you may ask for below your name.

Features of Wilson School Wardrobes
That Save Space and Money

Pictures show installation of Wilson Hygienic School Wardrobes (disappearing door type) in South Norfolk High School, South Norfolk, Va., W. O. Sherman, Architect, J. W. Hudson, Jr., Contractor.

These wardrobes eliminate space and cost of cloak rooms. May be installed in corridors or rooms. Fronts operate easily and out of the way, whether open or closed, in both the disappearing door type and the rolling front type. Provided with blackboard surface if desired. Wilson Hygienic School Wardrobes permit smaller school buildings without loss of seating capacity, thereby lowering construction costs.

Write for Catalog No. 4

WILSON HYGIENIC SCHOOL
WARDROBES
A Type For Every School Need

The J. G. Wilson Corporation
11 East 38th Street New York
Box 1194, Norfolk, Va.

Over 50 Years in Business
This system flashes every order with the speed of light.

Originating from the push button on any executive's desk, an order flashes instantly on the superintendent's 99-lamp, bull's-eye type annunciator. Superintendent flashes a single-lamp annunciator on some stenographer's desk by throwing a toggle switch. Thus conveying the order with the speed of light. Push buttons, toggle switches and annunciators are all Edwards. Edwards signaling apparatus can be properly engineered to solve your signaling problems equally as well.

In Your Blooming Bathrooms—

You've brought dainty days to the bathroom. The present vogue for water-lily wall papers demanded a new style Cabinet, to match the ensemble. Here it is: the special LAWCO lighted cabinet, with delicately etched mirror. Mirror-border in black, orchid or light green. Cabinet completely wired. Two attractive side brackets furnish full shadow-free illumination for the mirror, and plenty of light for the whole bathroom. Low priced.

Our catalogue tells all!

Every Bathroom Cabinet in the New Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City, is a LAWCO!

The F. H. Lawson Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Makers of Good Products Since 1816
The Modern Trend in MONUMENTAL ARCHITECTURE

Modern in design, beautifully finished and supplied with fine hardware appointments, Fenestra Steel Windows have won the approval of architects for use in monumental buildings.

Fenestra Windows offer finger-touch operation — they do not warp, stick or rattle. They admit more daylight. They provide natural ventilation without direct drafts; close tight without weather-strips. They may be washed on both sides from the inside, by low-cost labor. They add fire safety. Equipped with bronze-mesh screens when desired.

Sweet’s Catalog covers all Fenestra details and specifications. Literature or demonstration without obligation. Phone the local Fenestra office.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
2286 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan

Made by America’s Oldest and Largest Steel Company
PENCIL POINTS FOR MAY, 1931

Eldorado Tower Apt. Hotel, New York, N. Y. Manges & Reiser

Public Service Building, Boston, Mass. Harold Field Kelleng

Continental Life Insurance Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Wm. B. Steere, Inc.

Tucker City Development, New York, N. Y. Paul F. French Company

Palisada Bldg., Inc., Apartment, New York, N. Y. Greenberg & Lutting

Petroleum Building, Oklahoma City, Okla. Layton, Hicks & Forsythe

424 E. 52nd Street Apartment, New York, N. Y. Emery Roth

Canajoharie High School, Canajoharie, New York Kione & Frank, Utica

Crippled Children's Hospital, Oklahoma City, Okla. Layton, Hickey & Forsythe

Textile Center Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. W. Douglas Lee

New York University—School of Education, New York, N. Y. James Gamble Rogers

Michigan State Sanatorium for Tuberculosis, Howell, Michigan Mallochison & Higgenbotham

Medical Arts Building, Oak Park, Ill. Roy J. Hatchback

Meridian Security Building, New York, N. Y. Parker & Shuger

Canisbiaters Apartment, Long Beach, Calif. Richard D. King

Woodburn Apartments, Chicago, Ill. Fred Stanton

Memphis Cotton Exchange, Memphis, Tenn. Makey & Boudrell

Sun Realty Co. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. A. E. Cudler Colvin Redwoman

Redick Building, Omaha, Nebr. J. G. MacArthur

67 Hanson Place Apt's Brooklyn, N. Y. Murray Kline & Wm. T. McCarthy

Maxson Children's Home—Boys' Building, Utica, New York Kione & Frank

Liverpool High School, Liverpool, N. Y. Earl Halsey, Syracuse, N. Y.

Locke's Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind. Bennett Kay

Granada Apartments, Brooklyn, N. Y. Wm. L. Hohman, Inc.

South Side Trust Company, St. Louis, Mo. St. Louis Bank Building & Equip. Co.

Windows

EST STEEL WINDOW MANUFACTURER
THE DOORWAY
IN THE SPIRIT OF MODERN DESIGN
DEVELOPED ALONG SCIENTIFIC LINES

Extraneous, planted-on ornament has little to do with straightforward modern design frankly expressed through materials which derive their form from their natural and logical functions. Kalman Steel Door Frames designed to properly function with the other elements of the wall structure free doorways from casings as a covering for rough framing permitting the same clean-cut lines around openings in plastered walls attainable only with marble veneer.

The preference for Kalman Steel Door Frames is constantly increasing. The file of drawings and data on them is available to all interested in these modern doorways.

KALMAN STEEL DOOR FRAMES
ALBANY • ATLANTA • BALTIMORE • BOSTON • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • COLUMBUS • DALLAS • DAYTON
DETROIT • HOUSTON • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEWARK • NEW HAVEN • NEW YORK • NILES • PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH • ST. LOUIS • ST. PAUL • SYRACUSE • WASHINGTON, D.C. • YOUNGSTOWN • EXPORT OFFICE, NEW YORK
Built-in conduit and nine outlets provide for telephone convenience in the residence of Mr. Wilbert J. Austin, Sherbrooke Road, Shaker Heights, Cleveland, Ohio. MAIER & WALSH, Architects, Cleveland

THE OWNERS OF THE HOMES YOU PLAN WILL WELCOME THIS CONVENIENCE

Clients are pleased with the home that's attractive outside. And doubly pleased as the years prove that home livable inside. Every added comfort is important to them—and to you. None more so than the matter of adequate telephone arrangements.

Telephones conveniently located in all the important rooms of the house save time and steps and energy for every member of the household every day. You can assure this convenience by providing for telephone conduit in walls and floors. The conduit permits outlets and instruments wherever they are needed, conceals all wiring and protects against certain types of service interruptions.

In planning the telephone arrangements for new or remodeled residences, take advantage of the free advisory service available from your local telephone company. They have wide and varied experience to offer you in the matter of providing for many types of equipment. Just call the Business Office.
NEW CENTRAL PARK WEST
APARTMENT GLAZED
WITH ADAMSTON

Another New York Apartment
Building glazed with Vertically
Drawn Flat Window Glass.

The increased demand for
Adamston in this type of building
indicates its growing popularity
among Metropolitan Architects
and Builders.

A BRAND YOU
ADAMSTON FLAT GLASS CO.
CLARKSBURG, W. VA.

THE CUTLER MAIL CHUTE

Is backed by —

An experience of fifty years.
A factory equipped and oper­
ated for our own work exclusively.
A force of experienced erectors
in the field.
A determination to keep our
product and service up to the
highest possible standard.

Correspondence invited

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Expansion Wings
Make This Bead Different

MILCOR Expansion Corner Bead assures
perfectly true lines and curves as well
as permanent beauty. The wings of expanded
metal key the plaster right up to the
bead. It can’t pull away. No hunting for
nail holes ... erection is fast and low in cost.
Milcor corners will stand unusual abuse ...

MILCOR STEEL COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, WIS., 4101 Burnham St. — CANTON, OHIO
Chicago, Ill. Kansas City, Mo.
LaCrosse, Wis.
Sales Offices: New York, 418 Pershing Square Building; Boston,
Mass., 714 Little Building; Atlanta, Ga., 207 Boys Allen Building;
Minneapolis, Minn., 642 Builders Exchange Building; Little Rock,
Ark., 104 W. Market Street

MILCOR PRODUCTS
MOUNT AIRY GRANITE

Write for samples and photographs
J. D. SARGENT GRANITE CO.
MOUNT AIRY, N. C.

FOR BEAUTY OF TEXTURE

50 years on a DOOR good for fifty years more

Notabene

The solid bronze Bommer Spring Hinges swinging the big front doors of the old Bank of Manhattan at 40 Wall St., New York, since 1880 were in excellent condition when that building was demolished in 1929 to be replaced by the new Bank of Manhattan skyscraper of 73 stories which is also equipped with Bommer Spring Hinges—truly an astounding record.

Leadership is always announced by origination and Panelboards were the first to be built of Standardized Unit Construction. Revolutionary as it was, time and imitation have proved its soundness.

Frank Adam
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS

Atlanta, Ga. L. A. Cross 64 Cone St., N. W.
Baltimore, Md. Waldo M. Mfg. Co. 312 S. Hanover St.
Boston, Mass. J. J. Cassidy 241 Congress St.
Buffalo, N. Y. Ralph E. James 1900 Hotel Ave.
Chicago, Ill. Major Equipment Co. 400 E. Jackson Blvd.
Cincinnati, Ohio E. R. Schrader 190 East Pearl St.
Cleveland, Ohio Frank Rhodes 684 The Arcade
Dallas, Texas E. S. Walkerfield 1514 Allen Blvd.
Kansas City, Mo. Robert Baker 19 E. 14th St.
Los Angeles, Calif. E. Zinnemann 3127 S. Wall St.
Memphis, Tenn. C. R. Reish, Jr. 203 Monroe Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn. Leo H. Comer 423 Building R. R. Bldg.
New York 275 W. 3rd St. New York City
Omaha, Neb. E. J. Penning 213 S. 12th St.
Orlando, Florida F. W. Knopf 300 Lakeview Blvd.
Philadelphia, Pa. W. A. MacAvery, Jr. 244 North 6th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. W. A. MacAvery, Jr. 210-12 Smithfield St.
St. Louis, Mo. O. H. Hrozny 660 Missouri Place
San Francisco, Calif. Lee YunAsia, 340 Fremont St.
Toledo, Ohio P. G. Ebersole 214 S. Vine St.
Vancouver, B. C. Amalgamated Elec. Co., Ltd. 1550 Granville St.
Calgary, Alberta Amalgamated Elec. Co., Ltd. 1301 11th Ave., East
Hamilton, Ont. Amalgamated Elec. Co., Ltd. 18 Mary St.
Montreal, Can. Amalgamated Elec. Co., Ltd. 1006 Mountain St.
SUNLIGHT
... the sales agent

Where there's light, there's profit in real estate. California's skies and Florida's too, flow sunlight. That is the reason millions of people moved and made their homes in these sections where days are clear.

Lustraglass is clear. It is the "whitest" of all glass made for windows. It brings indoors the sun's rays, ultra-violet, infra-red and daylight too as nature blends them . . . Its use assures bright, cheerful interiors which rent or sell quicker and bring a larger revenue.

As a building material, glass is not expensive. Use plenty of it because it adds beauty and sales appeal to any building, and be sure to use Lustraglass, it costs no more. The booklet A-430 explains why Lustraglass is a better looking, more efficient window glass. Write for it.

AMERICAN
WINDOW GLASS CO.

FIFTH AVENUE  PITTSBURGH, PA.
BEHIND THIS BEAUTY IS

Enduring Utility

Entrance detail — St. Lukes Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio
Architects — HUBBELL & BENES
Electrical Contractor — MARTIEN ELECTRIC CO.

This impressive entrance and light detail is but the visual expression of the hidden, enduring utility which has been built into the entire electrical wiring system of St. Lukes Hospital. Throughout this entire building the vast network of wires which feed the multitude of lights and electrical devices are steel-sheathed against abrasion, moisture and deterioration by rust-resisting Youngstown-Buckeye Conduit. In thousands of structures from coast to coast, architectural beauty and enduring utility thus have been combined... because architects fully appreciate the value of permanence in electrical wiring installations.

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
One of the oldest manufacturers of copper steel, under the well-known and established trade name "Copperoid"
General Offices — YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES:
ATLANTA • • Hunley Building
DENVER • • Continental Oil Bldg.
BOSTON • • Chamber of Commerce Building
DETROIT • • Fisher Building
BUFFALO • Liberty Bank Building
KANSAS CITY, MO. • • Commerce Building
CHICAGO • • Conway Building
LOSANGELES -3000 Santa Fe Ave.
CINCINNATI • Union Trust Bldg.
MEMPHIS • • 42 Keel Avenue
CLEVELAND-Term Tower Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS • • Andrea Bldg.
DALLAS • • Magnolia Building
NEW ORLEANS • • Hibernia Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO • • 55 New Montgomery Street
SAN ANTONIO • • Rand Tower Building
ST. LOUIS • • Louderman Bldg.
DENVER • • Market Building
YOUNGSTOWN • • Stambaugh Building
LOS ANGELES • • 30 Church Street
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE

GALVANIZED SHEETS PROTECT • SAVE WITH STEEL
KINNEAR ROLLING SHUTTERS

"installed in 1910... checked 2 fires... still as good as new"

THE JOHN BRESSMER COMPANY
Springfield, Illinois

February 28, 1931

KINNEAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Columbus, Ohio

Gentlemen:

Replying to your letter of February 26, 1931, will say that we have our building equipped with your automatic Steel Rolling Shutters which were installed in 1910. In 1914 a fire destroyed an adjoining building and the shutters automatically closed, which saved the contents of our building.

We had these shutters overhauled and put in first class condition in 1925. They have not been overhauled since that time and on January 12, 1931, a fire broke out in our rug department on the fourth floor, resulting in a total loss of our stock of rugs—and all the shutters on the fourth floor which were near the fire, automatically closed, which helped in the controlling of the fire.

We consider this equipment very valuable and would not want to be without it.

Yours very truly,

THE JOHN BRESSMER COMPANY
By (Signed) O. L. Parr.
Gen. Manager & Treasurer.

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING CO
300-340 Field Avenue
Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Boston Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland
Detroit New Orleans New York Philadelphia
Pittsburgh Kansas City San Francisco
Beauty that Says:

"Planned by a GOOD ARCHITECT!"

It's often the little touches of beauty — the architect's regard for fine details — that give the home distinctive charm. And wall coverings form the background for such decorative accents.

Wall areas become beautiful backgrounds when Wall-Tex is used. In these fabric wall coverings you find designs of unusual attractiveness — modernistic patterns that stay within the bounds of good taste, and conventional designs of refinement and character.

The colorings, too, are unusually beautiful — and you'll like the richness of the fabric texture, suggesting the quality of those costly fabric wall coverings of centuries ago.

The practical advantages of Wall-Tex are also vitally important. Easily cleaned with a damp cloth, even washable, it retains its original fresh beauty with little attention. This means wall charm that lasts — and it means true economy.

Wall-Tex is recommended by good architects and decorators everywhere — for both large and modest homes; for hotels, schools, hospitals, public buildings of all kinds.

Your files are not complete without samples of Wall-Tex. Write for newest patterns, interesting folders, "The Modern Trend in Wall Coverings" and "The Important Points of Interior Decoration" — and name of your nearest Wall-Tex dealer.

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS CORPORATION
Dept. A-5
Columbus, Ohio

WALL-TEX
fabric wall coverings of enduring beauty
ANKYRAS will hold them!

LOCATE your fixtures wherever you want them regardless of studding or other support. The wall is all you need—if you use Ankyras.

Ankyras hold in any wall, hollow or solid; are self-riveting, self-adjusting; easy to apply; save time; save money and do a better, neater and everlasting job.

Write for information

ANKYRA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Wayne Junction Philadelphia

LEONARD Thermostatic Water Mixing Valves

TYPE L-9 OCTAGON DESIGN

Catalog C of Leonard Valves, showing Type L-9 Octagon Design and Colors to match bathroom fixtures, is now ready.

Write for your copy

LEONARD-ROOKE COMPANY
Elmwood Station, Providence, R. I.

Hospital Sterilizers

Consultation and engineering service on sterilizer installations

Selection of Sizes
Method of Heat
Roughing-In
Sanitation
Specifications

CASTLE
World’s Largest Line of Sterilizers

Wilmot Castle Co., 1226 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Beauty Enhanced

Well planned—Details beautiful—but why use commonplace, drab shades?
Recommend Athey Shades. There is no substitute. They are beautiful in themselves, being a translucent material that is not only exquisite in appearance, but very durable. Athey Shades may be adjusted to shade any part of the window without being touched by the hands. Being made in seven non-fading colors, they lend themselves to decorative color schemes for sunrooms, bedrooms, sleeping porches, offices and studios in hotels, hospitals, clubs and residences.

Write for free treatise on window shades

Athey WINDOW SHADES and Weatherstrips

Athey Company
6256 W. 65th St., Chicago, Ill.
Representatives in Principal Cities
In Canada: Cresswell-Pomeroy Reg'd, Montreal and Toronto

Make a Hit with the Ladies

If you want to design homes that appeal to the ladies, install a Prometheus Plate Warmer and Towel Dryer in the kitchen. It keeps food hot and flavorful until served. No danger of food being dried out and tasteless. And it dries towels quickly.

Prometheus Plate Warmer and Towel Dryer

costs but little to install and is economical to operate. Can't overheat. Shuts off current automatically if accidentally left on. Is chromium plated and handsomely finished. White porcelain doors. Removable shelves. Approved by the Underwriters. Write for catalog.

Prometheus Electric Corp.
352 West 13th Street
New York, N. Y.

As You Turn In At the Gate--

LET color begin to do its cheerful work at the very entrance to the estate. Let it be in evidence everywhere, so that the eye shall enjoy its pleasing and restful effects as nature intended.

No need to dwell upon the possibilities of masonry. Its forms and uses are infinite. Color in the material has always been one of its most attractive features. The introduction of other colors into the mortar, however, multiplied the combinations available and freed the artisan from the gray monotony of ordinary mortar joints.

Mortar stain makes possible the matching of mortar with the body of the masonry to secure uniform color. It offers strong contrasts. It may be made to supply the one missing element in an otherwise exquisite harmony of colors. In a word, it affords complete control over masonry color effects.

It seems almost unnecessary to add that mortar colors must match standard tints and shades exactly if they are to be dependable, and must be unchanging and permanent. These two prime requisites are responsible for the general preference that Pecora Mortar Stains enjoy. They are suggested as a “safe” specification where chances can not be taken. The coupon below is for additional information.

Pecora Paint Company
Sedgley Ave. & Venango St.
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen

Pecora Paint Company
Sedgley Ave. and Venango St., Phila., Pa.

Name ........................................
Street and No. ............................
Town and State ............................
time

Even when man pitted his brain and brawn against the slowly circling shadow on the sun dial... time meant much. Today, when men and machines compete against the tick of split-second accuracy, modern speed has multiplied time and its value. Installed in thousands of plants, Peelle Doors are saving industry time and money by speeding interior transportation. Counterbalanced, horizontal and vertical sliding, bi-fold, their ease of operation, their fault-proof efficiency, lessen the risk of indoor traffic snarls and help lower production costs. Motorized... Peelle Doors are greater time-savers than ever before. At the simple touch of a button they render instant exit and entrance. Write for catalog, or consult our engineers.

THE PEELLE COMPANY, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Atlanta and 30 other cities. In Canada: Toronto and Hamilton, Ontario

MOTORIZE HORIZONTAL SLIDING

SLIDING AND BI-FOLD DOORS WITH PEELLE OPERATORS

PEELLE
MOTORIZED
FREIGHT ELEVATOR

DOORS

VERTICAL
A Modern Teapot Tempest

The Functionalist Design for Radio City Has Aroused Public Indignation in New York

On another page in this issue, rather condensed reference is made to the controversy provoked in the New York newspapers by the publication of the model of Radio City, the huge Rockefeller project. Such a storm of public protest was aroused that, although the group of buildings is entirely a New York affair, the principle involved becomes of national interest.

The profession is, of course, already acquainted with the general features of the preliminary design for Radio City since all of the architectural papers have shown pictures of the model that caused all the stir. The architects, Reinhard & Hofmeister, and their associated firms, Raymond Hood, Godley & Fouillhoux, and Corbett, Harrison & McMurray have, in the April Architectural Record, presented their side of the story and have pointed out that economic considerations were paramount. Perhaps some of the criticisms, therefore, were not entirely fair since the critics were without complete knowledge of the factors with which the architects were confronted. And, unfortunately or fortunately as the case may be, only the architects themselves have that knowledge. It is only reasonable to suppose that they realize, better than anyone else, their responsibility to the client, to Columbia University which owns the land, to the owners of nearby properties, and to the general public of the city. They undoubtedly take that responsibility seriously and are going to do what seems to them right and proper.

A mistake was made in the beginning by giving publicity to the original idea that Mr. Rockefeller was going to provide the city with something truly monumental, something that would take rank with the great public squares of the world such as the Place de l'Opéra or the Place Vendôme in Paris. This idea was accepted by the public which thereupon looked forward eagerly to the publication of the designs. With its mouth all made up for frosted cake the public was naturally keenly disappointed when the model revealed that it was to get only bread. It is perhaps only fair to say that the proposed buildings will not be entirely out of harmony with much of contemporary New York, nor will they be less sightly than a large proportion of the modern commercial structures erected during the past few years. A great opportunity to beautify the city has been lost, regrettable, but the client is apparently satisfied that the money invested in the project is going to be safe. And that, after all, is the primary consideration with the backers of commercial buildings everywhere. We are not going to like the bread as well as the cake but it may prove to be more nourishing though less edifying. Time will tell.

The whole controversy is interesting because it demonstrates that the public, of New York at least, can get stirred up about architecture and that it does take an interest in the appearance of its buildings. Of course, many of the indignant letters to the press were written by architects, artists, and enlightened citizens who take the aesthetic problem most seriously, but there were many also from obvious laymen from whom such an outburst was not expected. Lack of space does not permit us to quote from even a fair proportion of the newspaper columns that have been given to the discussion in the form of both editorials and letters from readers. Anyone who is interested can secure copies of the Herald-Tribune and Times over the period covered by the squabble and draw his or her own conclusions.

In an article in the New York Times for Sunday, April 5, 1931, written after interviewing the architects and getting their side of the story, H. I. Brock says, "What it will look like, whether it will be beautiful or ugly, is a matter upon which discussion may and will continue to rage. Indeed, this question cannot be rightly answered until the Radio City is a fact and not a dream. Perhaps the final solution of it will have to wait until another generation gives its verdict on the completed work. What we have undertaken to show here is that Radio City is designed and will be executed as a huge machine. The purpose of this machine is to afford maximum facilities and opportunities to the business enterprises of every sort which it is intended to serve. At least it is a bold attempt to solve the greatest problem which modern progress has thrust upon our biggest, most crowded and swiftest moving city."

While we, personally, do not like the designs as published and while they do not seem, to us, to have any great distinction from an aesthetic point of view, we are willing to withhold final judgment until the buildings become a reality. We are told that changes have already been made and that more may be made which will help to make the group easier to look at. We hope that this is so. Meanwhile the functionalists are here having their opportunity to prove or disprove their theories in a big way. Whether architecture in the future is to aim for utility only and let beauty come or not as it will or, as in the past, aim for utility and beauty both will depend largely on the outcome of the present struggle. Radio City will work; its buildings will be tremendously useful; there will be plenty of light and air and every convenience that human ingenuity has been able to devise will be available. Why can't it be beautiful also?
Write for the...

New Guth-Fan Catalogue

It shows the new 1931 line of Guth-Fan and lighting fixture combinations and the revolutionary Guth-Fan principle which creates cool air circulation in an entirely different way. Guth-Fan is a better method of combining cool air circulation and controlled illumination from one outlet. It entirely eliminates the flickering and eye straining light which results from other types of fan-fixtures.

It circulates the cool air below the fan throughout the entire room, without drawing into circulation the motor heated air which is usually at least seven degrees higher temperature. It circulates over four thousand cubic feet of cool, revitalized air per minute—without cold causing drafts or blasts of air, and without disturbing papers or cooling food below the fan.

Write the Guth-Fan Catalogue No. 3, showing full details of this revolutionary fan principle and the new line of Guth-Fan and lighting fixture combination.

The Guth Company

2715 Washington Avenue
St. Louis, Mo.

This Month and Next

We have so many good articles on hand for next month that we cannot find room for all of them but we will describe a few here and hope to be able to work them in. As announced last month we will give considerable space to a discussion by a number of architects, specification writers, draftsmen, and manufacturers' representatives of the problem of better cooperation. We already have received a number of good letters on the subject but would welcome additional comments since every good suggestion will be valuable. For a complete description of what we want refer to advertising page 61 of the April issue. Then sit down and write us your ideas.

A throught Iron craftsmanship is always of interest to the architectural man. We will print in June an article by W. Francklyn Paris on a modern French craftsman who is a master of his art and who combines traditional thoroughness with a personal modernism in design. This man is Georges Szabo, "a ferronnier of the old school" as Mr. Paris characterizes him, and we are sure that the specimens of his work which will be illustrated will be inspiring to all designers.

We expect a large group of our subscribers to begin, in this issue, reading the series of three lectures by William Ward Watkin. Next month the lecture will be on "The New Manner in France and Northern Europe," and the author will bring out some of the reasons why contemporary architecture is taking the forms it is.

One of the problems of the young architect who is just starting in business is that of building a prospect list. How shall he go about finding people who are interested in building and how shall he let these people know of his talents? Royal Barry Wills of Boston, who has been through the experience of starting from scratch to build up what is now a successful small-house practice, has written us a very informative article concerning methods he has found effective.
THE ONLY BULLETIN OF ITS KIND AVAILABLE TO THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION...

16 pages devoted to illustrating and describing various types of shower heads for residential, club and institutional installations. Many are absolutely new and unique.

It shows, for instance, the latest cluster type head, for golf, country and athletic clubs.

Also wall type heads and heads with lock shield control — others with screw driver control.

Illustrated, too, are special designs of showers for Y.M.C.A. and public and semi-public places. Complete with roughing-in and two pages of data and suggestions on showers and shower piping.

This bulletin, just off the press, will be mailed upon request to architects, specification writers, job captains, sanitary engineers, chief designers, and chief draftsmen.

SPEAKMAN COMPANY
Wilmington, Delaware

SPEAKMAN SHOWERS & FIXTURES
HAPPY VALLEY, SPRING
FROM AN ETCHING BY ROBERT LAWSON
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This peppery consommé reminds me somehow of those red Companionate Twos at the House Show. Have you fellows been over? Duncan and I confessed innocence of companionate life and its housing problems but we accepted the 1941 House Show as a seasonable topic, one on which any live American would have an opinion. It was our noon luncheon custom to fall on a subject, if one offered, and worry it ruminatively along with Lester's pièce de résistance of the day.

1941 didn't look too good to me and I took up George Manning's theme in a minor key. "These shows are held too often. It's just a racket to extract your last dollar and persuade you to turn in perfectly good dwellings. This annual change of manufacturers' models is all bunk. Now take my house, it's two years old and still giving perfectly good performance. We just had heat and cold overhauled and the service man assured me when I paid my first installment on the bill that 'the old ark is good for another three years.' Those were his very words."

"That's what they all say," commented Manning, "but I'll bet it's noisy even now, and you never know when the general timing gears, the silencers, or some other part will quit on you."

"It's good enough for me," I persisted rather sharply, "and it looks like new. I just had the metal parts repolished and you ought to see the entrance—shines like a brass button."

"Yeah, but you should see the 1941 Domestic Eight. The six-room model still has the entrance of your type but the new Eights and Tens have the Ether-Synchronous Doorway—specially tuned to the owners so that the door opens automatically—and silently—as you reach it, no matter what speed you're going."

"Free reeling," said Duncan cryptically, but Manning very properly paid no attention. Duncan sometimes makes those irrelevant interjections.

"As I say, there's no knob, no lock and grating keys, no one but the family can possibly persuade the door to operate—something about one's atomic displacement."

Duncan remarked that he supposed one's atomic displacement wasn't stable, but Manning said there were compensating devices for that. We could see that he was in full cry and I, at least, knew the reason. The Mannings were using a 1937 model Suburban Six and my wife is positive that it had been used as a demonstrator before George bought it. The finish was now pretty well gone and it rattled badly in any wind above fifteen miles. He frankly described its dilapidation:

"We've spent over five hundred dollars for service this last year and I want to turn the old rattletrap in while I can still get something on it. In another year its used house rating will be zero." He enlarged on one detail: "Our bedroom has been out of commission for over a month. The radio is in the walls you know and the wiring is worn so that it doesn't turn off or tune down. So we keep that door closed and caulked, but even so it's pretty bad. We're getting tired of sleeping on the O'Rourke bed in the living room, but I didn't want to have that bedroom ripped apart since we're going to turn the house in and it wouldn't make any difference in the allowance one way or the other." This frank disclosure of the Mannings' misery touched us but had not disturbed the main business of the hour. Duncan and I had finished our roast beef and George now applied himself to his portion. It required application that day and we all sat back somewhat fatigued to await the gentler encounter with dessert. Duncan egged George on.

"So, you're going to buy a Domestic Eight?"

"No, I think not, though their sites this year are specially good. Mabel and I have about settled on a General Architects' Flexible Eight. Four hundred and thirty-inch street base. There's a house!" He popped a strawberry into his mouth and beamed at us.

"I've seen the advertisements," I countered mildly, but there was no repressing him.

"Wait till you've been to the Show. This job is a beauty. All the latest heat and cold, light, safety, and television features of course, with refinements in furniture and other accessories. For instance, most of the chairs are motor-driven, kitchen service is speeded up with an assembly line, and then there's the Peep-O-Day bed. And is it a real gadget! instead of the old radio alarm this bed tips up slowly, shaking vigorously at intervals and you find yourself up and in good spirits. What?" looking suspiciously at Duncan.

"Nothing," replied that individual solemnly, and the pæan was resumed:

"House clothes are available, matching the finish, but at a slight extra charge."

"All prices f.o.b. Detroit," mumbled Duncan.
"But the big feature is structural glass. Other firms use it for windows and decoration but this job is practically all glass; chassis, floors, roofs, most of the furniture. General Architects' process makes it unique, elastic, unbreakable. There's a wide range of choice as to transparent and opaque units so one's house can have a decided individual touch. Mabel likes the chalet body."

"And just what is the 'flexible feature'?" I queried.

"Oh, two rooms at the back upstairs can be extended for guest room and nursery, or one can be collapsed into a dressing room and the other into a sun terrace or a card room. The change is effortless and takes but a moment."

We were through the meal now, even to settling with Lester and, pondering George's glowing picture, we sat smoking a moment. Duncan hitched back his chair.

"You're practically living in a 'Flexible Eight' right now, aren't you George?" Manning nodded, not displeased.

"Dunc, if I could get you to the Show even you would fall for it."

"But think of the joy of stepping out in a brand new house. Think of the pleasure, the comfort, the better standard of living for your family. Dunc, you don't know what you're missing!"

"I guess you're right."

That's the way it is. When we really put the question to Dunc in an argument, he agrees almost too readily.

---

**THE FINE ARTS BUILDING OF THE 1893 WORLD'S FAIR NOW BEING RESTORED**

*From a Lithograph Pencil Sketch by Trent Elwood Sanford*

*Through the generosity of Julius Rosenwald this building is being converted into a permanent Museum of Science and Industry.*
Lawrence Wright and His Work

A Versatile Young British Draftsman and Designer

By Page L. Dickinson

It is never an easy task to write about another man's work; if one likes it one is inclined to overpraise it, if one dislikes it one is inclined to pick out the bad and ignore the good. All criticism boils down, in the end, to personal likes and dislikes; but, equally, intelligent criticism must be based on a sympathetic understanding of what the artist is trying to do. In writing of Lawrence Wright I am afraid I shall be inclined to overpraise, partly because although I can see some of his faults they are not the sort of faults that worry me; whereas his good points are very good indeed.

Lawrence Wright has reached the mature age of twenty-four yet, despite this fact, he has retained all his youthful enthusiasm. This, in these days, is a somewhat remarkable achievement. He is becoming well known as an original designer and draftsman of skill and charm in several mediums. There will be more to say on this later.

He took up Architecture for no particular reason and went through the five years' course at Liverpool University, which has been the training ground for so many of the younger, successful men now in practice in many parts of the world. He took his B. Arch. degree with first class honors, winning the Waring prize in color decoration, which resulted in a trip to Sweden.

It is customary for Liverpool students to do a course of measuring in Italy and most men do this in their second year. Wright postponed his Italian tour until his fourth year as he felt he did not know enough history, and that his draftsmanship was not sufficiently good to benefit by Italian study at an earlier stage in his career. One is inclined to agree with him in this, as the second-year student has usually a very sketchy knowledge of history, and one which is hardly adequate to allow much appreciation of refinement of detail, to say nothing of general proportion. In 1929 Wright was placed second in the British Prix de Rome competition.

On leaving Liverpool, Wright entered the office of Mr. Frank Verity, the well known London architect, where he spent a year, mostly on theatre plans, until he took the plunge and started on his own in a studio-cum-office in Carlton Vale. Since then he has been busy mainly on perspectives and rendered drawings in color for different architects. Like many young members of his profession he has done some "ghosting" although this is not, naturally, his ambition. The ghost system is still a good deal in vogue despite its obvious drawbacks. If the design is successful the poor ghost gets no credit. On the other hand the ghost has little responsibility and provided he pleases his employer can be as experimental and wild as he likes. Little really can be said in defense of the system and there can be no doubt that serious architectural opinion is against it. Whether it will ever cease, however, is another matter.

When it comes to architects' perspectives Lawrence
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"A MEMORIAL TO A MUSICAL COMPOSER"—ELEVATIONS AND SECTION

DESIGN PLACED SECOND IN BRITISH ROME PRIZE COMPETITION, 1828-29
DECORATIONS FOR CASTLE STREET, LIVERPOOL, FOR THE ROYAL VISIT IN 1927
DESIGNED IN A TWELVE-HOUR SKETCH COMPETITION AT THE UNIVERSITY, WON BY WRIGHT
LAWRENCE WRIGHT AND HIS WORK

Wright works as follows. If an orthodox, conventional type of water color is insisted on he has, of course, to conform; but where he is given a free hand to draw and render in his own manner, he sets up a building accurately to start with and then puts it aside for a bit. He then, as he describes it himself, goes at it with gusto and a soft pencil, doing something fairly wild and woolly. His favorite medium is tracing paper with an HB pencil, the sort of tracing paper "that eats up an HB pencil most pleasingly." The paper is then mounted on a tinted card and finally a little water color is added. Alternatively, he has red line photo prints made from the tracing and sketches and colors on these. The drawback to this latter method is that the prints fade and go brown in about six months, but as Wright says "By that time I have been paid and have departed."

He has tried his hand in many mediums, including etching, drypoint, aquatint, and wood-engraving. He says he has not the patience for the last and prefers lino-cut, though he finds it difficult to take lino-cuts seriously: "There is something undignified about the material."

He is a person of many interests, as I have tried to suggest, and is also a man of resource. Once, when sketching in Siena, we were greatly bothered by the local children, who clustered round and obscured the subject. We bribed most of them to go away, but one small girl carrying a baby was particularly persistent and refused to budge. Wright entered into a conversation with her in vile Italian and did a quick drawing of her and her charge. It was presented to the lady, and she, honorably fulfilling her part of the bargain, beat a dignified retreat and we were left in peace. We settled down to serious drawing when there came the sound of running feet from all quarters. Dozens of little girls, each carrying a baby, flung themselves upon us demanding to be drawn! We gave up the unequal struggle and came away. I modified my opinion of Wright's resourcefulness.

In Stockholm, Wright and his friend used to amuse themselves when sketching by answering questions from Americans in Malay or Italian or any other language of which they knew a few words. This often resulted in their being taken for natives, and the questioners sometimes grouped themselves behind the artists to examine the work in progress. "This, however, was a risky business and likely to damage artistic pride—"Hell, pop! This guy is no Samuel Chamberlain!"

Wright, like a wise man, has no definite ideas as to what he is going to do in the future. He thinks that working for other architects, as he is doing, and carrying out his own work as well, is the best training that can be got and more likely to open up the way than sticking as an assistant in an office. He says it leaves him freer to take any sudden offers of cathedrals and town halls from unexpected sources. We can find no fault with this sentiment.

He is a young man of strong likes and dislikes. Among the latter he includes sketches of old houses at Dinan and Lisieux, Worcester or Segovia—or anywhere else, in fact, that is much painted and sketched and has picturesque old houses. "They always lean towards each other at the same angle and have the same old man with a stick hobbling towards the vanishing point." I confess I do not agree with this view. Architects, especially domestic architects, can and do learn a lot by drawing "picturesque, old houses." They can learn about grouping, light and shade, scale of parts, and above all control of color by just this very means. In fact, one can make a strong case out that these things can only be learnt by picturesque sketching. They certainly cannot be acquired by studio work alone. As well attempt to draw the body from casts instead of the live model. I join issue altogether as to Mr. Wright's interpretation of this form of architectural activity. So that's that!

Some two years ago I decided to play Providence and get Lawrence Wright to embark on a new form of
work, or rather a new subject for his lino-cuts. It happens that I am a mountaineer and have for many years been struck by the fact that hardly anyone can successfully paint or draw mountains. This is indeed a fact, and although mountains appear with great regularity in any exhibition of landscapes, they are usually formless and their architecture all wrong. The delightful work in water color of Sir Charles Holmes stands out as a brilliant exception. His anatomy is always correct and as vigorously rendered as that of the figure in an Orpen drawing. I believed that Wright could draw mountains and accordingly got him to join a climbing party in the Snowdon district. There is a story against him here. I took pains to write and explain that he must wear very strong, old clothes, and, above all, heavy boots with nails. When he appeared at breakfast on the first morning, he was immaculately clad in a beautiful, new sports coat, elegantly creased gray flannel trousers and brand new brown shoes, innocent of nails! Like a true artist he had entirely ignored my practical suggestions. However, he acquitted himself very well on the climb selected for the day, the well known Parson's Nose, a fine piece of rock some seven hundred feet high leading to one of the main ridges of Snowdon. On gaining the ridge there is a wonderful panorama and the view towards Crib Goch is particularly impressive. Seated on this airy pinnacle, Wright made a drawing of Crib which resulted in the lino-cut reproduced here. I think everyone who sees this delightful print will agree that the artist has succeeded in catching not only the spirit of the mountain but also its fine rock architecture. You can see the very bones of the thing. We had a fine walk along the ridge seen in the print and Wright contributed to the evening's entertainment by singing a pathetic ballad:—

"Your baby's just gone down the plug hole,
Your baby's just gone down the plug,
The poor little mite
Was so slim and so slight,
It should have been bathed in a jug."

His voice is a surprising deep base. Heaven knows where it comes from, probably his boots.

We finished a successful day of art and mountains by a swim in the icy water of Boch Llywed, famous as the scene of King Arthur's last battle and his reputed burying place.

Now let me say a word or two on the actual drawings, which are reproduced here. The sketches and drawings in a light vein explain themselves. Anything added by me would be a case of gilding the lily, or, if you like, vaselining the funereal top hot on the day after granny was planted.

The decoration scheme for Castle Street, Liverpool, was a twelve-hour sketch design competition to be carried out when their Majesties, the King and Queen,
STOCKHOLM

FROM A DRAWING IN INK AND WATER COLOR BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT
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This drawing by Lawrence Wright, whose work forms the subject of an article in this issue, was made on light grey tinted illustrators' board with pen and ink and transparent water color. It might well be a study for a linoleum color block print, a number of which have been made by this artist with great skill. The combination of the black ink with the flat washes of transparent color may suggest an effective scheme for architectural renderings. The original measured 11½" x 9".
SKETCH FOR A THEATRE INTERIOR—VERITY AND BEVERLEY, ARCHITECTS

WATERFRONT, COPENHAGEN—PENCIL SKETCH BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT
SOME COSTUME SKETCHES BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT FOR THE LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY DRAMATIC SOCIETY'S PRODUCTION OF "RICHARD III"

THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS WERE DONE WITH INK AND OPAQUE WATER COLORS ON GRAY PAPER.
visited Liverpool in 1927. The object of this visit was to open the world's largest dock. The pylons were golden orange with a broken texture, the bases and caps red, with blue, green, and gold in the shields.

The Rome drawings are, of course, as mentioned elsewhere in this article, India ink renderings. The elevation is very good as such and the plan distinctive; but I am not so sure that the perspective would be effective. If Lawrence Wright had had more experience of building, as apart from designs on the drawing board, I don't think he would have done this. It is a bit too "Liverpolly." The plan, however, is very attractive and shows a broad and generous vision.

Wright did some interesting designing for the "Century" theatre. This was an amusing effort to produce a provincial repertory cinema (in Liverpool) and caused a considerable stir in dramatic circles. Wright won the competition and his cosmic and comic design caused much comment and produced many advocates both pro and con in regard to his work. All sorts of words were used by the critics: "Rhythm, Message," and even "Symphony." A modest man was occasioned a lot of suffering. In regard to the decorations in this scheme a story may be told. On one occasion Wright was called in to settle a bet between two workmen engaged on the painting. They wanted to know if a bird on the wall was an eagle or a sea gull. Neither was correct; it was a cumulus cloud. In the same scheme was a ventilator which had not been properly covered. An admirer of Wright's was enthusiastic over this and accepted it as the most symbolic and decorative part of the general design. Of such material is the life of the creative artist and may he have a sense of humor if he wants to prosper.
PORTIONS OF MURAL DECORATIONS BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT FOR THE CENTURY THEATRE, LIVERPOOL

The winning design in a competition being executed for a provincial repertory cinema.
FROM POSTERS BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT FOR THE EXHIBITION OF THE LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

These were designed to flank the entrance of the Exhibition Building. On the posters themselves the lettering occurs under the drawings. At a short distance the posters appear practically identical.
TWO PENCIL SKETCHES OF THE STOCKHOLM TOWN HALL

DOONAY - THE BLUE HALL

STOCKHOLM TOWN HALL
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His stage sets are interesting, although he rather overmodestly calls them "the usual university stuff." The Richard III drawings are full of quality and temperament, their massing is good and the line and color most arresting. In the lighting only amber, red, and white were used. Wright produced the play for the British Drama League Competition.

Apart from such activities Wright is as busy as can be at the drawing board. He is rapidly attaining the position of being one of the leading perspective draftsmen in London. Many distinguished architects send him work.

Lawrence Wright drinks and smokes, he likes the fleshpots in reason, and is not averse to the society of the opposite sex in moderation. In fact he is quite a human being, despite the fact of his being an architect, with certainly a present and, in the opinion of his friends, a future.

"CRIB GOCH"—LINOLEUM PRINT FROM THREE BLOCKS BY LAWRENCE WRIGHT

The grading was obtained by printing in an office copying press, with the block and paper set to one side, giving an uneven pressure. The red and orange block was inked and printed twice, grading in a different direction for each printing.

The shadow block was printed with black and the sky a violet gray.
The Architect and the Grand Plan

2—Cities Planned as an Entirety

By Francis S. Swales

Editor's Note:—The first part of this series appeared in our March issue. In this part the author discusses some of the ancient practices in the planning of entire cities and traces them through their more modern applications. Since, in a series of this sort, a number of references must be made to illustrations which have already appeared it is suggested that this article be read with a copy of the March issue at hand to turn to as required.

When a camp, domicile, or trading post is founded it is seldom supposed that it will become a city; least of all that it will become a great city. There was no such idea, for example, in the minds of the simple Dutch fur traders who founded New York by fortunate chance at the most strategic point in North America with its wonderful hinterland of rich, natural resources.

The location of the ancient cities of European or Western civilization was due to the defensive character of the site. With the establishment of the domicile of the ruler all other elements of the civic plan pointed towards that center. To be sound in our theory of city planning we must note, however, that wherever a new place was founded a route by land or sea led to it, and "radial arteries" were in the first place the roads which converged to the city gates.

Geographical location—with its factors of climate, geological and natural resources—determines the growth, style, and sometimes—as in the cases of Thebes, Pompeii, and Herculaneum—the duration of a city—though political conditions, mainly wars, have had most to do with that. It might, therefore, seem unlikely that cities ever should have been planned with regard to social or economic ideals, because such are never stable, but always more or less, obviously, in flux—hence that all cities must have "just grown." The character and quality of old cities and the things they tell us are mainly to be seen in the extant architecture, sculpture, paintings, and the things we find in museums and in books. The ideals, aspirations, or mere wants of the people; their atavistic tendencies—among which, fortunately, is that to the pursuit of art, particularly of artistic building—are to some degree apparent in the general effect of each city and the gradual accumulation of monuments and products of its craftsmen has given every one its own charm. Such would appear to be the case with most of the old cities which please us when seen in reality, or even in pictures.

Yet the horizontal section of the architecture of a city is its plan, and the placing of the chief buildings and their scheme of arrangement is the key to the total effect and organization. From the dawn of civilization, down until the tidal wave of mechanical industrialism swept the world—following the political revolutions at the end of the Eighteenth Century—the planning of entirely new cities at points distant from the old, or as a twin colony beyond the walls, or as a new colony within an old city, was carried on, like all other architectural work, more or less at all times. Its part in architectural tradition has been made clear by the study of archaeological excavations made during the past century. As with the individual monuments and buildings, grand planning is recurrent. Its greatest periods of expression have been during times of peace soon after the atmosphere of war has passed away. In the city planning of Continental Europe, architectural traditions held firmly, even through medieval times and that of the so-called industrial revolution. In France, particularly at Paris, it accomplished some of its most notable steps during revolutionary conditions.

The plan of a new city designed as a unified whole is the plan of a nucleus or centre adapted to expansion to the whole area into which it may in the course of time find cause to develop. Washington and Canberra, capital cities of new countries, provide examples of the traditional ideas of architectural planning, though each was modern as to its time, and neither is dominated by precedent conditions that had changed; but
The influence of formal Egyptian planning upon that of the Western civilizations has been little observed. Yet the typical Greek and Roman checkerboard city centre is found at the, supposed to be, oldest known remains of a city in the world—the little town of Kahun built to house the workers on one of the pyramids, and estimated by archeologists to have been built prior to 2500 B.C. Its scheme of arrangement was apparently even then an architectural tradition, as it repeats approximately the plans of the necropolis of Saqqara, and it serves to suggest the probable pattern of the plan of areas of common habitations and business buildings of the great city of Thebes. Literary history is meagre upon this point, but the more recent archeological excavations provide sufficient indications of the parts adopted to enable the architect to reconstruct the general plan of Thebes. However much is left to conjecture, there is also much to be induced from comparison with the remains of Greek and Roman planned colonies, although of much later date, of which knowledge has been made certain by excavations of extant ruins insofar that the cities can be architecturally reconstructed—even as to their details. Such cities as Priene in Ionia, Timgad in Algeria, the remains of the Roman city upon the lines of which the centro of Florence was reconstructed, a whole section of Turin, the “Greek City” within Naples, and Roman remains at Caerwent and Silchester in Britain, provide ample evidence of the persistence of the Egyptian idea of fixing upon a nearly square forum as a centre, surrounded by colonnades and public buildings, bounded and paralleled by streets dividing the land into rectangular areas or blocks. In all of the premedieval planned cities the blocks or insulae are of varying size, the streets not being spaced at equal distances apart; nor are the streets of uniform width, the axial and principal cross street being the widest, and those leading to secondary gates, as at Timgad, being wider than intermediate streets. The agora of the Greek cities usually occupies a block at one of the angles of the two principal streets, while the forum of the Roman towns, not invariably, lies upon the axis of one of them.

At Silchester, England, the rectangular building sites maintain, although the city wall forms a polygonal...
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outline, indicating that it was not due to the shape of the city as a whole that the streets were arranged at right angles, but rather that the form of the forum was the determining element. With the exception of Zenobia’s great city of Palmyra, the Roman and Greek Colonial cities were small, being planned to house original populations of from one to two thousand inhabitants. Palmyra was a great city whose population is estimated to have been upwards of a million inhabitants, while the population of Thebes and Babylon are supposed to have been as great as those of modern New York and Chicago, respectively.

The walls of the precincts of the Great Temple of Karnak enclosed an area more than a mile square, and probably included a monastic or clerical city surrounding the temple within its precinct, which must have been a city within the greater city of Thebes. Presuming such to have been the case, it may be concluded that the polite or polished persons who denoted the polis, or city, were those who lived within the precincts of the temple-palace, and that such was the city which served as the model for the planning of Babylon, the Ionian cities, and those throughout the Western world which adopted rectangular planning. According to Diodorus (57 B.C.) greater Thebes had a circumference (semi-circumference?) of about twelve miles. He also mentions “stately public buildings, residences four and five stories high,” “numerous temples.” Strabo, who visited Thebes in 24 B.C., three years after its destruction by earthquake, gives the length of the ruins as 80 stadia (about nine miles).

The plan of the Great Temple-Palace is the outstanding example of the “monumental” or fixed traditional theory of planning the civic centre to which subsequent Greek and Roman planned cities conformed a thousand years later. A comparison of it with that of the Forum of Trajan shows the disposition of the parts to be the same; and the dimensions very nearly so. The parts or elements of each include, a dominating centre of attraction or focus—the shrine of the Deity—on an axis of symmetry, preceded by a transverse open space or inner forecourt. Between the inner court and the grand forecourt, or forum, is the hypostyle hall, or basilica—perhaps both were used for the same purposes (on “weekdays”) as halls of justice, banking, public accounts, etc.—the colonnades along the forecourt or forum, the pylon gates, and the arches to accentuate the axis, and to give direction to and frame the vista of the temple proper.

The Roman construction gains an extra colonnaded passage in the thickness used by the Egyptian walls; and the lateral colonnaded shelters in the forecourt at Karnak are thus doubled for use in the Forum of Trajan. The design of the latter was the work of Apollodorus of Damascus, a contemporary of the emperors Trajan and Hadrian. The latter was a professional architect, to whom Rivoira attributes the design of the Pantheon and his own mausoleum (Castle of St. Angelo) and the bridge leading to it; as well as the Temple of Venus and Rome. Hadrian visited Thebes in A.D. 130 with his wife Sabina. As a skilled draftsman and painter as well as constructor he would not have failed to note the plan of the Great Temple of Karnak, but probably Apollodorus had been there before him. The arched roof of the Ulpian Basilica eliminates the need of the central columns in the Hypostyle Hall, and acquires clear-story lighting along the length of the hall instead of across it. The gain is in providing floor space, and typical of the progressive theory of architectural planning throughout succeeding ages, but the axis to the shrine is lost in the basilica which becomes a single hall, whereas the hypostyle hall is two halls facing laterally upon the colonnaded passage, or “arcade” between them, with façades lighted by the

The planning of Selinus in Sicily is attributed to the architect Hermocrates by MM. Hulot and Fougeres in their excellent study of the excavations and restorations; by others it is supposed to be one of the cities built in the time of Hippodamus and possibly designed by him.
clear-story along the axis of the Grand Plan. Aesthetically, the Roman example also loses comparative quality in its monumentation by blocking the axis leading to the shrine with Trajan's column in front of the entrance to the Temple. Thus, Trajan stands in front of his Deity! The Egyptian architects placed the statues of their emperors beside those of the Deity at either side of the entrance to the shrine; likewise their great obelisks, which were earlier than the colossal statues and seem to have been architectural emblems of traditional guardians of the shrine, recalling the real sentinels who guarded the entrances to prehistoric cave cities. The Colossi of "Memnon," and other such statues were but a more realistic interpretation of such guardians. Of the Colossi of "Memnon"—which were really statues of Amenhotep III and his wife Tiyi, Aitken says, "they were fashioned . . . . under the chief architect and namesake of Amenhotep III to stand in front of the temple"; also that "they mark the introduction of the huge statue in place of the obelisk." "The record of their arrival in Thebes," he says, "glows with contemporary enthusiasm. 'They were wonderful for size and height and will last as long as heaven' says Amenhotep the architect." They bear numerous Greek and Latin inscriptions, "many were inscribed in the time of Hadrian."

The characteristic elements of the plan of the Forum of Trajan may be noted in those of the Roman colonies in Britain at Caerwent and Silchester, where the basilica occupies the head of the Forum and a niche replaces the site of the temple-shrine. The outer passage of the colonnades surrounding the other three sides of Trajan's forum are replaced by cells, shops, or
stores, and correspond to the arrangement of the Greek agora. The temple is placed outside the forum precinct. At Timgad the temple is placed beyond the city wall, near the west gate. In medieval times the church, replacing the temple, is found near one corner of the market place but not on it, and provided with its own open forecourt or parsis as at Montpazier in Aquitaine, France, built by Edward I of England as one of his Villas Neujs, laid out by skilled planners brought from England. The association of the temple with the tomb in Egypt finds its counterpart in the churchyard, used as a cemetery in medieval Europe, and continues to survive in places down to the present time, just as the forum survives as the public square, where the shop-front replaces the colonnade, and the city hall takes the place of the basilica.

Beyond the walls of the temple-palace-precinct-city of Karnak (Thebes) wide paved avenues bordered with sphinxes led to city, or civic-centre, gates from other centres at distant points. The reason for the monumentation by sphinxes is not definitely known, but something may be inferred from the similar bordering of the Appian Way to Rome, and L'Allée des Tombbeaux at Arles, by monuments to notable citizens. Characteristic of such later avenues are the parallel rows of evergreen trees bordering the avenues—transplanted Italian pines, cypresses, live-oaks—providing continual shade. The association of cypress groves and avenues with cemeteries in the Levant also tends to suggest that the orderly tree-planted avenues of modern France have come down, with other traditional forms of architectural planning, from the Thebes of Amenhotep to the Paris of Louis XIV whose architects Bullet and Blondel reintroduced avenue planting as a marked feature of the modern, formal city, grand boulevard.

Axis; symmetry; rectangular, formal arrangement of colonnades; sheltered plazas; the broad monumental avenue of approach; monumentation by sentinel forms as the obelisk and flagpole and standing, seated, and recumbent statuary; the series of pylon gateways along the axis; the circulations or ambulatories internally and externally to the forecourt and public halls; the temple entrance upon the focus; and the privacy within the palace grounds; show the grand architectural plan of the Egyptian so-called temple-palace to be the prototype of Roman civic planning.

The excavations of the centre of Babylon by the German archaeologist, Koldeway, and the restorations by Andrae, made before the Great War, show a striking resemblance to the group plan of Karnak. The characteristic relation is the great enclosed square containing the “Tower of Babel,” or temple, as a forecourt preceding and separated from the palace group of Nebuchadnezzar’s Citadel. Nebuchadnezzar destroyed Nineveh in 600 B.C. and planned his new city of Babylon with the help of architects and craftsmen brought as slaves from Nineveh. Nineveh, capital of Assyria, flourished during about 140 years from 745 B.C. (which is the approximate date of the earliest Doric temple in Greece and of the legendary founding of Rome on the palatine hill). It was during this period that Thebes was conquered by the Persians and its chief men carried into slavery. Herodotus (5th century B.C.) says Babylon was laid out in the form of a square with the broad river Euphrates flowing through its midst. Each side was fifteen miles long, and the whole was surrounded by a wall 350 feet high and 87 feet thick in which were a hundred gates of brass. All its streets were wide, straight, and
parallel or at right angles to one another. Its temples and palaces stood in stately parks. The "hanging" or terraced gardens, about 400 feet square and 350 feet high were a series of wide stone terraces, supported on arches, containing a thick bed of earth in which large trees, flowering shrubs, and vines were planted. The gardens were irrigated by means of hydraulic pumps and the arched roof construction below the beds of earth was waterproofed by sheet lead, and reeds laid in bitumen. If any faith may be placed in the writings of the ancient travelers, Babylon must have been the most wonderful of all cities, ancient or modern. Certainly the parts unearthed by Robert Koldeway and restored by Andrae establish remarkable evidence to support some belief in them. Although it has often been suggested that the square form of city fortification walls was for the sake of economy of perimeter, consequently of labor and material in the walls, for the area enclosed, nothing in the nature of economy would seem to have been considered by Nebuchadnezzar.

During the latter centuries of declining power of Thebes and the rise of Nineveh and Babylon it may be assumed that Egyptian architects traveled into Assyria and voyaged along the Syrian Coast to Cyprus, Rhodes, Ionia, and Crete. The "city-planning" or arrangement of wide, straight streets around the old temples at Selinus in Sicily prove that the traditional plan of the Egyptians had found its way direct before it appeared in the cities along the Ionian Coast.

The earlier Greek cities, before the time of Alexander, are typified by Athens, where the architecture relates to the Acropolis and the rest of the city had no plan but a mere growth of narrow, winding, unpaved, unlighted alleys running up steep inclines and into an irregular market place. Something, however, of the
order of Thebes and Babylon found its way to the Greek towns of the Ionian Coast where the agora was rectangular, fixed at the centre of the city and surrounded by porticoes. Toward the end of the fifth century B.C., Hippodamus of Miletus, an Ionian architect, was employed to lay out several new cities of Greece—Piraeus, the port of Athens, Rhodes, and Thurii in Italy, Selinus, Priene, Antioch, Cyprus, and Alexandria were among other Hellenic Greek cities built or extended by planning about the same time. Some of them may have been planned in their entirety by Hippodamus (480 B.C.) who, according to Aristotle, planned Piraeus and was the first architect to plan cities with wide, straight streets running at right angles to one another and to make proper provision for the grouping (or "zoning") of residences. Diodorus says that Hippodamus also planned Thurii, in southern Italy (443 B.C.) and Strabo credits him with the plan...
of Rhodes (408 B.C.) and with the design of the
temples in that city. According to Frothingham he
also published plans of ideal cities of his design. Priene
was a little city of about eighty blocks and perhaps four
hundred houses of nearly uniform size. Two blocks
were thrown into one by stopping a street where a large
site was required for the agora. Having been planned
for pedestrian traffic only, its broadest streets, running
straight and more or less parallel with the contours,
were only twenty-three feet wide, while those at right
angles running up the hillside were about half that
width. The blocks were divided mainly into four sites
for houses each 60 x 80 feet. Each site was built upon
over its whole area. The types of houses being similar
to those of Pompeii—which was also built mainly as
a Greek colony. A great part of Priene was taken up
by the stadium, gymnasium, temples, theatre, stoa or
open porticoes, town hall, house of assembly, baths,
etc.—fine, compact, well-built, within fortified walls,
about 1/3 x 1/2 mile in total dimensions and set in
a hillside forest—parks, lawns, or gardens were obvi­
ously unnecessary. Water supply was brought from
the mountains in earthenware pipes and distributed
all over the city. The drainage and sewage system
appear to have compared favorably with modern prac­
tice. Paving done by the State at Priene and other
Ionian cities was of large blocks of limestone, laid in
both roadways and sidewalks.
Pergamon, another Ionian city, which has been admirably studied in the restorations by M. Pontromoli, is well shown by his illustrations. Its famous library, which rivaled that of Alexandria, contained hundreds of thousands of manuscripts on parchment (which was invented and made in this city, from which it derives its name) and the remarkable sculptures of its altar of Zeus, found in the excavations and now in Berlin museums, are the causes by which it is chiefly known. But its arrangement as a city on a high hillside, 1100 feet above the sea to which its acropolis rises, and the admirable manner in which its vast theatre is fitted into the hill between converging streets providing easy grades between the old lower town and the Acropolis, make it perhaps equally notable as an early piece of city-planning. Below the theatre is the agora which marks the centre of the city’s daily life; still farther down, running into the plain, the regular rectangular blocks of the later Hellenic and Roman parts of the city. “From the heights of Madaras Dagh, 1700 feet above the sea, the water of springs was conveyed by leaden pipes a foot in diameter, partly through tunnels and partly in a covered course on the hillside to the Acropolis and the lower city, where it rose in many sparkling fountains. As in its course it had to traverse the plain, it was really an enormous syphon; and it is wonderful how the pipes could resist the pressure,” says Percy Gardner.
How the Architect Can Help His Profession by Public Lecturing

By Natt Piper

Editors Note—This is the third and last in a series of short articles that point out ways and means whereby the individual architect can work for the good of architecture—and help his own business.

Architects can scarcely realize the ignorance that handicaps the American public at large in the appreciation of things architectural, or artistic. And in public education the case would indeed be hopeless if this same public did not have an underlying desire to learn and to know, even though this desire may be subconscious and unexpressed.

Now, architects can capitalize this innate ambition, and if for any reason they do not think it wise to give an address upon some definite phase of architecture, they can very successfully sugar coat an architectural pill and lecture about subjects closely allied to architecture. Subjects that appeal to the home maker, for instance, or any topic entertainingly presented to instill the thought that through the ages architecture has been a paramount art, will gain for the lecturer an enviable personal reputation, and for his profession a new credit and appreciation.

In preparing a lecture one should select a subject that is familiar. This makes for ease in assembling notes and material. The talk should not be too dry or too technical, and it must be one wherein architects or architecture has played some part. Human interest must be interjected.

During the talk, and with the above thoughts in mind, it would be a stupid fellow indeed who could not subtly bring in pertinent and interesting things to say about the marvelous attainments of the architects of the past; how different styles of design were perfected or sponsored by architects and how their influence permeated even the simpler arts and crafts.

Just let your imagination and your hobby-tendencies have a chance to develop possibilities as you look over these varied subjects for talks: Samuel McIntyre, the American Who Made Salem; Interior of an Early English Home; The Bookbinder's Art; Italian Furniture of the Renaissance; Colonial Houses of Marblehead; Spanish Ironwork; Informal Gardens; Paintings and Sculpture in the Home; The Woodcarving of Grinling Gibbons; Brief History of Oriental Rugs; Spanish Furniture; The Use of Color; Art in Industry; Garden Accessories and Furniture; The Making of an Etching; Clocks and Clock Makers; Deerfield; Water Color Sketching; Modern Interiors.

For example, if your subject is to be “Period Furniture,” call attention to mediaeval styles; Gothic chairs; Persian divans; tell interesting facts about the kings and queens of the period; speak of choir stalls and their architectural richness. Recall the glorious Renaissance period—its architects and their works. Show how architectural motifs molded furniture design. Tell of Early English woodwork, and how English oak gained its rich brown patina because of the smoke from open fireplaces. Tell of brick and tile floors in Italy and other countries; explain how stretchers were first provided on chairs and tables for the feet to rest upon and raise them from these cold, damp floors. Speak of the introduction of cane work and colorful brocades from the Far East by way of Portugal and Italy; of wood carving; of the Flemish scroll used in furniture and in architecture; of the acanthus leaf, which was first made important by architects and how both architects and furniture designers for centuries have used it for the enrichment of moldings, legs, and finials. Speak of the brothers Adam, those English architects (even if they were Scotch) who designed not only the exterior of buildings but interiors and all that went into the decorative scheme, and who gave their name to a dignified style. Describe woods used in France and in England, and explain how French and English design led to the development of our own Colonial furniture; give a biographical note or two about Duncan Phyfe; explain that the prominent men of the American colonies studied and appreciated architectural and furniture design and emphasize the enjoyable result of their fine taste in such matters. Speak of the attention that architects give to placing furniture, even in their first sketch, because they know that proper furniture grouping is so essential to the final success of their own work.

From these highlights you see the opportunities to promote the architectural profession. Such a talk will open many eyes to the important place the architect occupies.

Never refuse a chance to talk before men's service clubs, women's clubs, P.T.A. meetings, study clubs, student bodies, technical societies, sales organizations—in fact, wherever there is a worthwhile audience.
Impressions of Modern Architecture

1—The Search for a Direct Manner of Expression in Design

By William Ward Watkin

In undertaking to express my impression of modern architecture, I must acknowledge that difficulty which the wide boundaries of the term "Modern Architecture" present and announce my intention to be that of relating my impressions not of the work of recent building, as such, but of the work of the "modernist."

The "modern" movement is a movement showing a distinct contrast to recent as well as timeworn precedent. It is still a movement of the minority and in contrast with the established current of architectural design. In England, in France, and in our own country it is supported by ardent leaders of a restive group. In the countries of northern Europe and in Germany, it has reached equal acceptance with the established precedent which it seeks to displace.

It is in principle an architecture seeking a clearer directness of expression. It is engaged in the experiment, if we credit its advocates, of meeting science with science, machine with machine, but like all architecture, its measure will lie in its beauty and toward beauty is its aim.

For our purpose it is desirable at the outset to make visual the contrast this new manner affords. We are aware of the conspicuous change of model­

The necessary sequence of this review requires me to place this very interesting phase, the tall buildings of America, among my impressions of the new manner and its advent in this country, and, therefore, to defer until later my impressions of the "modern" skyscraper.

The new manner comes upon the scene as the result of new and vastly enlarged structural and economic forces. It comes as a departure from the orderly, possibly leisurely, process of our architectural endeavor. It interrupts a dull architectural complacency. It comes as the evidence of the revolt, if we care to call it such; at least, the evidence of a strong desire to break from the long established precedent in architecture, very generally embraced by the civilization of western Europe and of America, namely, the forms of the Renaissance.

It is in contrast to such orderly beauty as is represented by the exquisite groups that form the Place de la Concorde in Paris; groups which represent the accumulation of established precedent, the acceptance of an orderly manner in architecture expressive of a quiet, sustained beauty. In such buildings the forces suggested in structure have not been entirely denied, but have been controlled to ends of a classic quiet and with beauty as the single measure of the architecture. Place de la Concorde still bears honor to the French understanding of the charm of historic beauty, free from confusion of changing forms. In America we have grown accustomed to a variety of expression in architecture, to a confusion of type and to a lack of sensitive appreciation of either scale or sustained beauty. With us it has been the individual example in immediate contrast with the individual example of diverse character. In the cities abroad greater uniformity, and
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a vaster extent of buildings in the forms of the Renaissance, have given greater quiet, more impressive beauty, and to a degree much more positive architectural quality. Into such groups as those of Paris, where historic beauty is so sensitive to change, the introduction of examples characteristic of modern building would be most unfortunate. The introduction of modern architecture amid our confusion is less harmful and is even likely to be stimulating because it seeks refreshing directness.

From Florence and Rome of the Renaissance until today “Modern Architecture” as a general term has stood in contrast to “Ancient Architecture,” which from all early sources extends beyond Rome into the architecture of Byzantium. It has had like contrast to the term, “Medieval Architecture,” that of western Europe, from Rome until the conscious return again to the modeling on the Roman precedent in the Renaissance.

Would not the architect who rightly values that most outstanding architecture of structure, the architecture of Rome, willingly be more generous of centuries and permit modern architecture, as a term, to the modeling on the Roman precedent in the Renaissance.

It was, however, only the exceptional example that possessed the boldness of Roman massing or the geometry of Roman composition. The great volume of accumulated recent precedent was of buildings of lesser dimension, more uniform in type, more closely juxtaposed, and formed from a relatively infinite repetition of small internal cubicles or rooms. The result was an architecture having fairly correct approximation to Roman surface, in a petty way, but still without the glory of Roman structure.

The universality of the Renaissance in western Europe and recent America needs no explanation. We are not prepared to declare the modernist more sure of displacing it than were the restive spirits which preceded him, yet we are amazed at the contrast he offers and occasionally delighted with the new.

Until the past twenty years we could feel that the new forces in structure were a handicap rather than an advantage to design. Architectural design at the beginning of the twentieth century sought to restrain or subdue the effect of these new elements of structure, or so to cloak them with the forms of the past as to make them meaningless. The effort of design seemed to be to make the lofty building fit into an historic niche entirely too small for it. We feel today the realness of modern structure seeking to reveal itself. We feel the beginning of a more direct manner, less restrained, less confused, more romantic in the richness of its geometric form, and of correspondingly simpler detail. André Lurcat, in his very recent work termed Architecture, tells us: “From this time we move forward to an architecture which will be the exact expression of our age.” This is essential to the modernist’s creed.

Throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries in Europe, and throughout the nineteenth century in America (insofar as important architecture was developed in this country), there had been accumulated a vast volume of precedent in building of all types reaching the normal requirements of nations. This architecture, vast in quantity, possessed in its elements a certain likeness of expression, which had to a great degree reached uniformity, possibly approaching monotony. Following the later buildings of the Middle Ages, the romance of composition gave way to an established rule and formula productive of uniformity and it created an architecture having an arranged and formal beauty, the elements of which possessed the evidence of adaptation, to a more or less accurate degree, from the elements of Roman architecture.

The modernist is offering his new manner in equal contrast to the entire historic field. He is seeking in his more attractive compositions to repossess an equal mastery of an architecture of structure, for in architecture he desires that structure shall suggest and possess clearer, more direct expression. He heralds the new forces of steel and reinforced concrete, and electrical and mechanical power, which have been added in very recent generations to the Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance elements of structure. He justly holds that when these forces are handled to the ends of beauty, they are as completely a part of architectural design—as real and as vital—as the elements which have descended to us from the age of Constantine.

The modernist is the product of the age. He is, in architecture, the restive spirit of our time. He is summing up the philosophy of the restive spirits of the past century. He joins those who have supported the movements of revolt ever since the romance of medi­eval composition gave way to rule and formula.

It is my desire to mention the evidences, as they have occurred, of those restive spirits in design which have sought to break away from the placid acceptance of the forms of the Renaissance. Architects’ criticism of the new movement, in general, has been a criticism of it as a fad, a fashion to be short-lived, and, at best, but a short interruption of the continued current of recent centuries. It is for this reason that, as one forms his impressions of the modernist abroad and at home, it is well to recall the evidences of such restive desire for change as have arisen. The old manner has been supported by inertia and precedent, while the new manner seeks the support of science and investigation.

With the beginning of the nineteenth century there occurred in Europe, particularly in France, a modest revival of the romance of Gothic building. Later there came the Gothic revival of England and a similar interest in medieval architecture with Puin and Ruskin in England and with Viollet-le-Duc and Viollet in France. These movements were not productive of work of sufficient value or beauty to exceed the low levels of the Renaissance of their own time. Much of the romanticism that resulted was positively ugly. Each of these restless spirits agreed, however, in
"pleading for truth" in architecture. Each decried the structural insincerity of the Renaissance as it prevailed in their time, and each, in turning to the Gothic, saw in it a certain organic quality stressing in the design the structure which made it possible. They revived the old formula of "structure so ornamental and ornament so structural it is impossible to draw a dividing line between the two." But they produced no likeness to that historic quality.

Certainly the return to the study of the mediaeval, as possessing greater beauty because it was mediaeval, had no more valid reason than the return to the Roman, as possessing greater beauty because it, in its time, had possessed impressive architectural beauty, and the revival of either possessed a like nature of archaeology, which certainly could not meet the demand of the critics for new forms expressive of the new structure and new needs of their time. The spirit of this movement which expressed itself in the desire for romance and for a change of form, away from prevailing custom, was characterized by a positive pleading for scientific building exactly as clear as that of "modern" leaders. Viollet-le-Duc states his case for a new architecture as follows:

"Architecture is the sister of Science; the former undergoes modification and advances hand in hand with the latter, and reaches its point of greatest splendor when Science itself has just passed a glorious stage in its career. But we must make this distinction between Science and Art: Science suffers no eclipses. What it has acquired by means of observation, analysis, and logical deduction is a permanent gain, and is, as it were, incorruptible. It is not so with that art which is the nearest kin to science, viz., architecture. Architecture, whose principles are based more directly than any other art on science, may disregard this support to such a degree as to be entirely unconscious of its value, and so decline. And it can only recover itself by immersion in the vivifying fount of science."

He brings this belief to bear upon the architecture of his time in France by emphasizing the degree to which precedent rather than scientific knowledge controls design among his contemporaries:

"The revival of architecture in the West, toward the middle of the twelfth century, exactly coincides with the great intellectual movement of that period of literature, science and philosophy.

"It was at the beginning of the thirteenth century that attention was turned toward physical and mathematical science; and architecture immediately joined in the movement and completely altered the traditional forms which it had hitherto retained.

"The same phenomenon may be observed in the sixteenth century; it was by taking advantage of the scientific progress of that brilliant epoch that architecture modified the superannuated forms of the period called Gothic.

"But few ages can compete with our own in the glory of its scientific achievements. Do our architects, like their predecessors, equally avail themselves of this source of aesthetic renovation? No. They prefer to ignore the close connection of science with art and to give to us public buildings of a hybrid style, more or less influenced by the debased architecture of the last two centuries. . . . Purely scientific knowledge should be their starting point to constitute an art deduced from that knowledge and from the requirements of the time."

Such was the text of the leading restive spirit in design of France in the middle of the past century, one who held that for architecture in France the spirit of inquiry and independence was dead.

In comparison with his remarks, let us place the creed of Le Corbusier, the leader of French modernism today. He states:

"Our modern life, when we are active and about, has created its own objects; its costumes, its fountain pens, its Eversharp pencils, its typewriter, its telephone, its admirable office furniture, its plate glass, its safety razor, and the limousine, the steamship and the aeroplane.

"Our epoch is fixing its own style day by day. It is there under our eyes.

"Eyes which do not see.

"A serious-minded architect will prefer respect for the changes of nature to a lazy respect for tradition; to the narrowness of commonplace conceptions he will prefer the majesty of solutions which spring from a problem which has been clearly stated—solutions needed by this age of mighty effort which has taken so gigantic a step forward."

While more than half a century of the most colossal scientific achievement separates these two leaders, we find an amazing likeness of meaning in their ideal for architecture of the future. And lest we feel they emphasize science too strongly, let us recall each had an ardent faith and appreciation of the exquisite beauty of the architecture of Greece, and held that to be an example of the true relation of art and science in architecture.

Cold as Le Corbusier's statement appears, expressed clearly in terms of daily utilitarian objects, let us avoid the pitfall of thinking the solutions he demands are to be devoid of beauty. Let us remember it is he who tells us: "There is no art without emotion. Stones are dead things sleeping in the quarries. Drama lies all around the great achievements of humanity."

The romantic movement, a so-called Gothic revival, rather than a realistic movement, was the manner in which the restive spirit expressed itself. It was an age not ready for realism. It remained for the World War to give the modernist his opportunity.

From England and France this movement spread to America. It was coincident with the building of Trinity Church, New York, by Upjohn, and Saint Patrick's Cathedral by Renwick, works dating from 1840 to 1860. They bring a certain historic beauty possessed in Gothic architecture, a romance of design, however, less complete than the sources from which they originated and without added contribution of an inspiring nature. Still today as one views the confusion of upper Fifth Avenue, Renwick's St. Patrick's becomes a more noble work. Much is being done that is not half so good.
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It was just after this time that the architecture of America and, in fact, the architecture of the world, sank to its lowest ebb; the period of poverty in imagination and of pettiness in execution. Therefore, it was a time for the achieving of great victory, and that victory came as a single-handed success to H. H. Richardson. It was his privilege between 1852 and 1877 to give to America work, not fundamentally of influence in a particular style for which he is best known, namely, the Romanesque, but rather to prove again the truths of a great architecture in an age when architecture had declined into a pitiful period of romantic makeshift. His buildings possessed the soundness of robust structure, the massiveness of vast scale, and the romance of impressive composition. His work being in a definite style was weakly interpreted by his followers in meagre and shabby terms. The story of robust structure was forgotten, and the forms of Richardson's Romanesque multiplied in doll-house proportions to absurdity.

Beginning with the early nineties, we have the introduction into American architecture of the structural materials of steel and reinforced concrete. With them came the development of further mechanical and electrical powers, and the introduction of the elevator capable of meeting the possibilities of more lofty structure presented by the opportunity of steel. Among the later works of Viollet-le-Duc had been certain studies in the structural steel forms, available and being developed in the France of his time. These studies were clearly in line with an architecture that should take its form from the new material. They suggested a new architecture modeled on structural steel shapes. They were not productive of work contributing to the beauty of architecture and possibly the thesis of such design is to be found in the Eiffel Tower.

The architecture supported by structure in steel and reinforced concrete in America at once developed an unattractive boxlike character. At best, it was shrouded by a Roman colonnade at its base and an Italian arcade and cornice at its top. The new materials brought about engineering possibilities for success which were quickly understood and achieved, but they brought to architecture a problem whose solution in terms of established precedent appeared hopeless and impossible. The evidences of this boxlike type, however, provoked again the restive spirits of design to new and different formulate, in which building should correspond in its expression to the structure which made it possible. The leader in this movement was Louis Sullivan of Chicago.

It is strange that the most effective opportunity for the classical manner to express itself in American cities should have been coincident with and should have afforded an effective opening, also, for expression of the new manner. The great group of buildings which constituted the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893 brought to the American people the first pictures of a sustained classical manner in architecture developed on a broad and impressive plan. However, in the building dedicated to transportation at the Columbian Exposition, Louis Sullivan gave us a direct, vigorous composition, very expressive and of an entirely different mood from the prevailing architecture of that exposition.

In the later nineties, it was his privilege to apply his formula to commercial buildings of the many-storied type. His analysis of such structure was to give to it a form kindred to its type, that from the relatively large openings at the base it should proceed upward in a modest reduction of such openings, that there should be continuity expressed in vertical piers suggesting the steel of the columns, and that between such piers the successive windows should appear in single, simple panels ranging from the second or third stories to near the top of the building. Such was his design of the Wainright Building in St. Louis. Finally, the design is pulled together by an immense horizontal band coinciding with the attic story and is terminated with a massive, simple cornice of great severity. The design at once appears as a unit. No romance of form beyond the simple geometry of his time occurs. The building is still a simple cube, but certainly more fitting and convincing.

The influence of Sullivan, however, was not so much from the work which he produced, as from the zeal with which he declared his opinions and the vigor with which he attacked the entrenched forces of classical design. He became the leader of modernism in America, and by his writings, the most appreciated of American architects in foreign lands.

In his autobiography, which he called The Autobiography of an Idea, we may read his hope for a new or "modern" architecture:

"In the better aspects of eclecticism and taste, that is to say, through those aspects which reveal a certain depth of artistic feeling and a physical sense of material, rather than mere scene-painting or archaeology, however clever, there is to be discovered a hope and a forecast. For it is within the range of possibilities, one may even go so far as to say probabilities, that out of the very richness and multiplicity of the architectural phenomena called "styles" there may arise in the architectural mind a perception growing slowly into clearness, that architecture in its material nature and in its animating essence is a plastic art. This truth, so long resisted because of the limited intellectual boundaries and the deficient sympathy of academic training, must eventually prevail."

But for Sullivan, his inspiration of the law that "form ever follows function" was from nature, "its power is as gentle and as irresistible as that of the springtime."

In this he was unlike the modernist of today, for our modernists have chosen the machine as their example.

The modernist of today cites for us the first automobile of a generation ago, the horseless carriage, a phaeton impelled by a hidden machine, and shows that art has evolved from this a form of the modern automobile adapted beautifully to the machine requirements of power, speed, and comfort which it represents; that the envelope or covering of the machine has taken plastic fitness to the mechanics of the automobile. On
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this theory the modernist proclaims the demand for an architecture so enveloped as to express its meaning, as clearly and as accurately as the modern machine is enveloped. The modernist states "machinery contains in itself the factor of economy which makes for selection. The house is a machine for living in."

Louis Sullivan and his associate and successor, Frank Lloyd Wright, were impressively followed abroad. There contemporary realistic movements among enthusiasts for modern architecture were led by Otto Wagner in Vienna, by De Cuypers in Holland, by Peter Behrens in Germany, and later by Tony Garnier and Auguste Perret in France. In the closing years of the nineteenth century we have in Europe, particularly in France and Belgium, the Art Nouveau movement; a movement of radical departure, a strange composition of form, in structure analytical, as Sullivan would have it, but of distorted and unpleasant shape. All of us have had our contact with the Art Nouveau. Possibly its examples were too recent for us to look at the modernism of today fairly. Possibly the modernism of the years from 1920 to 1924 abroad appeared too closely related to the Art Nouveau movement. I feel, as we examine the better examples of recent design, we shall see that structural honesty and simplicity have triumphed over confused form.

A similar Arts and Crafts movement in Germany and America produced the vulgar and heavy massive style, particularly in furniture, equally denying the refinements of historic precedent.

It would scarcely be fair in considering the restive spirits that have produced the modern leaders in architecture to hold them accountable for the work of either the Art Nouveau or the Arts and Crafts movements. Such were probably the product of the low level which architectural effort had reached, and of the lack of genius in the minority which supported these movements.

The second decade of the twentieth century found, for America, serious, progressive, powerful architectural development, but restrained largely within very conservative limits of a carefully studied continuation of classical tradition, a serious return to the finer qualities of the architecture of the Renaissance. Notable public groups and notable buildings of private and commercial character were well studied in a careful and controlled manner by capable men, to the purpose of securing beauty. The success of these men has established in America, up to the present time, a deeply entrenched acceptance of the splendor of classical tradition. Further, as we shall note in considering the new manner here, America chose to frolic with glee in the antique shops of Europe, and to bring back a curious miscellany of style in both architecture and furniture, and to reach a period of eclecticism unequal in the history of any people, with the result that Italian, Spanish, modern Mediterranean, Norman, English, French, Swiss, and Georgian compositions, meritoriously studied, are to be found arranged side by side in a single limited perspective. Amid such a frolic the thought of design in truthful relation to structure was too dull.

Abroad the modern movement, just prior to the World War, began to take its forms from an economical treatment of reinforced concrete as developed under industrial conditions. Behrens in Germany, with great industrial plants as a motif, Garnier in France, with the industrial city, and Perret with his reinforced concrete solutions were giving quite a splendor of intensely simple form to the architects' vocabulary, and a new stimulant to the imagination; big, positive, clean forms, ready for study toward refinement.

Finally, we cannot prepare the ground for our opinion on modern architecture without accounting for the influence of the great World War. This influence for Europe was, first, that of a complete cessation and interruption of the prevailing powers of formalism and architectural formula, and an interruption or cessation of this character destroyed the established financial security of the conservatives and gave added opportunity for the modernist when work was resumed. Further, the European attitude of mind had been decidedly shaken. New movements, social, economic, and political, resulted at the close of the war. But probably more directly influential than either of these was the absolute demand for a more rigid economy in structure. It became necessary that modern structure in Europe should achieve, by the most simple and inexpensive method, the most complete harmony of the requirements of comfort and purpose in building within the very minimum of expenditure. Here the modernist had the opportunity to demand the discarding of the formal, costly costume of the past.

A more fitting frankness and a more convincing architectural meaning seemed to appear at once with the freeing of architecture from the long accumulated incrustation of historic detail. Buildings emerged clearer, cleaner, and more understandable to the layman; expressing by this directness a greater fitness to the character of our epoch, which is one that seeks to approach its problems in a less devious manner and to adjust them according to facts made available by present-day research.

For America the years after the war gave gigantic opportunity for vast building. So great was this movement that architecture was raised to equal the colossal commercial and industrial structure developed as a result of the war. Design could attempt to interpret the colossal spirit of American commerce and industry. There accompanied this opportunity a lavishness of expenditure so vast that it has no equal within so short a period in all architectural history. Therefore, a variety of design prevailed without a controlling thought or purpose. In it the modernists, still the great minority, were able to accomplish a few monuments of great dimension and test the public attitude toward such innovation.

I feel that no matter how brief or incomplete such a survey may be, it should include the effect produced upon the architectural profession by the work of the late Bertram G. Goodhue. Goodhue's work began at the time when Sullivan's work was at its height. Goodhue's early work was in the spirit of a carefully studied
return to the history of English Gothic, both ecclesiastical and collegiate. In this field, with Cram, he became a leader in bringing to America examples of exquisite architecture based on a carefully studied mediaeval precedent. But no figure in recent architectural history made such a marked development in the short period of his professional life, as did Bertram G. Goodhue. He proved himself a "master of many arts." It required a figure of outstanding genius, equal to any of his age, to encourage the acceptance of a fresh study of new and changing forms. With one so capable, the departure from an established character, in which he was leader, to new beauties was an inspiration to other capable men hitherto extremely conservative. In his Nebraska State Capitol, and in others of his later buildings, he turned deliberately from mediaevalism and produced designs of amazing simplicity, suggestive not so much of analytical structure, as of opportunity for romantic composition in the monolith. This was of the spirit of the modern. It required that to the spirit of the modern should be brought the architectural quality of beauty. There is no measure, which either the modern or the sustained classicism can eventually approach, for architectural merit, in which beauty is not the final critic.

The development of the architecture which we, for the moment, call "modern," and would study for our impressions of the modern, we can safely say begins with the year 1920, whether it be abroad or at home. Whatever the preliminary studies of past efforts and movements, really successful attempts to apply composition and to approach a romantic beauty have been in solutions dating after that time. It is from that point that we shall take up the examples upon which we shall try to reach our impressions as to the merit of modernism both in Europe and America. I shall not attempt any prophecy. I shall simply try to give an equally critical selection of the better examples of recent work abroad and at home. Justice to the modern requires, as does to the work based on classical tradition, that the most meritorious examples be chosen to show the height to which such design offers beauty. It is a work which is rapidly progressing—progressing so fast that publications of last year fail noticeably of reaching the beauty of designs of this year. It has the quality of stimulating the imagination. This much and no more as to its future: unlike similar movements of the past, it comes upon a receptive world—one open to conviction—and unlike similar movements in the past, it comes at a period of active architectural endeavor to find support from men whose ability is unequalled. Whether, in itself, it succeeds or not, it has the power to revitalize the imagination even of the most conservative.

I should like to take the liberty of quoting from the very recent work of Hugh Ferriss, The Metropolis of Tomorrow.

Ferriss, in his architectural experience, has been closely associated with the illustrating of the more outstanding designs of the past twenty years as developed by the leading architects of America in both the classical and the romantic fields.

He is picturing the metropolis as he sees it from the upper levels of one of its gigantic structures and watches it emerge from the darkness and obscurity of early dawn; I quote:

"Are these masses of steel and glass the embodiment of some blind mechanical force which has imposed itself, as though from without, on a helpless humanity? At first glance one might well imagine this. Nevertheless, there is but one view which can be taken; there is but one fact that can serve as our criterion. The drama is first and foremost a human drama. Those vast architectural forms are only a stage set. Is the set well designed? Indeed, it is not designed at all! In speaking of the city as a whole, it is impossible to say that it did more than come to be built. We must admit that as a whole it is not work of conscious design."

This is his graphic picture of the city of today. Against the absence of design the modernist places "the establishment of standards in order to face the problem of perfection"—"beautiful with all the animation the artist can add to severe and functioning elements."

The modernist proposes, in place of the congested and unhealthful nature of the city of today, a city which shall be built for speed and bathed in sunlight. In the enlightenment of our age we may no longer build and rebuild in ever-increasing confusion upon the plan of the past, but in a broader, saner, more perfect manner reflecting with clarity the effort to design so as to meet intelligently the requirements of modern city life as we know them to be; that our cities shall become both intensely useful and desirable. It is the modernist's creed that order shall replace confusion; that our cities, being the expression of the greatest efforts of man, shall show man's mastery in the spirit of science.

The modernist's approach to his problem is indeed stimulating.
FROM AN ETCHING BY ALBERT FLANAGAN
"PLAZA GROUP—TOWERS OF MANHATTAN"

PENCIL POINTS
We present here an etching by Albert Flanagan, one of a series he has made of contemporary New York. The original measures 5½" x 10¼". The subject is, of course, the Sherry-Netherlands, Plaza group as seen from a corner of Central Park.
THE OLD MINT, NEW ORLEANS

FROM A LITHOGRAPH BY EDWARD M. SCHIWETZ

PENCIL POINTS
This striking lithograph is one of the more recent works of Edward M. Schiwetz, the young Texan artist whose drawings were discussed at length in an article in our February, 1929, issue. The original measured 7½" x 11". Since the article on his work appeared, Schiwetz has sketched his way in all mediums from New York across the south and back to Texas. He recently sent us a huge portfolio filled with scores of sketches, some of which will appear shortly in our pages.
PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR LOBBY OF HOTEL MANGER, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
FROM A WATER COLOR RENDERING BY O. R. FREEMAN FOR THE H. NEWTON MARSHALL COMPANY, DECORATORS

PENCIL POINTS
(May, 1931)
The drawing shown on this plate was originally drawn in reverse with pencil on tracing paper and then rubbed onto a sheet of Strathmore water color board. It was then rendered with water color, the greater part transparent, with the introduction of opaque color where highlight or solid color effects were desired. This color study, together with six plates of one and one-half inch scale detail studies in water color and three pencil perspectives, comprised Mr. Freeman's "working drawings" for the decoration of all the public portions of the new Manger Hotel, Boston. In cooperation with the architects, Funk and Wilcox of Boston, and Mr. Charles White, President of the Manger chain, Mr. Freeman developed his designs for the wall treatment early enough in the work to permit incorporation of his motifs in the specially woven rugs and other equipment. Then, by personally supervising the actual painting on the job, he worked out an harmonious decorative scheme, taking into consideration the practical effects of lighting and architectural limitations.
A PLATE FROM THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION SKETCHBOOK
MEASURED DRAWING BY ALAN BINNING
PENCIL POINTS
This plate and the following one, which gives details of the same subject, were published in London in the first quarterly part of "The Architectural Association Sketchbook" for 1913.
A PLATE FROM THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION SKETCHBOOK
MEASURED DRAWING BY ALAN BINNING

PENCIL POINTS
This detail sheet, measured and drawn by Alan Binning, was originally published in London in 1913 as a plate in the first quarterly part of "The Architectural Association Sketchbook."
Where Are These Modern Buildings?
Examples to be Found in Holland and Germany

By Richard A. Morse

Realizing that every year more and more architects and architectural students from the United States are visiting Holland and Germany to see and study what is being done in contemporary architecture, the author thought that some suggestion of what to see and where to find it might prove useful. The outline offered with the following article is obviously far from complete and must in no way be considered a Baedeker to modern architecture. It was followed with great enjoyment and we hope some enlightenment by the author on a trip last summer and the information given is passed on for what it is worth.

All the examples listed on pages 375 and 376 were visited and among them are buildings by most of the well known contemporary architects in Holland and Germany. Several of these buildings may be considered as landmarks in the modern movement. The prospective traveler, seeking out some of those suggested, will certainly discover many more. For convenience of travel arrangements and allotting time, the cities containing the examples outlined have been arbitrarily grouped into the natural geographical districts where they are located.

The first district is Holland and the whole country is included because distances are short and transportation is good. The second district is the lower Rhine which includes the cities of Dusseldorf and Cologne. The third district is Berlin, its environs, and the city of Dessau, a short distance away by train. The fourth and one of the most important districts is the city of Stuttgart in south Germany. Falling outside the limit of the areas mentioned is the town of Celle near
Hanover. By following the suggested system of zones the traveler will find that he can cover the ground systematically and with the least inconvenience.

Holland, the first district covered, is rich with examples of modern brick architecture and has many examples of concrete architecture among which are the Van Nelle Tobacco Factory outside of Rotterdam, a block of workmen’s houses at The Hook of Holland, and the Zoonestaal Sanatorium about two miles from Hilversum. The entire country can be covered in ten days and the work in all the towns mentioned can be seen by staying in Hilversum, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague. Utrecht can be visited from Hilversum, Haarlem en route from Amsterdam to The Hague, and The Hook of Holland is only a short distance from The Hague. Rotterdam is a rather unattractive city to stop in and may also be made a side trip from The Hague. Although Hilversum is but a short distance from Amsterdam and could be visited from that city a longer stay is advised as the town is most attractive and the numerous examples of brick architecture by its city architect, Dudok, are well worth more than a casual visit. The travel bureaus in all Dutch towns have someone who speaks English and are very obliging in supplying maps and marking on them where the desired buildings may be found. Much time can be saved by making the travel bureau in each town your point of departure and always secure a map with the buildings located thereon before starting out. Notice particularly the use of brick in the Netherlands and also notice the use of plain and colored glass blocks.
## Suggested Itinerary and Some of the Buildings to Be Seen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISTRICT 1 HOLLAND</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UTRECHT</strong></td>
<td>Post Office</td>
<td>RIETVELD</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>House</td>
<td>VAN HEUKELOM</td>
<td>On Road to Bunnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. R. Administration Bldg.</td>
<td></td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HILVERSUM</strong></td>
<td>Numerous Schools</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing Blocks</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Town Hall</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bathhouse</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abattoir</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residence</td>
<td>WYDEVELD</td>
<td>Utrechtweg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoomestral Sanatorium</td>
<td>BIJVOET &amp; DUIKER</td>
<td>Outside of Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMSTERDAM</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Der Telegraf&quot; Bldg.</td>
<td>JAN WILS</td>
<td>Downtown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympic Stadium</td>
<td>HARRY ELTE</td>
<td>Amsterdam Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synagogue</td>
<td>CITY ARCHITECT’S OFFICE</td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal Tramways Bldg.</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARCHITECTS</td>
<td>Amsterdam West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerous Apt. Blocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAARLEM</strong></td>
<td>Post Office</td>
<td>J. CROUWEL</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone &amp; Telegraph Office</td>
<td>J. CROUWEL</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crematory</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HAGUE</strong></td>
<td>Store &quot;De Volharding&quot;</td>
<td>JAN BUYS</td>
<td>Downtown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian Science Church</td>
<td>H. P. BERLAGE</td>
<td>Residential District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Department Store</td>
<td>P. L. KRAMER</td>
<td>Downtown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOOVER OF HOLLAND</strong></td>
<td>Block of Houses</td>
<td>OUD</td>
<td>1 Hour from The Hague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROTTERDAM</strong></td>
<td>Van Nelle Factory</td>
<td>BRINKMAN &amp; VAN DER VLUKT</td>
<td>Outside of Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Department Store</td>
<td>DUDOK</td>
<td>Center of Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Suburb</td>
<td>OUD</td>
<td>Across the Maas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISTRICT 2 LOWER RHINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUSSELDORF</strong></td>
<td>Planetarium</td>
<td>WILHELM KREH</td>
<td>Near Rhine Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibition Bldg.</td>
<td>WILHELM KREH</td>
<td>Near Rhine Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office Building</td>
<td>PAUL BONATZ</td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOGNE</strong></td>
<td>Office Building</td>
<td>J. KOERFER</td>
<td>In Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press Exhibition</td>
<td>ADOLF ABEL</td>
<td>Across Rhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stadium</td>
<td>ADOLF ABEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Pencil Points for May, 1931

## District 3: Berlin and Dessau

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berlin—West End</td>
<td><strong>Universum Cinema</strong></td>
<td>E. Mendelssohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Apartment Block</strong></td>
<td>E. Mendelssohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>House of Dr. Sternfeld</strong></td>
<td>E. Mendelssohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gourmentia Haus</strong></td>
<td>L. Nachtlicht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Kapitel Cinema</strong></td>
<td>P. Ebeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Femina Palast</strong></td>
<td>E. Mendelssohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Titania Palast</strong></td>
<td>P. Ebeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Grünefeld Dept. Store</strong></td>
<td>V. Roeder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Various Shops</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin—Center</td>
<td><strong>Kempinsky Haus</strong></td>
<td>B. Paul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Restaurant in Wertheim’s</strong></td>
<td>E. Mendelssohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Hepisch Store</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin—South</td>
<td><strong>Kurkstadt Dept. Store</strong></td>
<td>K. &amp; M. Moller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Tempelhof Air Port</strong></td>
<td>W. Braung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Siedlung</strong></td>
<td>F. W. Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Siedlung Britz</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Zehlendorf</td>
<td><strong>Siedlung</strong></td>
<td>H. Häring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Siedlung</strong></td>
<td>B. Taut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Wannsee</td>
<td><strong>Municipal Bathing Establishment</strong></td>
<td>R. E. Michi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dessau</td>
<td><strong>Bauhaus School</strong></td>
<td>G. M. Gropius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Siedlung</strong></td>
<td>G. M. Gropius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Siedlung for Workmen</strong></td>
<td>G. M. Gropius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## District 4: Stuttgart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td><strong>Schloeken Dept. Store</strong></td>
<td>F. Mendelssohn</td>
<td>Eberhard Strasse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Railway Station</strong></td>
<td>P. Honsat</td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttgart-Weisenhof</td>
<td><strong>Houses By</strong></td>
<td>B. Behrens, C. Corbuscher, G. Gropius, B. Mand M. Taut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Oud, E. Pohlzg, Scharouin</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>B. And M. Taut, Stam,</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rading, Frank</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Miscellaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celle</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>O. Haeleser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siedlung</td>
<td>O. Haeleser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cities to Visit and Buildings to See
WHERE ARE THESE MODERN BUILDINGS?

The third district is Berlin, its environs, and the city of Dessau, about two hours away by train. On the way to Berlin route your trip, if possible, through the town of Celle, near Hanover, and see the work of Otto Haesler which includes a school and the Georgsgarten Siedlung. Siedlung, by the way, is a German word with no exact English counterpart and is applied to all group housing. Most of the German siedlungs are composed of multiple dwellings and are usually located on the outskirts of cities. They comprise one of the most interesting developments in modern architecture in Germany since the war and show great study in group arrangement, apartment layout, and low cost of construction.

Berlin is obviously the headquarters during a tour of the third zone as all the things to be seen are within the greater metropolitan area, with the exception of Dessau. A trip to this city may be made as an interlude during the stay in Berlin or en route to Stuttgart. Only the better known architecture has been listed in
Berlin as one is confronted by modern architecture on every hand. Wasmuth's architectural bookstore in the West End has prepared a very complete mimeographed list of modern buildings in and about the city and will give it gladly to any person who asks for it.

Do not try and rush your stay in Berlin; it cannot be done. You will need at least a week or ten days. See a few of the things in the city and then take a day off; roll your bathing suit in a towel, and go out to the Strandbad at Wannsee for a swim. The water will be refreshing and you will have an opportunity to see one of the finest public bathing establishments in Europe. Notice particularly the unique dressing locker arrangement for checking your clothes. Go inside the restaurants, cafés and cinemas listed, the interiors are often more interesting than the exteriors. Eat in one of the many restaurants of the Haus Gourmenia or in Kimpinsky's Haus Vaterland on the Potsdamer Platz. Walk up and down the Kurfurstendamm at night and notice the architectural use of exterior lighting on façades. Take a whole day for the outskirts on the south of Berlin to see the Britz Siedlung, the Tempelhof Siedlung and then spend the late afternoon at the flying field watching the planes arrive from Moscow and Paris. Allow at least half a day to go out to Zchendorf and see the Siedlungs laid out among the pine trees.

During your stay in Berlin make the trip to Dessau to see the Bauhaus School and the two Siedlungs designed by Gropius. A trip through the school is well worth the time and the two Siedlungs offer an interesting contrast as the one near the school is composed of two-family houses while the other to the south of the city is very low-cost housing for workmen.

Stuttgart, the fourth and last district covered, not only contains some interesting modern buildings but deserves recognition for the impetus it recently gave modern architecture when it invited architects from different European countries to submit plans and supervise the erection of a group of small low-cost houses known as the “Wissenhof Siedlung.” Experimental in nature this group gives one a chance to compare at close range a variety of architectural styles and different uses of materials to solve a common problem. It is probably one of the most unique collections of architecture in Europe. One should have at least two days for Stuttgart as, in addition to the Weissenhof Siedlung, there are some interesting buildings in the city itself. Among these are the Schocken Department Store, by Mendelsohn, and the new Railway Station, by Paul Bonatz.

This article was purposely limited to a few cities in two countries and would be merely a starting point of a really comprehensive study of modern architecture in Europe. Anyone contemplating a trip should compile his own list as the interests of all persons vary. Ask your friends who have been over what they saw and liked; go through more recent files of the architectural magazines and from the pictures pick out buildings which appeal to you. Arrange a list for yourself. The author found it very convenient to group the things he wished to see on small cards by cities. He then routed his trip from a map to avoid doubling on his tracks and arranged his cards in the same order. The whole pack was then carried in his side pocket with the card of the moment on top and notes of new buildings discovered were entered on the backs of cards or on a few extra ones carried for the purpose.

Needless to say the time mentioned as required to see any given district is only the time needed to see the modern architecture. No account has been taken of museums, historical architecture, and historical monuments and the traveler will have to allow for these according to his taste. The trip can obviously be shortened by the omission of buildings or whole districts, but the author believes that if the traveler has his interest at all stimulated by what he sees he will find the list none too long and the allotted time far too short and so—bon voyage!
Rayne Adams

RAYNE ADAMS

RAYNE ADAMS died following an operation at the Beverly Hospital, April 6, 1931. He was but fifty years old, and in the full meridian of his powers. These powers were exercised in many different fields, for his interests were broad and his talents varied. He was architect, naturalist, sociologist, author and editor.

In the realm of Architecture he filled many roles. He was known in New York as an outstanding draftsman and designer, working in many of the best offices during the twenty years of his life in that city. His work showed always discriminating taste, sound practical judgment, and technical skill. These traits are clearly evidenced in his own architectural work. The simple but extraordinary charm of his cottage at Annisquam is a witness to his ability to handle even the smallest problem with insight and imagination and a touch of genius.

Not only as architect and draftsman, but as a writer and critic, Rayne Adams made himself a place. His style was lucid and full of grace, with a vein of quiet and almost quaint humor. His criticisms were so sympathetic that they became appreciations, and yet without any sacrifice of discrimination and insight. At the time of his death he had prepared many articles for publication, one of which is soon to be published.

Architect and architectural critic and writer, Rayne Adams still found opportunity to develop other sides of his gifted nature. His scholarly acquaintance with the entire field of sociology betrayed to his friends the depth of his interest in his fellowmen, and the keenness of his sympathies for human suffering and frustration. His work in this branch of human knowledge brought him into contact with many of the leading minds of his time.

Nor was this all, for his interest in reading, in writing, and in the art of literature lead him into editorial excursions. An anthology of English poetry, and a book entitled The Honest House were among his ventures.

Architecture, literature, sociology—these are all intimately related, all grouped close together in the category of the Humanities, but they did not bound Rayne Adams' world, for his love of boundless nature was keen and unwavering, and he found in the beauty of the sea and the rocks and the forests a response that was no less than fellowship. His interest in trees was so profound that he spent many months of the last year of his life in the systematic study of trees adapted to New England conditions, and prepared a comprehensive book on this subject, which is soon to be published.

Here among us has been a man of broad interests, of quiet and simple habits, of warm sympathies, always a true and loyal friend. We mourn his loss.—William Roger Gresley.

Manly N. Cutter

MANLY N. CUTTER

Manly N. Cutter, who died at Hawthorne, New York on April 4th, 1931, nearing his eightieth year, closed a life of devotion to the cause of his profession, architecture. At his death, he was the oldest Fellow of the American Institute of Architects. The descendant of an old Puritan family, his education was in the schools of his native city, Boston, and later in the architectural office there.

He came to New York as a young man looking for larger opportunities and entered the office of one of the leading architects of that day, the late Leopold Eidlitz. Here Mr. Cutter worked on the designs for the Capitol at Albany, on the Drydock Savings Institute, and many other of the problems that Mr. Eidlitz' busy office was called upon to solve. Later, after his marriage, he opened an office for himself and made some of the earliest plans for changes on West 23rd Street when that street lost its homelike character and became one of the most important of busy thoroughfares. He was called upon to design a number of the important private homes in West 59th Street—homes which in turn have had to give way to the march of commercial life.

One of the very interesting commissions entrusted to Mr. Cutter was by the late banker, Henry G. Marquand, President of the Industrial Insurance, to create a great Japanese room in his mansion on Madison Avenue. Here for over two years craftsmen worked turning the room into a veritable museum of which Mr. Marquand was the proud owner.

In mid-life ill health caused Mr. Cutter to leave the city in search of a restoration, which was only promised on his going back to nature for a cure. So for over two years he laid aside his drawing instruments and went into the wilds.

When nature reasserted itself he went into the Canadian northwest and became the architect for many of the leading Roman Catholic churches, bringing to their execution his knowledge of the use of cement and his engineering training. Some of these buildings still rank as outstanding examples, notably the Roman Catholic church at Medicine Hat, of how such materials can in the hands of a trained architectural man cover great spaces at the minimum of cost and the maximum of structural beauty. Returning to the States Mr. Cutter went to North Carolina, forming there a partnership which only failed when the World War stopped most of the architectural work of the country.

After the war he came back to New York and worked in many New York offices as an able assistant, until the germ (Continued on page 392)
Le Brun Competition for 1931

The Problem and Report of the Jury of Award

Bruno John Basil of Brooklyn, N. Y., has been awarded the Le Brun Traveling Scholarship of $1,400 for 1931 by the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects for the best design for A Working Boys' Club.

The award is made annually to promote the artistic, scientific, and practical efficiency of the architectural profession.

First honorable mention went to Carl Bertel Lund of New York; second to Ralph Aubrey Jeffers, Elkton, Md.; third to Simon Breines, Brooklyn, and fourth to George Daub, Forest Hills, L. I.

The Committee, desiring to follow the intent of the 'Deed of Gift' by presenting a practical problem and one which comes under the observation of many communities in various parts of the United States, presented the following problem:

A WORKING BOYS' CLUB—In a large industrial center, it is proposed to build a clubhouse to serve as a recreation and educational center for working boys and young men.

The site is a lot, practically level, measuring 200' by 250'. The 200' faces south on a city park. On the east and west the lot is bounded by narrow side streets. The fourth or north side abuts on existing buildings.

The building is to contain:
- A swimming pool at least 75' long, with showers, room for swimming director and seats for spectators at meets.
- An auditorium seating 400, with level floor, a stage four feet high and equipment for theatricals.
- One main gymnasium at least 70' long and one smaller gymnasium about 50' long, with lockers and rooms for physical director and assistants. There should also be space for seating 100 spectators in a gallery or otherwise.
- The swimming pool room, the auditorium, and the gymnasium should be at least 20' high from floor to ceiling.
- A roof playground as large as possible, with cage enclosure, should be provided.
- A lounge or library to contain 1,000 books, with table for magazines, a fireplace, etc., should be located near the main entrance.
- Two or three rooms for clinics and doctor's office.
- Six individual clubrooms and shops, each about 500 sq. ft. in area.
- A director's office, an assistant director's office and a superintendent's room should be so arranged that the superintendent can control the entrance and exit of the building from his office.
- Two staircases are necessary, but no elevators.
- The necessary lavatories—services, etc.
- No sleeping quarters are to be provided.
- Within the lot limits shall be provided a playground measuring about 1000 sq. ft. for younger children, with shelters or loggias for protection from sun and showers.
- The building should be three or four stories high, with mezzanines if desired, and should be built of brick or brick and stone. Its character should be simple, but cheerful and inviting in appearance.

REPORT OF THE JURY OF AWARD

The prize is awarded to the scheme marked No. 5, because as a whole it shows more general merit than the
BRUNO JOHN BASIL

Bruno John Basil, or Jack Basil, as he is known to his friends, the winner of the Le Brun Traveling Scholarship for 1931, was born in Trieste, Austria, in 1904. He came to the United States and went to grammar school in Newport News, Virginia, later attending high school in Brooklyn, after which he went to Dwight Preparatory School. He entered Yale in 1926 and graduated with a B. F. A. in 1930.

During his attendance at evening high school he worked four years in the offices of Hoggson Brothers and before entering Yale he was employed by John Russell Pope and Eric Kebbon. Since his graduation from Yale Mr. Basil has been in the office of Cass Gilbert in New York. Mr. Basil wishes to thank Parker Morse Hooper, George Mathews, and Andrew Euston for their encouragement and assistance during his student days.

Mr. Basil will sail on the 21st of this month with the group of Beaux-Arts architects that are going to Paris to present a flagpole and base to the Ecole des Beaux Arts. He intends to make a great many sketches and water colors while abroad on the scholarship.

THE NEW YORK ARCHITECTURAL CLUB, INC.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

The New York Architectural Club announces its seventh annual Tennis Tournament. All men in the employ of architects, students of architecture, and allied arts men are eligible to compete. The entry fee is $3.00 per man in the singles tournament with the privilege of playing in the consolation if losing the first round match, and the further privilege of playing in the doubles.

The winner of the singles tournament holds the William Adams Delano Trophy for one year. Other cups and medals will be given to the finalists and semi-finalists depending on the number of entries received and the success of the tournament.

The tournament is to open the first week in June and finals will be held the latter part of August on the estate of William Adams Delano at Syosset. Mr. Delano extends an invitation to all those connected with architecture and interested in the finals to visit his estate and enjoy its gardens and swimming pool.

The Tennis Committee expects to arrange for an exhibition match with a quartet of ranking tennis players to be announced later.

Entry fees are now being received by Henry M. Barone, c/o New York Architectural Club, 118 East 42nd St., New York. Send your entry fee with your name and address; and name, address and telephone number of employer. The success of this tournament depends on your willingness to cooperate.

NEW YORK ARCHITECTURAL BASEBALL CLUB

The New York Architectural Baseball Club of New York City has organized for the season of 1931 and is desirous of booking games with fast teams, paying a suitable guarantee, anywhere within a radius of one hundred miles from New York City.

Kindly mail all letters to M. L. J. Scheffer, Manager, The New York Architectural Club, Inc., Baseball Team, 2 West 46th Street, 12th floor, New York, N. Y.
HENRY IVES COBB
1859—1931

Henry Ives Cobb died at his home in New York on March 27th at the age of 71. Mr. Cobb was born in Brookline, Mass., on August 19, 1859, the son of Albert A. Cobb and Mary Russell Candler Cobb. He attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and in 1881 was graduated from Harvard with a B. S. degree.

Within a few years after his graduation he went to Chicago, where he first attracted wide attention as an expert on steel construction. In 1889 he designed the Owings Building in Chicago, one of the first buildings of its kind constructed in this country. He lived in Chicago for seven years and leaves a number of monuments there in the shape of the Chicago Opera House, the Chicago Athletic Club, the Newberry Library, the Church of the Atonement and the University of Chicago.

Mr. Cobb moved to New York in 1902 after several years' residence in Washington. New York had been his home since that time and here he designed the Sinclair Oil Building, the Harriman Bank Building, the building at 42 Broadway and many other structures. He was the designer of the World's Fair held in Chicago in 1893, and also designed the American University at Washington as well as many Christian Science churches and private residences in various parts of the country. He was known as a pioneer in the use of steel for building construction.

Mr. Cobb was for a number of years an active student of the problems of architecture and was a member of the first board of managers of the Arbitration Society of America. At his death he was a director of the American Arbitration Association, which was founded only five years ago. He was for many years an active member of the Merchants Association of New York City and from 1924 to 1928 was its vice-president.

Mr. Cobb is survived by his wife, and by seven children: Henry Ives Cobb, Jr., who is an architect; Cleveland Cobb, Candler Cobb, Elliot Cobb, and Boughton Cobb, all of New York; Russell Cobb of Tulsa and Mrs. Leonore Cobb Amory of Boston.
PLAN AND TWO VIEWS OF MODEL OF DESIGN FOR RADIO CITY, FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Reinhard & Hofmeister, Architects—Raymond Hood, Godley & Fouillhoux
and Corbett, Harrison & McMurray, Advisory Architects.

The three illustrations above show, in a general way, one of the preliminary stages in the design of Radio City, the huge Rockefeller project which is to occupy the greater part of three city blocks between Fifth and Sixth Avenues from Forty-eighth to Fifty-first Streets, New York. Publication of these and other views of the model in the New York newspapers started something, for the Times and Herald-Tribune immediately criticised the designs editorially and subsequently printed many condemnatory letters sent to them by both architects and laymen. The whole thing aroused the public as no other architectural undertaking has ever done and gave New Yorkers last month a subject for controversial conversation lasting far beyond the conventional nine days of newspaper publicity. While lack of space does not permit the publication of much of the public debate there were a few of the letters which deserve to be printed here. The following, by Percival Goodman, New York architect and Paris Prize winner, was published in the Herald-Tribune of April 8.

"Amid the tremendous bludgeoning being given Radio City the onlooker stands with amazement writ large—he can only feel that it is all too silly, too unjustified."

"As Architect Corbett says, ‘Mr. Rockefeller is not building a monument.’ As Architect Hood says, ‘Utility was the prime consideration.’"

"As Architect Reinhard says, ‘It’s a money-making proposition.’"

"These men are among the eight architects executing this work; they ought to know.

"Radio City was not designed for beauty. Radio City was designed to make money. There is a difference. Radio City is inspired by the same motive that has inspired all other buildings in New York, save the monuments and museums; therefore Radio City, when built, will look like the New York that surrounds it.

"The architects are in no way blameworthy for a solution that lacks beauty and integrity. Money making is not the bedfellow of aesthetics and ethics—that’s why New York is such a mess.

"It is called to the attention of Radio City’s detractors that architecture is a social art representative of its time and culture. Any criticism of this effort is a criticism of our time, our culture and our motives; hence, if Radio City is disliked the reason lies deeper rooted than perhaps we are willing to admit."

The next letter, signed “J.E.,” was in the Herald-Tribune for April 7, and the anonymous writer thereof offers a defence for Mr. Rockefeller against his legion of critics.

"The Radio City designs having received so much criticism recently because of their rigid insistence upon an engineering solution of the problem and their especially emphatic rejection of the idea that any beauty can be arrived at without a proportional sacrifice of practical results, it may be interesting to know the steps by which the appointment of the men in charge of this work was made. This is particularly so as they have themselves maintained a dignified silence, making no reply.

"To read the criticisms one might assume that Mr. Rockefeller had selected his architects at random. Yet, it seems that this is far from being the case. On the contrary, he invited a dozen of the firms whom he considered most prominent in the building of the city’s representative structures to submit their ideas to a jury consisting of a number of the most competent architects available. And it was only on the recommendations of this report that he selected from among those thus honored the firm of Reinhard & Hofmeister to take command of the whole development. These names should in themselves disarm criticism.

"Yet to this firm were added Corbett, Harrison & McMurray, Raymond Hood, and Godley & Fouillhoux, who are acting, it seems, in advisory capacity.

"What more could Mr. Rockefeller have done? Certainly his defence, if he needs one, would merely consist in an exhibition of the drawings, inferior to those of Reinhard & Hofmeister, obtained by him for consideration and the publication of the report of the distinguished jury recommending his award.

"In a recent article in a technical publication, entitled ‘The New Idea in City Rebuilding,’ a description of the tower explains that:

(Continued on page 392)
DETROIT ARCHITECTURAL BOWLING LEAGUE

FINAL STANDINGS

| Individual High—1 game—Bradshaw (AK) | 268 |
| 3 games—N. Krecke (H. W.) | 688 |
| Team High—1 game—Donaldson & Meier | 1066 |
| 3 games—Donaldson & Meier | 3021 |

WESTCHESTER COUNTY SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

At the Annual Meeting of the Westchester County Society of Architects the following were elected: Howard B. Peare, President; William H. Jones, Vice-President; William C. Halbert, Jr., Secretary; George H. Gilbert, Treasurer. Directors: Charles A. Dewey, E. Dean Parmelee, and H. Lansing Quick.

The first exhibition of the Society will be held in conjunction with the Westchester County Home Show at the County Center in White Plains, May 3 to 10, inclusive. As we go to press the Committee on Architecture and Allied Arts, of which Louis Levine is chairman, is hard at work in representing the Society’s participation in this show.

ARCHITECTURAL SKETCH CLUB OF CHICAGO

31ST ANNUAL

FOREIGN TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP

To encourage and foster architectural education among the young men of the profession, Mr. William K. Fellows, F.A.I.A., of the architectural firm of Hamilton, Fellows and Nedved, 814 Tower Court, Chicago, has donated the sum of $1,200.00 to be awarded to a deserving and meritorious architect, architectural draftsman or student, to aid him in paying the expenses of a European trip.

Mr. Fellows received his degree at Columbia University, where he won first mention for the McKim Scholarship, and the Schermerhorn Fellowship, which gave him eighteen months of travel and study in Europe. Part of this time was spent at the American Academy at Rome.

He was Instructor of Design at the Chicago School of Architecture for six years and was President of the Architectural Sketch Club for two years.

Mr. Fellows is giving this Scholarship to the members of the Architectural Sketch Club and to the graduates of the Chicago School of Architecture because of his interest in and long association with these institutions, and in recognition of the great benefit he derived from a like period of European study and travel.

The selection of the beneficiary of the Scholarship is to be by means of a competition now being held and the drawings called for are to be submitted for examination and judgment to a jury consisting of at least three practicing architects.

The program for this competition was prepared by a Committee composed of George M. Nedved, Architect, Chairman, Louis Pirola, Architect, and Edmund J. Ryan, Architect.

The final drawings are due on May 31st, and the winning design will be published in the July Pencil Points.

RADIATOR GRILLE COMPETITION

The program of the Competition for the Design of a Radiator Grille was published in the December issue of Pencil Points. The first four prize winning designs are published in this issue on pages 390 and 391. The program of the competition, which was sponsored by the Harrington & King Perforating Company of Chicago, was prepared by the Architectural Sketch Club of Chicago, which sponsored the Competition.

REPORT OF THE JURY OF AWARDS

We the undersigned Jurors have the honor to present the findings of the Jury relative to the Prize Competition for Radiator Grille, sponsored by the Harrington & King Perforating Co., Chicago, Illinois, and so stated by the Program Committee:

First Prize—$300.00—George H. Recher, Chicago.
This design being commendable and meeting the requirements for a radiator grille, it allows for variations and presents a thought in using different metals and construction that may be expected in grilles of special design. The design is an interesting variation and does not become monotonous. The presentation is also commendable.

Second Prize—$150.00—Alexis V. Lapeeff, Detroit, Michigan. This presented an interesting treatment. While not important enough for end of a lobby, the idea of using figures and symbols is a very good one and may be developed in work requiring symbolic motives. The presentation is commendable.

Third Prize—$75.00—Miss Ruth A. Dean, Boston, Mass. This was selected as presenting further ideas in getting away from symmetrical geometric design using plant motives. While somewhat open, the addition of a third diagonal would help to enclose the radiator space. The presentation is commendable.

Fourth Prize—$50.00—G. H. Wardner, Jr., Boston, Mass. This design while not new has possibilities which presents itself as of combining different geometric forms. This is a very simple motive and presents an idea which may be carried out when such a motive may be required for flush radiator grilles.

Fifth Prize—$25.00—Bernard Rogge, Baltimore, Md. The design of the field presents a very interesting motive which with some modification for manufacturing may be used in grilles of lesser importance where a horizontal movement is desired. The design of the center panel is entirely out of keeping with the balance of the grille.

The competition on the whole presented a wide variation of interesting designs. A few showed lack of understanding of material they were working with.

The competition brought together many ideas that the architect and designers have been working on or thinking about in keeping with requirements of the age. Respectfully submitted,

F. L. Venning, Chairman
N. Max Dunning
Philip Maher
David W. Carlson
J. M. Fuller

Jury of Awards

[ 388 ]
ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE OF NEW YORK
AWARDS MEDALS

Announcement of the annual awards of the Architectural League of New York was made on April 21st at the Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition, held last month at the Grand Central Palace in New York. William F. Lamb, of the firm of Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, was awarded a gold medal of honor "for the masterful treatment of an office building as exemplified by the Empire State." Eliel Saarinen also won a gold medal "for the distinguished quality of his work in the Cranbrook Foundation" at Cranbrook, Michigan. This is the second time in its history that the League has awarded two gold medals simultaneously.

The silver medal went to Peabody, Wilson & Brown for a group of residences.

The medal of honor in sculpture was won by Lee Lawrie of New York.

The Birch Burdette Long Memorial Prize for distinguished rendering was awarded to Schell Lewis "for the excellent quality of his pencil renderings," shown at the exposition.

No gold medal in landscape architecture was awarded this year.

The medals were presented at the dinner of the Architectural League at the Hotel Roosevelt on April 24th.


BRIDGE DESIGN COMPETITION FOR 1931

Out of 138 students of engineering and architecture who submitted preliminary drawings in the 1931 bridge design competition held by the American Institute of Steel Construction, ten engineering and ten architectural students have been selected to complete their designs and submit finished renderings for final judgment. Students in 30 institutions in 19 States and Provinces in the United States and Canada participated in the preliminary competition, judged on April 2 by a jury consisting of Dr. Ralph Modjeski, Consulting Engineer; Dr. Shortridge Hardesty, Consulting Engineer; H. H. Murdock, Architect; Clinton Mackenzie, Architect, and F. E. Schmitt, Editor of Engineering News-Record.

The ten engineering and ten architectural students selected to submit finished drawings will compete for three cash money prizes in each division. The first is $500, second $250, and third $100.

The ten engineering students selected to compete are: J. B. Striowski of University of Manitoba; A. Lyall House of Montana State College; Covert Robertson, Jr., of University of Michigan; C. J. Robin of Armour Institute of Technology; E. A. Johnson of Armour Institute of Technology; C. B. Voldrich of Purdue University; R. M. Morris, Robert B. Kleinschmidt both of University of Pennsylvania; Jeremiah C. Landolfo of University of Pennsylvania; and D. E. McLeod of Lafayette College.

The ten architectural students selected to compete are: R. F. Weber of Atelier Adams Nelson, Chicago; Harry Burge of University of Southern California; R. O. Docter of University of Illinois; A. C. Sachtleben of University of Illinois; W. A. Ganster of University of Illinois; J. L. Bennett of University of Illinois; L. E. McCullough of Iowa State College; G. E. Crippen; A. L. Johnston of Iowa State College, and L. W. Casey of Iowa State College.

MEMBERS OF THE MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, UNIVERSITY ARCHITECTURAL ATELIER AT WORK
COMPETITION FOR THE DESIGN OF A RADIATOR GRILLE
See text on page 388.
of the disease which caused his death, prevented active participation in the changing struggle of building styles. Mr. Cutter was a charming personality, always willing to give help and advice to young men who were to travel the same road that he had done as members of the profession whose rewards were never to be recorded in terms of money. He could always be counted upon by those who, like himself, loved truth in architecture. It is fitting that his memory is preserved in courses at Rome in Italian Architecture.

A CORRECTION

In the article on "Metals and Alloys" appearing on page 239 of the March issue of Pencil Points, the second sentence in the last paragraph on the left-hand column should have read, "To obtain the full benefit of the copper in iron and steel, the copper should be alloyed with the molten metal in considerable proportions, usually from two-tenths to five-tenths of one per cent, and sometimes even higher," instead of "twenty to fifty per cent, and sometimes even higher."
The San Francisco Architectural Club has recently moved into a new home and now occupies the entire fourth floor at 130 Kearny Street, a location acknowledged to be ideal, situated in the midst of the major architects' offices, and on the edge of the financial district. The plan and arrangement of the quarters are excellent. The furnishings and equipment are of the best, selected with good taste, and never before has the club had a more cheerful or a more inviting home. Visitors are always welcome.

Every phase of the club activity is equally well provided for. A splendid atelier, well lighted, clean and roomy, a well equipped classroom and a good library appeal to the student. A fine lounge with easy-chairs, billiard and pool tables, radio, piano, and tables for many varieties of games, a well stocked rack of current magazines, etc., entice those who seek rest and recreation.

A business meeting, with perhaps an interesting talk or short lecture, followed by entertainment, with refreshments, brings all the members together once a month, while card games, dances, and affairs of a kindred nature bring their families and friends together less frequently, yet often enough to enjoy their association.

Finding it necessary to move to a new location at a time when the general business depression was being felt most keenly, when many members were unemployed, it was decided to have as much of the work as possible done by club members. Therefore under the direction of a competent superintendent all the general work was done by home talent. Sensing that the members were not afraid, or ashamed, to help themselves, contractors and material houses offered their aid.

The plumbing, rough and finish, was completely donated, fixtures and a beautiful terra cotta drinking fountain being donated by local supply houses. The electric wiring was done at cost and the electric fixtures were practically given to the club. A beautifully paneled entrance lobby was made and installed by a local firm specializing in interior woodwork at a cost barely covering installation.

The entrance vestibule with textured plastered walls, stencil ornament and a tile entrance motive, specially designed, made by one firm and set up by another, was a complete gift to the club by collaboration of the four contractors concerned. Cork tile and linoleum floors, with the club emblem inlaid, were installed at less than cost. An art stone mantel, pieces of furniture, and the many little odds and ends that comprise the finishing touch were donated by friends of the club.

A recent drive has added about 50 new names to the membership. Old and new members alike are enthused over the new home. The appointment of an executive secretary, who is in attendance both day and evening, has given the club a businesslike aspect that is appreciated by all.

The energetic group of officers elected in January to take charge of affairs during 1931 has done splendidly so far: Ira H. Springer, President; C. Jefferson Sly, Vice-President; Donnell E. Jackel, Secretary; S. C. Leonhaar, Treasurer; F. M. Sanderson, Executive Secretary.

Directors: Wm. Helm; W. E. Mooney; Stanton Willard.
This department conducts four competitions each month. A prize of $10.00 is awarded in each class as follows: Class 1, sketches or drawings in any medium; Class 2, poetry; Class 3, cartoons; Class 4, miscellaneous items not coming under the above headings. Everyone is eligible to enter material in any of these four divisions. Good Wrinkle Section: a prize of $10.00 is awarded for any suggestion as to how work in the drafting room may be facilitated. No matter how simple the scheme, if you have found it of help in making your work easier, send it in. Competitions close the fifteenth of each month so that contributions for a forthcoming issue must be received by the twelfth of the month preceding the publication date in order to be eligible for that month's competitions. Material received after the closing date is entered in the following month's competition. The publishers reserve the right to publish any of the material, other than the prize winners, at any time, unless specifically requested not to do so by the contributor.

This month the prizes have been awarded to:
Class I—Clement J. Ford, New York.
Class II—Frank Verrastro, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Class III—Ernest R. Gilbert, Richmond, Va.
Class IV—Robert T. Gidlely, Melrose, Mass.

The lithograph by Clement J. Ford, printed below, is a reproduction of the artist's first use of this popular medium. The original drawing measures 5 3/4" x 8 1/2" and was printed from the stone by George Miller.

The following poem is an impression of the Cathedral at Senlis by Alexander Richter, of New York. The Cathedral dates from the 13th Century. Mr. Richter was shown the Cathedral from crypt to pinnacle by the ancient caretaker "who looks as old as the Cathedral."

SENLIS
By Alexander Richter
Gray, old, strangely beautiful,
Strong stone, slowly turning to sand;
Once clearly defined tracery,
Long vanished—soft shadows now.
Gargoyles, thrust from flying buttresses,
Grimacing dragons in years long past;
Strength, expression—all vanished
Like a strong man grown very old.
Sharp, crisp Gothic mouldings,
Edges worn round by a million rains—
Utterly changed, yet so utterly lovely;
Perfect notes in a glorious symphony!

From a Pencil Drawing by Alfred T. Granger, of Hanover, New Hampshire
Château Frontenac, Quebec
Mr. Verrastro, in submitting *The Subway Riders*, tells us that “it has never been published in any newspaper or magazine.” Surely something should be done about the dreadful conditions existing in New York subways, which are so vividly described here.

**THE SUBWAY RIDERS**  
*By Frank Verrastro*

At early morn the people meet,  
From every avenue and street,  
They get on a subway station,  
To bring them to a point of destination. 
Some are seated and some stand,  
And some creep in the best they can. 
Some open their mouths as though to yawn,  
And someone says, “Get off my corn.” 
The air is perfumed with onions and rum,  
Then someone yells, “Get out, you bum.”  
Some make faces as though discontented,  
And some with their noses at something they've scented. 
Some read papers, others magazines,  
Of different languages and different means. 
Some who papers never buy  
Read the news from the persons near by.  
When one wishes to get out,  
He has to let out an awful shout.  
He pushes and cries with exclamation  
“i wish to get off at this very station.” 
This is the way the people ride,  
Sway in the cars side to side.  
They reach at the point they have decided  
All weary and tired.

**LITTLE EDDIE’S ARCHITECTURAL PRIMER**  
*By Robert T. Gidley*

Are conferences good for business?

---

Yes—for the cigar business. They are also fine for golf and getting rid of unwanted callers.

When a client walks into an architect’s office and gives him a job what does the architect do?  
You mean what *would* he do, don’t you, Eddie? Possibly drop dead. But let’s stick to practical problems.

What is the difference between an architect and a contractor?  
Usually there are a number of differences between the architect and the contractor before a job is done.  
Does the architect draw the plans for a building himself? Not if he can help it. He employs draftsmen to make the working drawings. Sometimes, however, he makes sketches with a 6B pencil.  
Does he have a sketching pad?  
Oh, no! He prefers the middle of a working drawing—any working drawing. A soft pencil sliding around on a finished drawing helps him to talk and express himself.  
Give him a nail and he’d have to take up carpentry.  
When a building is done what does the architect get? We could tell you but the editor would only censor it!  
Who was the first architect? Noah. He designed and built the Ark. But the job was all wet when it was done. It’s very much the same today.  
Do architects put their names on buildings they design? Occasionally a brave one does. But after he has listened to the comments of the owner and other architects who didn’t get the job he usually sneaks down at night and chisels it off.

---

*Linoleum Print by Herbert Heywood*  
*“U. S. National Bank, Portland, Oregon”*
ARCHITECT WARNS AGAINST LOW BIDS WITH IDEA OF "SKINNING" JOB

The following letter was sent to us by Harry P. Nichols of the American Abrasive Metals Co. It is reprinted from the Weekly Bulletin of the Associated General Contractors of America. The letter was sent recently to all bidders for a school building let by Mr. L. N. Boney, Architect, Wilmington, N. C.

In Re Belvoir School: To all Contractors:

In regard to the bids which are to be presented next Monday for the erection of Belvoir School in Pitt County, I feel the following comment would be just to all parties concerned.

For the past twelve months much of the work which has been let has gone at figures too near the cost of good construction and this makes it hard on the contractor, for he naturally tries to get out as light as possible and oftentimes he is tempted to "skin" a little here and a little there to pick up some of the difference between the price of his contract and the amount which his contract should have been.

In this connection let me suggest and urge that each of you figure this job at a price which will build that part of the work, included in your contract, in a first-class and workmanlike manner. The job will be inspected daily and the plans and specifications will be interpreted literally. Please be governed accordingly.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) LESLIE N. BONEY

The following comments on Mr. Boney's letter are also reprinted from the Weekly Bulletin.

"We heartily concur in the suggestions of Mr. Boney in that a job cannot be bid at cost and take a chance of 'skinning' for profit and expect to deliver construction that will be entirely satisfactory to both the owner and architect."

"Nothing is so easy as to cut prices; and nothing is so hard as to get them back when once they have been pulled down. Any child can break an egg by throwing it on the floor, but all the learned scientists in the world cannot pick it up again. Any fool can cut prices, but it requires the combined power of the industry to put them back again."—Selected.

"I distinctly told you that Playboy's room should have southern exposure!"
CIRCLE TOWER, INDIANAPOLIS

Architect: Rubush and Hunter, Indianapolis, Specification Engineer: S. E. Fenstermaier, Indianapolis, General Contractor: Wm. T. Jungclaus Co., Indianapolis, Plumbing and Heating Contractor: Callon Bros., Indianapolis

Circle Tower, heralded as the finest office building in Indianapolis, is a worthy addition to the downtown development of this progressive city. Modern to the minute—excellently located—it brings new standards in luxury and convenience to the Hoosier Capital.

All specifications for materials and equipment were scrutinized in a most thoroughgoing way with a view to intrinsic worth and also to what might increase the prestige of a distinguished building.

In keeping with this principle, NATIONAL Pipe was chosen for the major pipe tonnage—one more testimony to the standing of—

America’s Standard Wrought Pipe

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

NATIONAL PIPE
Publications on Materials & Equipment

Of Interest to Architect, Draftsman and Specification Writer

Publications mentioned here will be sent free unless otherwise noted, upon request, to readers of PENCIL POINTS by the firm issuing them. When writing for these items please mention PENCIL POINTS.


Atlantic Terra Cotta Wall Units.—A.I.A. File No. 9-C. Supplement No. 1 illustrates and describes numerous installations of Atlantic Terra Cotta in office buildings, public buildings, schools and colleges, hotels, etc. Included are color plates showing a variety of surface finishes and colors. 18 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 19 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.

Log Cabin Built with Shevlin Log Siding.—New brochure with plans, exterior and interior photographs, lumber bills and useful suggestions on the construction of log cabins. 16 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Shevlin, Carpenter & Clarke Co., 900 First National Soo Line Building, Minneapolis, Minn.


Still Better Vault Protection.—New brochure presents detailed description of the Bankers Electric Protective Association's systems of vault protection, together with illustrations of the various items of equipment and complete specification data. Particular stress is placed on the new service arrangement whereby these systems are installed, inspected and maintained through the A.D.T. organization. 16 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. American District Telegraph Co., 37 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.

Portland Cement Stucco with Medusa Waterproofed White Portland Cement.—A.I.A. File No. 21-D-1. Attractive new publication with descriptive and specification data covering the use of stucco in buildings. It makes the use of stucco for both exterior and interior finishes easier. A number of the more popular textures are illustrated. Tabular matter. 20 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Medusa Portland Cement Co., 1062 Engineers Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. Published by the same firm, "Terrazzo with Medusa White Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed)." A.I.A. File No. 22-e-1. New document prepared especially for architects and specification writers dealing with the subject of Medusa white Portland cement for use in terrazzo work. Included are complete sets of specifications and color plates showing designs and color schemes. 12 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

Banishing the Twilight Zone from Modern Buildings.—A.I.A. File No. 31-A-232. Publication A-1204, just issued, presents a discussion of present-day principles and practice in the interior lighting of modern buildings. Included are engineering data and photographs showing lighting installations in offices, lobby, drafting rooms, bedrooms and many other building interiors. 24 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Westhouse Lamp Co., 150 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Published by the same firm, "Skylines Beyond the Twilight Zone," A.I.A. File No. 31-B-9. Catalog A-1208 contains a discussion of modern principles and practice in flood-lighting, together with a discussion of the advantages of flood-lighting and recommendations useful in making such installations. Photographs and descriptions of Washitong flood-lighting equipment and numerous installations are included. 32 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

Build the Beauty Inn.—Attractive brochure illustrating and describing the Ideal line of built-in furniture for living rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms, kitchens and bathrooms. 24 pp. Wm. Cameron & Co., Inc., Waco, Texas.

Maintenance Paints and Waterproofing Compounds.—New manual with color charts and descriptive data covering the application of this line of paint and waterproofing materials for plant maintenance work. Standard filing size. Toch Bros., Inc., 386 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.


Cromar Oak Floors.—Illustrated publication giving a detailed description of the various operations performed in the production of this type of factory finished oak flooring. 24 pp. The Cromar Co., Willimantic, Conn.

Ludowici Shingle Tile Specifications.—Series of folders printed in colors with specification and brief descriptive data covering five different types of shingle tile suitable for various roof treatments. Ludowici-Celadon Co., 104 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

New Facts on Oil Heating for Architects and Engineers.—A.I.A. File No. 10-g-1. Revised edition of architect's manual discusses Oil-O-Matic fundamentals as well as the many applications of Oil-O-Matic heat. Included are capacities of the new model JJ burner for commercial installations, together with diagrams, illustrations, suggested specifications and regulations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 36 pp. Standard filing size. Williams Oil-O-Matic Heating Corporation, Bloomington, Ill.

Stedman Reinforced Rubber Tile.—Series of new descriptive bulletins with color plates covering the application of this type of reinforced rubber tile flooring for hospitals, hotels, office buildings, banks and stores. Stedman Rubber Flooring Co., South Braintree, Mass.

How to Use Flexwood.—A.I.A. File No. 19-e-5 or 28-e. Illustrated bulletin on the subject of Flexwood, a new wood product that permits paneling of wall surfaces in the master cabinet woods and is applied with ordinary paper hanger's tools. Included are diagrams and chart describing the various kinds of wood and their uses. 6 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Flexwood Co., 919 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. Published by the same firm, "Flexwood Specification No. 4." A.I.A. File No. 28-e. Standard filing size folder with instructions for hanging and finishing Flexwood on plaster walls. 6 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

Red Top Metal Arches.—New folder describing the Red Top metal arch which provides a unit planter base for all types of plastered arched openings in residences and apartment houses. 4 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. United States Gypsum Co., 300 West Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

Union Metal Columns and Pergolas.—A.I.A. File No. 12m. Catalog No. 50-d. Attractive book describing and illustrating this line of metal columns for homes and public buildings, also pergolas and garden equipment. Specifications, construction and installation details. 40 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Union Metal Manufacturing Co., Canton, Ohio.

Published by the same firm, "Union Metal Floodlighting Equipment." Catalog No. 62 illustrates numerous designs of floodlighting equipment, sign and lighting standards suitable for building fronts, swimming pools, playgrounds, service stations, amusement parks, etc. Construction details. 12 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

Featherweight Concrete Insulating Roof Slabs.—A.I.A. File No. 12s. Catalog No. 50-e. Attractive book describing and illustrating this line of metal columns for homes and public buildings, also pergolas and garden equipment. Specifications, construction and installation details. 40 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Federal-American Cement Tile Co., 608 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
PLYWOOD

POUND FOR POUND
STRONGER THAN STEEL

"UPLYCO" flooring is so fabricated that terrific pressure separates the wood fibres themselves, rather than the plywood joints.

Brings greater strength and beauty to
HARDWOOD FLOORS

... with One-Third the Time and Labor Cost

Actual tests show that properly designed plywood is stronger than steel, pound for pound.

"UPLYCO" pre-finished floors are scientifically designed and sturdily fabricated to bring this greater strength and durability of plywood to fine hardwood floors. They are constructed of a sawn hardwood face, a cross-laid hardwood core, and a sawn hardwood back, rigidly cemented together with water resistant glue. All tendency to shrink, swell, warp or twist is reduced to a minimum.

Yet greater strength and durability are but two of the advantages offered by "UPLYCO" floors. They are more beautiful... far more economical to install. Send for our A-I-A Bulletin. It will give you complete information.

UNITED PLYWOOD SALES CORP.

Main Office . New Albany, Ind.

Address inquiries to Flooring Division, Portsmouth, O.

Position Wanted: Young, woman, seven years' experience, desires position in architect's or contractor's office in New York City. Can take full charge of office if necessary including stenographic work, accounting and specifications. Box No. 501, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Experienced decorator and buyer wishes position with architect, also to do secretarial work. Box No. 502, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Young man, has had two years of architectural schooling in the day and two at night, and is still continuing. Has had three years' experience with junior draftsman. Wishes position as Junior draftsman. Box No. 503, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Young man, 18, attending Frank A. Hayden (Los Angeles) specializing in "Homes—Not Houses," would like position in a drafting office to help pay incurred education expenses and to get out and get new business on test and rapid drafting. Fined to travel in summers. Box No. 504, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Architectural designer who has been trained in leading New York architectural firms. Offering his services on individual residential projects. Preliminary renderings, working drawings and details. References and examples of work submitted upon request. Box No. 506, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Fifteen years' experience on church, school, bank and institutional work as draftsman and squad leader. Thoroughly experienced in all phases of drafting and capable of working from designer's sketches to completed building. Want a permanent position with a fair salary. Age 35 and married. Box No. 508, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman desires permanent connection with reliable architect or architectural firm in New York City or Chicago. Chicago Technical College, a half year's experience plus three years of practical experience. Salary $8.00 per month to start. Age 26. Box No. 510, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman, 11 years' experience, desires to connect with a small general or residential office needing the services of an energetic and businesslike young man, able to care for all office details, both design and construction, and also, when necessary, to go out and get new business on test and rapid drafting. Five years' experience in contact work. Salary moderate. Box No. 511, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman, 15 years' experience, desires position in connection with reliable architect or architectural firm in New York City. Excellent references. Box No. 512, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Squad boss, experienced in all classes of work except churches. Available May 1st. Just completed his studies at an architectural college and is ready to take up any position in New York or Washington. Married, 31 years old. Rapid and extremely accurate draftsman. Will assume charge of project or work on boards. Specifications, superintendence. Box No. 513, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Young European architect, having essential knowledge of modern art as well as the period styles, details, elevations, interiors and details; with eight years' experience in Europe and one and a half in the United States; will do any drafting work on very reasonable salary. Communicate with Box No. 514, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architect thoroughly familiar with all architectural operations from sketches to finished building, including preliminary work and renderings in all mediums. One year's experience in New York City, all types of buildings. Desires position with architectural firm in Rocky Mountain Region after June 1st. O. Dvorn, 52 Hereford St., Boston, Mass.

Position Wanted: Architectural student, 17 years' experience, secondary. Versed in the styles including modernistic, commercial, residential and monumental work, working drawings, scale, detail and competitions. Salary easily arranged. Will accept position anywhere. Box No. 516, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Architectural designer and draftsman, with extensive experience in prominent offices. Graduate of an accredited school. Able to render projects in perspective. Versed in the styles including modernistic, commercial, residential and monumental work, working drawings, scale, detail and competitions. Salary easily arranged. Will accept position anywhere. Box No. 517, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Designer-draftsman, thoroughly familiar with all modern and modernistic styles. Rendering, designing, detailing, working drawings, perspectives and renderings in all mediums. Box No. 518, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman, 8 years' experience, planning, designing, planning and rendering of apartments, residences, and commercial and institutional work. Thorough knowledge of professional practice and capable of making working drawings from sketches to full size details. Box No. 519, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architect thoroughly familiar with all types of buildings, planning, etc., with knowledge of structural engineering as incorporated in building construction. 48 years old. Would consider reasonable investment with Reliable concern in New York City if desired. Box No. 520, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Young man, 24 years of age, desires permanent position in any architectural office in eastern U. S. or Canada, where a thorough knowledge of promotion and planning of commercial and residential projects would be of value. University graduate. 14 years' experience, 6 years' connection with New York office. Age 36. Married. Box No. 515, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architectural designer and draftsman, with extensive experience in prominent offices. Graduate of an accredited school. Able to render projects in perspective. Versed in the styles including modernistic, commercial, residential and monumental work, working drawings, scale, detail and competitions. Salary easily arranged. Will accept position anywhere. Box No. 516, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman, 8 years' experience, planning, designing, planning and rendering of apartments, residences, and commercial and institutional work. Thorough knowledge of professional practice and capable of making working drawings from sketches to full size details. Box No. 519, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architect thoroughly familiar with all types of buildings, planning, etc., with knowledge of structural engineering as incorporated in building construction. 48 years old. Would consider reasonable investment with Reliable concern in New York City if desired. Box No. 520, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Architectural designer and draftsman, 8 years' experience, planning, designing, planning and rendering of apartments, residences, and commercial and institutional work. Thorough knowledge of professional practice and capable of making working drawings from sketches to full size details. Box No. 519, care of Pencil Points.

Position Wanted: Architect thoroughly familiar with all types of buildings, planning, etc., with knowledge of structural engineering as incorporated in building construction. 48 years old. Would consider reasonable investment with Reliable concern in New York City if desired. Box No. 520, care of Pencil Points.


Position Wanted: Young man, 24 years of age, desires permanent position in any architectural office in eastern U. S. or Canada, where a thorough knowledge of promotion and planning of commercial and residential projects would be of value. University graduate. 14 years' experience, 6 years' connection with New York office. Age 36. Married. Box No. 515, care of Pencil Points.
CAPPED with a roof of Ludowici Tile, the tower of this charming house gains its full significance. The pattern is "Antique" Shingle,—specially shaped tile being used on the hips. There is no type of architecture and no size of building for which there is not a pattern and color of Ludowici Tile precisely suitable. The beauty is as enduring as the protection is complete. On request, we will have a representative call, or mail our illustrated catalogue. Much information is contained in our pages in Sweet's.
Main Dining Room with dance floor of clear American walnut mastic squares laid diagonally.

WOOD-MOSAIC MASTIC

Hall of Mirrors (Main Ball Room) floored with Wood-Mosaic mastic blocks of quarter-sawn white oak in cluster herringbone pattern.

Pavillon Caprice (Night Club); dance floor in mastic blocks of quarter-sawn white oak, herringbone pattern. Nine-star motif in center panel reproduced in satinwood and teak.
In rooms where the highest degree of serviceability, fireproof construction and genuine beauty must be combined, Wood-Mosaic Mastic Wood-Block Flooring is the logical selection today. This was again demonstrated by the fact that these blocks, adapted in both wood and design to various architectural schemes, were used in the main dining room, main ball room and night club of the new Netherland-Plaza, Cincinnati.

Designed and laid by our agents, Cincinnati Floor Co., these noteworthy floors illustrate the type of cooperation and expert facilities for installation available to architects everywhere. If you are interested in the natural charm, the wide variety of effects and real economy of fine wood floors, send for our architect’s handbook, “Mastic Wood-Block Flooring”. Genuine Wood-Mosaic flat-backed, mastic blocks have been in continuous and successful use for over 25 years.

WOOD-MOSAIC CO., Incorporated • • • LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Wood-Mosaic Flooring

WOOD-MOSAIC CO., Incorporated, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Send, without obligation, copy of book, “Mastic Wood-Block Flooring”.

Name __________________________
Firm __________________________
Address __________________________

I am also interested in: Wood floors of period design, including old-English and early-Colonial planks, French patterns, etc. [ ] Face veneers for interior paneling. [ ] Your new development, Georgia Oak, for interior trim. [ ]
Flint Handmade Faïence

In the Edsel B. Ford residence shown below, recipient of a recent A. I. A. Honor Award, Mr. Albert Kahn, the architect, included twelve bathrooms in Flint Handmade Faïence. Using simple gray tiles as a background, he created interiors of striking originality—in keeping with the character and prize-winning distinction of the entire home.

The Alvan Macauley residence makes notable use of both Flintcraft and Flint Handmade Faïence, in combination. Two of the interiors are shown on the right.

For residences of quality, specify Flint tiles. We shall be glad to send you catalogs and suggestions for the use of Flint Handmade Faïence, Flintcraft, and Vitrocraft in sun-rooms, bathrooms, terraces, garden pools, and for other residential purposes.

HONOR AWARD 1930
American Institute of Architects
Detroit Chapter
Awarded to Mr. Edsel B. Ford, for the distinguished residence at Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan
Albert Kahn, Inc., Detroit, Architects
General Mosaic Co., Detroit
Tiling Contractors

FLINT FAÏENCE AND TILE CO., FLINT, MICHIGAN
INSTANT PLASTICITY is another great feature of improved Carney Cement

SMOOTH, fast-working mortar without delay is another of the important characteristics that is now part of this greatly improved Carney Cement. Straight from the mixer to the wall, without soaking, slaking or waiting goes this remarkable new material—yet its plasticity is far better than any mortar you have ever seen. Instant workability is but one of the great advantages that Carney Cement now brings to the building profession—its new moisture resisting quality definitely checks the spread of efflorescence and forms a water tight joint that eliminates the curse of wet walls. (See test below.)

Our chemical laboratories spent two solid years in the development and perfection of this superlatively fine bonding material. Architects and builders who witness our demonstrations, which we will gladly make for you, tell us that this new Carney Cement presents one of the greatest scientific advancements in the history of mortar cement production. You will want to see the Carney demonstration before starting your next masonry job—call or write our nearest office.

THE CARNEY COMPANY
District Sales Offices
CHICAGO CINCINNATI DETROIT ST. LOUIS MINNEAPOLIS
Mills: Mankato and Carney, Minn.
Cement Makers Since 1883

Carney specimen (marked by star) together with six other masonry material specimens were made. The mortar for all was mixed, one part cement to three parts sand, by volume. The same quality common bricks were used—the sand and water were identical and all specimens were the same age. They were placed together in one receptacle containing one half inch of sodium sulphate solution, and left standing for 48 hours. Efflorescence became apparent above all the mortar joints except the Carney joint within 24 hours and continued until the condition shown above was reached. This test demonstrates how completely the Carney mortar joint now resists the invasion of salts in solution. It also illustrates immunity of the Carney joint to moisture absorption.
IF IT'S DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS OR SUPPLIES

... no matter where you are ... what you want ... how much you expect to pay

you can quickly get it from a Dietzgen branch or dealer at the price you expect to pay.

For almost half a century Dietzgen has manufactured drafting and surveying instruments and materials. During this time many new instruments and materials have been added to the line. The Dietzgen line now includes scores of instruments, and all the items needed in the drafting room ... in both quality and price for "every purpose and every purse."

Dietzgen equipment may be secured from any Dietzgen branch or through leading dealers throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico and other countries.

There is a coating department in your area. This makes it possible to quickly secure a fresh supply of uniformly coated Dietzgen blueprint paper.

Write for descriptive literature.

EUGENE DIETZGEN CO.

Enduring worth at reasonable cost

Chicago  New York  Philadelphia  Chicago
New Orleans  Pittsburgh  Washington  Factory at Chicago
San Francisco  Los Angeles  Milwaukee  Manufacturers of Drafting and Surveying Supplies
ÆTNA spent a year trying to find a better floor for the same money—
or as good a floor for less

LARGE corporations are accustomed, it would seem, to spend time before spending their money.

Aetna Life investigated for upwards of a year trying to find a better buy than Sealex Battleship Linoleum. It couldn’t be done. Western Union even went so far as to conduct actual service tests with many floor materials. Sealex Floors won this competitive contest also!

City Bank Farmers Trust Co., Standard Oil, Equitable Life, Westinghouse, are other leaders who have chosen Sealex Battleship Linoleum. Purchasing floors by the acre, these buyers could not afford to make mistakes. Instead of cheap hard floors they chose the long-run economy of durable resilient floors—shock-absorbing, noise-reducing floors that increase employee efficiency.

Address inquiries to our Architectural Service Department. Ask about Bonded Floors—Sealex materials backed by a Guaranty Bond.

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC. • KEARNY, N. J.
THE CAREW TOWER

...Ohio's Tallest...

uses CL Air Circuit Breakers

COMBINING under one roof a hotel, theater, garage, two department stores and many offices, the Carew Tower, Cincinnati's new 48-story building and Ohio's tallest, requires a tremendous amount of power to give it life and usefulness.

All main circuits, leading from the eight Westinghouse switchboards, are protected with sixteen one to three-pole CL air circuit breakers ranging in size from 800 to 4000 amperes.

These breakers with one-piece frame, unbreakable carbon contacts, compactness, accessibility, durability and velvety-finished copper parts are adequately serving many other modern industrial and commercial buildings.

If your file, 31-D-44, does not contain copies of Circular 1705-C which completely describes these breakers, write our nearest office.

One of eight Westinghouse Switchboards in the Carew Tower, equipped with 4000-ampere CL Breakers. This is the main Hotel Switchboard.


OTHER WESTINGHOUSE EQUIPMENT in the Carew Tower
- 2 theater switchboards
- 42 elevators
- 57 metering panelboards
- 148 lighting panelboards
- 19 power panels and cabinets
- 4 single retort stokers
- 4 small mechanical drive turbines
- 16 auto transformers
- CS motors

Service, prompt and efficient, by a coast-to-coast chain of well-equipped shops

Westinghouse

TUNE IN THE WESTINGHOUSE PROGRAM OVER KDKA, KYW, WBZ AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS SUNDAY EVENINGS.
A LARGE TONNAGE of Bethlehem Sections—also known as Bethlehem Wide-Flange Structural Shapes—was used in the steel framework of the Louisiana State Capitol.

**BETHLEHEM SECTIONS**

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, General Offices: Bethlehem, Pa.

District Offices: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Atlanta, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis

Pacific Coast Distributor: Pacific Coast Steel Corporation, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Honolulu

Export Distributor: Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York City
This Weatherproof and Rustproof Window deserves major consideration in the fenestration of modern buildings... Its construction is interesting, embodying a special hinge arrangement and three-point contact weathering. The In-Swinging type featured here combines modern lines with controlled ventilation... Sealair Windows are furnished in extruded Bronze or Aluminum Alloy, all joints strongly welded... F.S. Details furnished on request.

THE EXTERIOR CAN BE WASHED FROM OUTSIDE

THE KAWNEER COMPANY
NILES, MICHIGAN
AND SUBSIDIARIES

ARCHITECTS DESIGN — KAWNEER BUILDS
CRAB ORCHARD Quartzite
One of Nature's Most Beautiful Materials

GARDEN OF MR. R. D. MELLON'S PITTSBURGH ESTATE.
FERRUCIO VITALE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

IN TONE, TEXTURE AND PERMANENCY, A MEDIUM WORTHY OF THE Architect's Vision

Crab Orchard Quartzite—a building stone, everlasting as granite, with wide chromatic range. Practically a recent discovery among Nature's treasure deposits.

In rich color variety and pleasing texture it creates a new architectural vision.

Quartzite lies in separate strata 3/4" to 22" in thickness.
The thicker material is quarried into Dimension stone, and Rubble. Write for details.

CRAB ORCHARD STONE CO. INCORPORATED
NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

Harmonizing intermediate autumnal tones, rich and charming as those of Old World Latin Tiles— together with its fine grain and impervious density, afford to modern construction, full play of the highest artistic expression.

Flagging, Treads, Roofing, Coping, Stepping Stones and such building accessories are obtained from the thinner ledges. Furnished from our five quarries promptly in any dimensions up to transportation limits.

While our quarries produce a wonderful variety of colors— less brilliant, quiet tones can be furnished when desired.
Buddies

Heating and Ventilating

VALUE

and the DOUBLE DUTY

900 Series

BUCKEYE HEATOVENT

are boon companions

"The Unit that carries the Full Heating Load"

THE BUCKEYE BLOWER COMPANY

Main Office & Factory

Sales and Service Offices

Columbus, Ohio

ATLANTA
BIRMINGHAM
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
GRAND RAPIDS
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.
LOS ANGELES
LOUISVILLE
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK CITY
PITTSBURGH
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SPOKANE
ST. LOUIS
TULSA, OKLA.
Canadian Office
TORONTO
Send for these Nevastain Technical Bulletins

Until you know the physical properties, the corrosion resistance and the fabrication possibilities of Nirosta KA2, Nitralloy and the Nevastain Steels you cannot possibly know just what economics these alloys can effect in your manufacturing processes.

Our organization specializing exclusively in this field, has assembled a vast array of data that can prove invaluable to you and that is available upon request.

Here too, from the one source of supply, you can secure these alloys in any form to meet your requirements — bars, sheets, hot and cold rolled strip, tubing, wire, welding rods, billets, slabs, plates or castings.

Truly this is Headquarters for Stainless Steel Alloys. Write at once for the pamphlets in which you may be interested.

Associated Alloy Steel Company, Inc.

General Office — Union Trust Building, CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK  PHILADELPHIA  CINCINNATI  NEW HAVEN, CONN.  SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT  CHICAGO  LOS ANGELES
Storage Rooms at 55° and Banking Spaces and Offices at 70°

The Johnson System Of Heat & Humidity Control is installed in this new bank building. Johnson Room Thermostats on the walls of the banking space and each separate room operate Sylphon valves on the radiators... including two thermostats controlling six radiator valves in the Directors’ Room. A uniform, normal temperature is constantly maintained throughout the business and office departments of the building; never fluctuating, despite outdoor weather conditions and changes; and the radiator valves requiring no manual attention whatever. The storage rooms in the basement of the building have Johnson Thermostats regulating ceiling type radiators and maintaining temperature at 55° in this department of the bank. Thus each section of the bank is automatically kept at the temperature necessary... with convenience and surety, and a large saving in fuel consumption by preventing overheating and heat waste and excess fuel cost each year.

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY
Established 1895
149 E. Michigan, Milwaukee, Wis.
A REPUTATION—
Earned in the Past
With an Aim for the Future

AMERICAN
Steel Sheets

Excellence maintained through many years has won for AMERICAN products their established reputation for reliability. This record is the user's best assurance also of continued highest standards in time to come.

AMERICAN products are supplied in Blue Annealed, Black and Galvanized Sheets, Sheets for Special Purposes, Stainless and Heat Resisting Steel Sheets, and Tin and Terne Plates for all known general and industrial uses. When maximum resistance to rust is important, specify KEYSTONE Copper Steel—the original copper steel alloy, unexcelled for Galvanized Sheets and products requiring the greatest degree of endurance and permanence. Write for copy of our "Anti-Corrosive Metal" booklet.

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company
GENERAL OFFICES: Frick Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
YOU'VE HEARD of the blizzard of '88. That was the year our business ancestor, the Fenton Metallic Manufacturing Company, shoveled its way into the business world with two big contracts for metal furnishings... the Austin, Texas, State Capitol and the St. Paul, Minnesota, City Hall. So there's nothing fly-by-night about Art Metal. Metalworking is in our blood... we've been at it forty-three years. Yet we greet each new job with renewed enthusiasm... for it presents another opportunity to demonstrate our ability to give concrete and faithful expression to an architect's original conception... in bronze or aluminum, in steel or hollow metal.
AN IDEA for ARCHITECTS

Here's a way to convert those usually unwelcome residence remodeling jobs into something of a pleasure and profit. Nothing will emphasize more clearly the change from the old to the new than the use of a few stately columns or a beautifully designed entrance. Hartmann-Sanders make it easy for you to achieve something really fine in remodeling work by furnishing columns which lend correctness and artistry to every detail, and colonial entrances that are authentic and beautifully executed.

In selecting columns, you will find that Hartmann-Sanders have a most complete line to choose from, all authentically correct. They are made of clear knotless lumber with Koll's Patent Lock Joint, which absolutely prevents warping, loosening, or opening up. This feature and the many other qualities of structural excellence which Hartmann-Sanders have developed during thirty years' specializing in exterior woodwork, explain why hundreds of architects specify only Hartmann-Sanders columns.

HARTMANN-SANDERS

2155 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO
101 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
(Architects' Building)

COLUMNS
COLONIAL ENTRANCES
GARDEN STRUCTURES
EXTERIOR MILLWORK

Eight Superior Features
1. Lock-Joint Construction.
2. Authentic in Design.
3. Each Stave Turned to Correct Entasis.
4. Careful, Exact Workmanship.
5. Clear Lumber. Not a Knot in 10,000.
7. Wide Range of Selection.
8. Guaranteed to give Complete Satisfaction.

Send for these FREE books
HARTMANN-SANDERS CO., Dept. X
Factory and Showroom, 2155 Elston Ave., Chicago
Eastern Office and Showroom, 101 Park Avenue, New York
Please send me free copies of the books checked below:
Hartmann-Sanders Lock-Joint Columns ☐
Garden Structures ☐ Colonial Entrances ☐

Name
Address

**W. & J. SLOANE LINOLEUM**

This data book will prove most helpful when specifying linoleum floors.

We shall gladly send you a copy on request.

W. & J. SLOANE, 577 FIFTH AVE., N. Y.
Terra Cotta in Architecture offers many valuable advantages over other facing materials. Among these are crisp modeling; unique textures; rich colors; continued cleanliness; decided economy. Terra Cotta therefore appeals strongly to those owners and architects who find no inspiration in a pale and lifeless facade.
Beautiful Churches at Low Cost

with Colorful Briar Hill Stone

Old structures can be modernized, and new ones individualized, with Briar Hill colorful natural stone at surprisingly reasonable cost.

Illustrated above is St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, before and after being veneered with Briar Hill Golden Tone Split-Face Ashlar. The old brick walls (left illustration) were not disturbed—they were simply covered with a new stone facing (right view), four inches thick.

You are invited to write for free full-color illustrations of this church before and after restoration with our cheerful stone.

THE BRIAR HILL STONE COMPANY
Glenmont, Ohio
See Our Catalog in SWEET'S

WELDCO WATER HEATER

Absolutely New and Unique!

As remarkable in efficiency as it is new in design. Lifetime copper heating element submerged in vitreous enameled tank. A dependable, continuous supply of clean, hot water provided at lowest cost for the life of the building.

GET DETAILS NOW—
Write at once for illustrated literature and complete details

The Youngstown Welding & Engineering Co.
3700 Oakwood Avenue Youngstown, Ohio

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

- Churches
- Masonic Buildings
- Residences
- Memorials
- Window—Church of St. Anthony, Bronx, N.Y.
  Architect
  James W. O’Connor
- Research - Design - and Construction by
  A. L. BRINK STUDIOS
  54 W. 23rd St., New York, N.Y.

In COLUMBUS it's THE NEIL HOUSE

"Across from the Capitol"

TOM A SABREY, Manager

655 COMFORTABLE ROOMS
ALL WITH BATH
GARAGE FACILITIES • RATES STARTING AT $250
Sash Control
For Natural Ventilation
In Gymnasiums

All the sash units in each bay of the new gymnasium, at the Barringer High School in Newark, N. J. are operated simultaneously.

The operating equipment is entirely between the inside face of the window mullions and the protecting screen at the wall line. A minimum space of only eight inches is necessary for this equipment. Specifications call for Lord & Burnham's screw-thread gymnasium sash operating devices.

Standard or special equipment is furnished and installed by Lord & Burnham to meet every sash operating problem.

Lord & Burnham Co.
SASH OPERATING DIVISION
Graybar Building, New York City
Representatives in principal cities of the United States and Canada

Windows of the new gymnasium,
Barringer High School, Newark, N. J.
Guilbert & Betelle, Architects
Frank Briscoe Company, General Contractors

"CASTELL"
POLYCHROMOS
COLORED PENCILS

The First Choice of Architects, Designers, Engineers and Artists.

64 COLORS
The outer finish indicating color of crayon

Every known color and derivative—from the daintiest tints to the substantial colors—the most complete series of crayon pencils ever assembled.

PRODUCT OF A.W. FABER
NEWARK, N. J.
INCORPORATED
The Specification of Distinction

Libbey-Owens-Ford Polished Plate Glass is the final specification of quality and distinction that characterizes the up-to-date — most representative American buildings of today.

Architects recognize Libbey-Owens-Ford Polished Plate Glass as one of the most important factors in the design of the ultimate in architectural beauty and utility.

Libbey-Owens-Ford quality Polished Plate is noted for its brilliant finish — its remarkable clearness and its absolute uniformity of thickness.

When you specify L.O.F Polished Plate Glass you guarantee a quality which delights the builder and is a permanent source of satisfaction to owner and tenant.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company
Toledo, Ohio

Manufacturers of polished plate, flat drawn sheet and shatterproof safety glass; also distributors of figured and wire glass manufactured by the Blue Ridge Glass Corporation of Kingsport, Tennessee.
Pouring Bronze . . . for Flawless Castings

Scientific foundry practice bulwarks Jenkins Valves against the blows of hard service. Metal is poured at the proper temperature to assure castings free from imperfections . . . Jenkins Valves are manufactured throughout to provide long-term performance characterized by definitely low upkeep . . . Jenkins Bros., 80 White Street, New York; 524 Atlantic Avenue, Boston; 133 North 7th Street, Philadelphia; 646 Washington Boulevard, Chicago; 1121 North San Jacinto, Houston, Texas; Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal, London.
FOR EXACTING DETAIL...

VENUS PENCILS

DELICACY of design... fineness of line... these call for a drawing pencil of precision, as well as a skilled hand.

That's why technical men choose Venus. For in your hand a Venus Pencil is more than wood and lead... it becomes a fine instrument. Try one... see for yourself.

AMERICAN PENCIL CO., HOBOoken, N.J.
FOR AN ACHIEVEMENT IN CHURCH ARCHITECTURE

AN INSPIRINGLY beautiful church, authentic in each charming Colonial detail, and as conveniently modern as engineering skill can make it — such is a perfect setting for Sargent Hardware.

Masterful designing went into its building. Care into the selection of every element of construction. Every item of equipment was subjected to stringent tests for appropriate beauty and for a perfection of material and mechanics. Sargent Hardware was a natural choice.

Sargent offers excellent hardware — to express the simplicity of the New England Colonial cottage, the formality of the Tudor manor, the majestic utility of the towering skyscraper. Sargent Hardware is more than fine building equipment. It is, as well, a distinct aid in rounding out a designer’s scheme of decoration.


Our line is adequately represented in Sweet’s, 1931 edition, volume C, pages C3780 to C3878.

A charming doorway of the church to which Sargent Hardware adds an authentic grace reminiscent of the peaceful days of the pre-revolutionary period.
Buildings through which the genius of the architect has been expressed in forms of enduring beauty, and which represent large sums carefully budgeted, deserve the protection of Duriron Acid-proof Pipe. It is protection against defacement from leaks of corrosive wastes. It is permanent protection, for Duriron always remains as original equipment in schools, colleges, hospitals and other buildings where acid conditions enter into the picture. Pipe joints are tightly caulked against any seepage. Numerous replacements of other materials by Duriron show the economy of specifying Duriron in the first place.

THE DURIRON COMPANY, Inc.
420 N. Findlay Street, Dayton, Ohio
Occupyng the site of two recently demolished office buildings, the Lincoln Building and the Liberty Building, is the new Lincoln-Liberty Building on Broad Street at Chestnut, exceeding in height any other commercial structure in the city. C B Sections form the steel framework of this handsome building, as they do in many of the recent, more important structures making up the new sky-line of Central Philadelphia.

Carnegie Engineers are at your service to discuss with you the unique advantages of C B Sections.

Carnegie Steel Company - Pittsburgh
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
A MODERN ADAPTATION OF AN ANCIENT SUPPORT

Natco FLAT-ARCH FLOOR

A TIME-TRIED, service-proven floor system inspired by the man's oldest and best solution to masonry space bridging problems. Laid out on a section of a theoretical arch eliminating superfluous weight and material, retaining strength and permanence. Natco Flat Arch needs no reinforcing has no joists . All stresses are taken by structural units of known and uniform strength. Hung centering speeds construction, saves cost. Fire resistance assures strictly fireproof construction. Always the speediest construction, Natco Flat Arch is often the only construction; it can be laid winter or summer .

Natco Flat Arch uses hung centering, keeping lower floors clear. Holes can be left with impunity, for heating, water, soil and electrical lines. Walls can follow the floors. All tile ceiling provides an ideal plaster base. Send for a catalog carrying full details .

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CORPORATION

The largest concern in the world manufacturing a complete line of Structural Clay Tile and Underground Clay Conduit.
OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE ART OF HEATING AND VENTILATION

The Herman Nelson Wedge Core Radiator is an exclusive feature of all Herman Nelson Heating and Ventilating Products and accounts for their satisfactory performance.

THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION
In Herman Nelson Invisible Radiators, the architect has found the solution to many of his client's most difficult problems.

The problem of space... with the Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator installed within the wall, every inch of floor space is made available.

The problem of furniture arrangement... each piece of furniture may be placed precisely where the client wants it, with no extraneous object to detract from its beauty.

The problem of draperies... the Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator permits them to hang straight to the floor, in the manner that modern good taste demands.

The problem of heat control... a tiny knob at the grille permits instant regulation of the heat supply.

The Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator comes in a sturdy steel case which fits in any standard wall or partition. For multi-story buildings, where access to control valves is required, a special removable panel is provided.

If you are planning a residence or any building that will have a steam, hot water, vapor or vacuum heating system, you will insure your client's satisfaction and the security of his investment by specifying Herman Nelson Invisible Radiators. Do you have our catalogue? A request will bring it to you.

Our Guarantee

We make but one grade of ware—the best that can be produced—and sell it at reasonable prices. We sell no seconds or culls. Our ware is guaranteed to be equal in quality and durability to any sanitary ware made in the world. The Te-pe-co trade mark is found on all goods manufactured by us and is your guarantee that you have received that for which you have paid.

TE-PE-CO
for Factory Plumbing

Leading architects place Te-pe-co All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures in their specifications for factories as a matter of course.

Nowhere are better fixtures needed, both in material and design. Nowhere may harder service be expected. Te-pe-co has always carefully studied the needs of factory installations. We have designed fixtures to economically—quality considered—meet the requirements where sanitary facilities must be provided for large groups of workers. Many years of experience in this work is at your service. We will gladly help you solve such problems.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Partial list of Industrial Plants that are Te-pe-co equipped:

- Atwater Kent Factories
- Leeds & Northrup Co.
- Baldwin Locomotive Works
- Fisher Body Corp.
- Chevrolet Motor Co.
- Reading, Pa.
- Detroit, Mich.
- Flint, Mich.
- Oakland Motor Car Co.
- New Schaeff Factory
- Cleveland, Ohio
- Detroit, Mich.
- Flint, Mich.
- Pontiac, Mich.
- Charlotte, N. C.
- Portland, Me.
- Fort Wayne, Ind.
- New York City
- St. Paul, Minn.
TRUST

... for OVER 40 YEARS

BUILDERS Have Relied on the Uniform High Quality of BEST BROS. Products

BEST BROS.

PIOtNEER PLaSTERS
Builders, plasterers and architects have learned, through years of successful use, that the name "BEST BROS." on gypsum plaster products is an unfailing guarantee of uniform high quality. Whether your choice is the recently-introduced line of PIONEER Brand White Plasters, the new FAST FINISH Keene’s Cement, or the old reliable BEST BROS. Keene’s Cement (Regular) . . . there is assurance of full satisfaction in the completed job. We will gladly send you detailed information on these BEST BROS. gypsum products of superior quality. Write: BEST BROS. KEENE'S CEMENT COMPANY, 1040 West 2nd Ave., Medicine Lodge, Kansas. Sales Offices in: New York, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis, San Francisco, Kansas City, Washington.
Ready Drilled

Installation Simplified by Elimination of a Special Floor Plate, when used with RIXSON Floor Checks

Just a needed refinement of specification and installation detail—Rixson Thresholds for use with Rixson Floor Checks.

This is an initial advantage. After installation the extruded design in hard architectural bronze or aluminum provides a handsome effect and a maximum resistance to wear.

The combination of Rixson Checks and Thresholds combines an impressive list of advantages—not available in other checks and thresholds first brought together at the time of installation.

RIXSON Thresholds of Architectural Bronze or Aluminum

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY
4450 Carroll Avenue Chicago, Ill.
New York Office: 101 Park Ave., N. Y. C.
Philadelphia Atlanta New Orleans Los Angeles Winnipeg

Any one can say "Like RIXSON"
Be Specific—say

ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE or ALUMINUM

ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE or ALUMINUM

HAMLIN
PRIVACY FROM NOISE—DIRT AND ODORS

IDEAL conditions may be assured by specifying Hamlin sound-proof doors.

10 Reasons for Hamlin Sound-Proof Doors

1. Sound-proof—assure real silence—you can't hear out—others cannot listen in
2. Airtight because edge-tight
3. Heavily felt-filled
4. Furnished in any finish to match woodwork
5. Soundwaves and vibrations cannot penetrate in or out
6. Keep out dust
7. Keep out odors
8. Keep out light
9. Keep out draft
10. Insure privacy, peace and quiet

Architects the country over have come to realize how necessary it is to insulate certain rooms from nearby nuisances with scientifically constructed Hamlin doors.

They are available in any design or finish desired.

Write for catalog of specifications and list of prominent installations nearby.

HAMLIN SOUN D-PROOF DOORS and folding partitions

IRVING HAMLIN
1504 Lincoln St. Evanston, Ill.

Specialists in Backwater Trap Floor Drains

Gateway Sansealo

Our Catalog is filed in Sweet's for 1931, Vol. C, pages 4738 and 4739

CRAMPTON-FARLEY BRASS COMPANY
Kansas City, Mo.
"Mona Lisa" Oil Chalk Crayons

In these crayons there is strength, excellence of color and a pleasing consistency. Designers especially have come to recognize the "Mona Lisa" as an essential part of their equipment.

Increasing popular interest in it has been due largely to word of mouth advertising by enthusiastic users—a sure, if possibly slower means, of spreading good news.

Big plants—and little plants—they all make big savings at busy doorways with this Stevenson Vestibule Door ("Door That Cannot Stand Open"). If you want facts, we have them. It has replaced standard cold storage doors in many plants, speeding up traffic, and saving refrigeration.

No other door made for the cold storage industry can match its record of savings at busy doorways. It has saved its cost in a single August at many plants. That's why it is worthy of your consideration for every doorway in the cold storage plant.

Write for complete information.

JAMISON COLD STORAGE DOOR CO.
CONSOLIDATING JAMISON COLD STORAGE DOOR CO., INC.
AND STEVENSON COLD STORAGE DOOR CO.

HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND, U. S. A.
Oldest and largest makers of Cold Storage Doors in the World

Branch Offices: 300 Madison Ave., NEW YORK... Builders Bldg., CHICAGO
116 West 24th St., CHESTER, PA... Railway Exchange Bldg., ST. LOUIS
4019 Gaston Ave., DALLAS... SAN FRANCISCO

Agents: Gay Engineering Company, 2650 Santa Fe Avenue, LOS ANGELES
D. E. Fryer & Company, SEATTLE and SPOKANE
Southern Ice Supply Co., MARIETTA, GA

Foreign Agents: Armstrong Cork Co., Ltd., LONDON... The von Hamm-Young Co., Ltd., HONGKONG... Okura & Co., JAPAN

Koh-i-noor Pencil Company, Inc.
34 East 23rd Street, New York
Careystone Shingles

Permanent as Stone...Fireproof as Asbestos

The “Weather-Age” surface of Careystone Shingles is only one reason for selecting them. Add to this rugged beauty their colorful shades of Bristol Green, Windsor Gray, Tudor Black, Georgian Red and Weathered Brown, and the artistic value of this new roof is most evident. Next consider that they are made of Asbestos and Portland Cement; Careystone Shingles are literally as fireproof as Asbestos, and as permanent as stone.

The control of asbestos mines, combined with large production by labor-saving machinery, makes it possible to sell Careystone Shingles at prices no higher than those of roofs which are far less permanent and good looking.

We have prepared sets of miniature samples of Careystone Shingles, which we will gladly mail on request.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY • Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branches in Principal Cities

Elastite Expansion Joint
Waterproofings
Roof Paints

Heat Insulations
Asbestos Materials
Careystone Corrugated Siding
Asphalt Slate Shingles
Building Papers
The New Norman Screened Casement

WITH A SCREEN PANEL UNCUt AT ANY POINT TO ACCOMMODATE HARDWARE

The new Crittall Norman Screened Casement presents an original and improved type of hardware arrangement. The screen frame and all fittings are attached directly to the window on the inside—at no point is the screen panel itself cut. Opening or closing the casement is accomplished without disturbing the screen.

The locking handle on the new Norman Screened Casement is of solid bronze and engages in a beveled strike plate, pulling the sections together snugly—thus insuring wind and weather-tightness. The sill operator, also of solid bronze, serves to hold the window in any open position by means of a thumbscrew adjustment—and in addition, becomes an auxiliary locking device when the casement is shut.

Held in place by two anchor buttons, the new Crittall Norman Screen lies perfectly flat against the casement frame. It is simple and sturdy in design and construction—easy to attach—and quickly removable.

A complete line of Crittall Norman Screened Casements in standardized sizes is now available. Special-sized Norman Casements with the same screen and hardware arrangement can be supplied on order. The screen frame is offered in steel, finished to match the casement—or in bronze with statuary finish.

We will gladly send you upon request a copy of our folder fully describing the new Norman Screened Casement. Or telephone our nearest representative and he will call and show you a sample.

Crittall Casement Window Company
10959 Herr Avenue • Detroit, Michigan

Monel Metal Insures the Enduring Beauty of this modern bank vault.

The new safety deposit vault of The Canadian Bank of Commerce affords another shining example of Monel Metal's wide adaptability for many types of interior metal work. In this modern installation—a masterpiece of design, engineering and construction—Monel Metal was specified for all interior trim of the vault.

Monel Metal was chosen for this notable job after painstaking consideration of all available materials. Comparison proved that this modern Nickel alloy provided the exact combination of properties needed to insure the permanent attractiveness, strength and economical maintenance of the vault.

Monel Metal is ideal for this type of construction because it combines rich, silvery beauty and steel-like resistance to wear...with none of steel's tendency to rust.

Composed of two-thirds Nickel and one-third copper, Monel Metal is solid throughout, like sterling. It is highly resistant to corrosion, and its smooth, lustrous surface can be kept spotless with minimum cleaning care. Its tremendous strength and toughness provide dependable security.

Ornamental and structural uses of Monel Metal are gaining so rapidly you can scarcely afford to be without the latest information. Your request will bring it promptly.

The International Nickel Company, Inc., 67 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
In flooring, proper color, composition and design are important, but durability is of paramount importance. Where outstanding service and utilitarian values must be combined with pleasing tones of subdued color—you will find resilient, permanent Johns-Manville Tile Flooring, the proper specification. J-M Architectural Representatives are available to confer with you on flooring or any of the other J-M Building Materials such as Roofing, Insulation, Asbestos, Wainscoting or Plaster Board. Address your inquiries to Johns-Manville, 292 Madison Avenue, New York City.
For almost a century, Smyser-Royer has supplied artistic cast-iron verandas, ornamental iron work and exterior lighting fixtures to the specifications of architects.

In this apartment house balcony, Smyser-Royer design number 69 was used to give an air of old-time charm and comfort to a New York apartment building. Architects and builders are extended a cordial invitation to consult Smyser-Royer Company about any phase of design or execution of cast-iron veranda work.

Our catalogue of veranda designs will gladly be sent at your request.

SMYSER-ROYER COMPANY—Main Offices and Works, York, Pa. Philadelphia Office, 1700 Walnut St.
FILLS EVERY REQUIREMENT FOR THE FINEST ART WORK
THE MONGOL COLORED INDELIBLE

This sketch won First Prize in a recent High School competition showing the art possibilities of Mongol Colored Indelible Pencils. Drawn by Emory Toth, age 13, C. E. Canaday Trade School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

IT'S a wonderful pencil. Use it for day-in, day-out work. Its thin extraordinarily strong lead will stand up. Use it, too, for the finest art work. Makes sketching a pleasure. And water coloring is easy with this amazing pencil. Simply draw with it—then "wash" the color with a wet brush. Remember, this is the pencil with the durable lead guaranteed NOT to break in normal use.

Mail the coupon and a dollar bill.

EBERHARD FABER

EBERHARD FABER PENCIL COMPANY
Dept. P. P. 21-5, Greenpoint Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Check either or both

Enclosed is $1.00. Please send me 12 different colored Mongol Colored Indelible Pencils in handy easel box.

Please send me complete information about the Eberhard Faber $2500 prize contests.

Name
Address
Dealer's Name
As far back as the early eighties, skilled mechanics in the shops of The William Bayley Co. were working Wrought Iron into products for architectural use.

The priceless value of Fifty Years' Experience, founded in Wrought Iron and embellished with the accomplishments of many years of making windows and doors of steel, bronze and aluminum, is evident today in the unequalled qualities built into Bayley Wrought Iron Windows.

Made of "Genuine Wrought Iron," they are tough and strong as well as resistant to corrosion by steam, fumes, vapor, salt water and salt air . . . just the windows for places where service conditions are severe . . . where windows are expected to endure unimpaired through generations. Truly, an investment in greater serviceability and longer life. Full details on request.

The William Bayley Co., 134 North St., Springfield, Ohio.
BRIGHT sunlight may beat upon a Tontine Shade year after year—but it won't fade and streak it. That's one reason why it's economical to equip a building with Tontine Shades.

Another reason is Tontine Shades are washable. When they get soiled, have them scrubbed. They emerge from each scrubbing as fresh and clean looking as when new.

Tontine Shades are impregnated with pyroxylin. This pyroxylin makes the shades washable, and extra strong and durable. They don't fray. Or crack. Or pinhole. They keep their original color. Rain doesn't spot them. They last for years and always look well.

Large buildings from one end of the country to the other have found Tontine Shades the truly satisfactory shades to have—because they can be depended on for service.

For complete window shade satisfaction have your TONTINE Shades mounted on TONTINE Rollers.

Would you like to see Tontine swatches? We'll gladly send them to you. Just mail us your name on the coupon below.

RCA BUILDING
Cross & Cross, Architect; Cushman & Wakefield, Inc., Renting and Managing Agents. The beautiful RCA Building is a new giant to rear aloft in the midtown section of New York. Its hundreds of windows have most wisely been equipped with du Pont Tontine Shades. They'll save replacement costs—for they will give years and years of wear. And when soiled they can be taken down, scrubbed clean, and put up again as clean and fresh as when new.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC.
Desk P. 4, Newburgh, N. Y.

Please send me samples of Tontine Washable Window Shades and complete information about them.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________

Canadian subscribers address: Canadian Industries Limited, Fabrikoid Division, New Toronto, Ont., Can.
The Best

FOOTLIGHTS & BORDERLIGHTS
are needed for a well-lighted stage

There are none better made, more efficient, or more practical in design than Kliegl foot- and borderlights .... invariably the first choice of stage lighting experts in every quarter of the globe .... no other manufacturer offers as wide a variety of designs from which a selection of stage lighting equipment can be made to exactly suit requirements .... for a large theatre, a small playhouse, a school stage, or a lecture platform.

Informative literature giving practical information as to the different advantages of the various types we make and other interesting points concerning stage lighting equipment is included in our catalog—a copy of which you may have for the asking.

Kliegl Bros
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.
321 West 50th Street
New York, N.Y.

Mueller Tile
in Rotolactorium
of Walker-Gordon
Plant
Plainsboro, N.J.

Mueller Mosaic Co.
Trenton, N.J.

Pictorial Panels ... Inlaid Faience Tile
Wainscot ... Handmade Faience Tile
Floor ... Handmade Flemish Tile.
Art Stone Mantelpieces
In All Periods
Repli_a which reflect the charm of famous periods. Incomparable in their elegance and beauty of design.

Also Compo Ornaments For Woodwork

Jacobson Mantel & Ornament Company
322 East 44th Street
New York
LOUIS GEIB ARTHUR P. WINDOLPH

(Counteby Hampton Shops)

A Superior Quality Special Analysis Sheet Steel coated with spelter by a special Heat-Treating Process that fuses the spelter with the base metal, thus producing a sheet that

1—Is Highly Rust Resisting.
2—Will not chip, flake or peel.
3—Has an etched or matlike surface.
4—Takes paint, lacquer or enamel readily and retains it satisfactorily.
5—Withstands severe forming and embossing operations without fracture.
6—Requires no weathering or other treatment before finishing.

Booklet and Sample on Request

The Superior Sheet Steel Company
CANTON, OHIO

Division of Continental Steel Corporation—General Offices, Kokomo, Ind.

Plants at—Kokomo, Indianapolis, Canton

Manufacturers of: Black, Galvanized, Long Terne and Special Coated Sheets; Roofing and kindred products; Billets, Rods, Wire, Nails and All Types of Fence.
A New Modern Fountain
with new modern features

- It's New
  A further addition to our already complete and modern line.

- It's Sanitary
  Distinctive Halsey Taylor two-stream projector located above rim of receptor prevents contamination of water outlet in case of stoppage in trap and meets the requirement of the American Public Health Association. (Lip guard and hood are furnished when demanded. Many health authorities, however, do not approve of such guards, realizing that Halsey Taylor two-stream projector with localized drinking mound is preferable to contaminating contact with the guards by the face, nose or lips.)

- It's Practical
  Halsey Taylor fountains always have been considered practical because of the localized drinking mound formed in the stream, and automatic control which assures constant height regardless of pressure variation.

- It's Economical
  Saves water. Drinking mound makes it unnecessary to project large volumes of water from orifice, as is done in other types of angle-stream fountains in order to provide a satisfactory drink.

- It's Dependable
  New patented automatic stream control guarantees uniform height of drinking stream under varying line pressures. A satisfying drink can be obtained on pressures as low as five lbs.

- It's Easy to Service
  The servicing of control is done from one side only, making it unnecessary to remove same from line.

Halsey Taylor No. 633
Semi-recess type; twice-fired vitreous china. Enclosed trap housing to prevent condensation. Has removable plate for servicing.

Today, as always, Halsey Taylor fountains offer the acme of value in design, sanitation, dependability and true economy! Leading architects specify them constantly for office buildings, hospitals, schools and other public edifices, where sanitation is paramount.

The Halsey W. Taylor Co. * Warren, Ohio
Largest Manufacturers of Drinking Fountains Exclusively

Regardless of appearance, cost or construction, the stream-producing device of a drinking fountain must be sanitary and practical, or the entire fixture is worthless.
ANACONDA
ARCHITECTURAL
EXTRUDED BRONZE
IN STANDARD SHAPES
PLATE 27

DETAIL OF TICKET WINDOW ILLUSTRATING
ADAPTABILITY OF STANDARD ANACONDA
EXTRUDED SHAPES TO ORIGINAL DESIGN.
PLATE No. 26 SHOWS DETAIL OF TERRAZZO PANEL.

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES · WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT
This handsome store in the modern design is expressive of the adaptability of Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta to up-to-date architecture. The warm pink buff color of the terra cotta makes a rich and pleasing contrast to the black inserts. Note the importance of the decorated terra cotta sills to the whole design.
INTERESTING—
a program of approved ornament — — —

In order to better serve the architectural profession in the plaster ornament field the Chicago studios of the Architectural Decorating Company announce a program of approved ornament. This program is designed to insure for Architects a reliable source of every type of plaster ornament in stock patterns of approved design, authentic in detail, and of unusual beauty and adaptability.

In this program of approved ornament no designs will be made available in stock patterns until acceptable to our professional advisor, for which office we have retained Professor Rexford Newcomb of the University of Illinois. Mr. Newcomb is Professor in History of Architecture at the University of Illinois and is the author of many well known architectural books, and an accepted authority in his field.

For nearly forty years we have furnished the building industry one of the most complete and beautiful lines in plaster ornament. Now approved ornament marks another big step in advance in our service. The products of our studios are not limited to one style of decoration but embrace every period. Selection from this line assures you authentic detail and superior beauty in every type of plaster ornament.

ARCHITECTURAL DECORATING CO.

1600 South Jefferson Street

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
An Idea That Has Saved Millions

CORD TIRES replaced fabrics; balloons replaced high pressure tires. In building construction Partitions built of everlasting metal in standard interchangeable units are being used instead of partitions made of destructible materials.

Yesterday merely a nebulous idea; today buildings all over the country are equipped with Mills Metal interchangeable partitions.

The reason is altogether logical. Re-arranging offices in the old-fashioned way cost, according to a Building Managers Association survey $15,000,000 a year, a large part of which is saved with Mills Metal Interchangeable Partitions.

An idea that has saved millions of dollars and an idea that is ready now to begin saving money for every building not equipped with interchangeable partitions built of metal. Let us show you this saving as well as other advantages.

Write for details.

THE MILLS COMPANY
A Mills Metal Partition for Every Purpose
906 Wayside Road • Cleveland, Ohio
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Subdividing partition of Mills Metal. The door may be replaced with a panel, the size of the room changed as desired. Standard panels may be of steel and glass or solid steel as desired.
Blue Ridge Wire Glass, both polished and rough, is notably free from the bubble clusters about the wire which so often mar the beauty of this type of glass. An exclusive method of manufacture absolutely centers the wire, thus affording the maximum in fire protection and strength.

Sold by the
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio
Through leading Glass Jobbers

Blue Ridge
Glass Corporation
Kingsport, Tennessee
Materials must aid the builder

Who, but a man born to the age of steel, could imagine the lofty, shimmering city towers of today? Only steel could have so stirred men's visions. Only steel could have made those visions come true. Now, steel offers a new advantage to the builders of the Central West—C. B. Sections rolled in Chicago.

Illinois Steel Company

SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

208 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
BEAUTY WEDDED TO UTILITY

Here, for the first time in thirty years, are units so strong and ably designed that disfiguring reinforcements are unnecessary... units so flexible that they meet the most difficult project... units so economically assembled that they mean "custom-built" work at a "ready-made" price.

Behind this specialized construction is a nationalized service. Near you is a Steelcrete Shop ready to cooperate in planning, and to execute your projects—at a welcome saving in time and money. Write for specifications and that shop's address.

For Your Reference

The booklet “Partition and Window Guard” describes in detail this new way to plan better and beautiful Partitions, Guards for Windows, Machinery, Lockers, etc. You will find them of real service. May we send you free copies?

THE CONSOLIDATED EXPANDED METAL COMPANIES
Steelcrete Building, Wheeling, West Virginia

Sales Offices and Warehouses:
Cleveland Chicago New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo

Export Office: 552 West 42nd St., New York City, N.Y.
Here are WINDOWS that tell THE TRUTH

Nature, in all its infinite beauty of detail, smiles truthfully at you through Pennvernon Window Glass. For this new glass has a clearness of vision you've never thought possible in window glass—a remarkable freedom from unsightly defects that distort the view.

Clearness—but that's not all. In addition, Pennvernon offers a new flatness, resulting from our new patented process of manufacture. During every moment of its journey from the melting tank up through the drawing machine, Pennvernon is held perpendicularly flat. No chance of bending—no chance of any foreign substance touching and marring the brilliant, lustrous surfaces of Pennvernon until the sheet has cooled.

And yet Pennvernon costs no more than ordinary glass!

At the 65 warehouses of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company—one in every principal city—and at all leading glass jobbers, Pennvernon is available. Let us submit large or small samples for your inspection, so you may be convinced that there is a new and better window glass. Write, too, for our special booklet on Pennvernon. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
It was in the Specs

—where is it now?

The beauty that meant so much to you... how it hurts after a few years to see even a humble detail lose its freshness. How do the public washrooms look now? Are the toilet seats already old and unsightly? That's a common condition wherever the vandal public carries on its slam-bang abuse. The only remedy is to install Whale-bone-ite Seats whose beauty lasts forever.

Clients will thank you for specifying Whale-bone-ite Seats. Guaranteed for the life of the building, they are tagged with no future replacement expense. They defy time and abuse. They make a perpetual fact of the ideal you had in your specifications of beauty and cleanliness for this important fixture. Yet they cost no more than ordinary seats.

It's easy to give your clients the advantages of Whale-bone-ite. Glance through every specification written in your office. See that Whale-bone-ite Seats are specified wherever service and sanitary requirements are severe. Through the cooperation of Architects, many of America's finest buildings are already equipped.

Send Coupon for New Book
"Install Them Once Forever"

Get the complete story of Whale-bone-ite Seats as told in this new book. No cost or obligation. Send coupon today. Address, The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company, Dept. EE-1, 623 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Brunswick
Laminated
Whale-Bone-Ite
Toilet Seats

It takes a whale of a seat to stand public toilet abuse

In this cross-section note the cross-grain, laminated construction, exclusive with Brunswick, that gives Whale-bone-ite a super-strength, that defies time and abuse. It is the only construction that combines unbreakable strength with necessary lightness and sanitary qualities.

Jet-black, glass-smooth, and diamond-hard, Whale-bone-ite beauty never wears off seat or hinge. No exposed metal hinges to corrode, to collect dirt or need polishing. No cracks to harbor dirt and germs. Easy to keep clean and sanitary with minimum effort. Non-inflammable. With all these advantages Whale-bone-ite costs no more than the cheapest moulded composition seat made.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept. EE-1, 623 South Wabash Ave., Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send me without cost or obligation a copy of your new book on Whale-bone-ite Toilet Seats.

Name
Name of Firm
Street
City........................................................................State.
SCHOOL
DONATED BY

OWEN D. YOUNG
of the General Electric Company to
the town of Vanhornesville, N. Y.
This fine building replaced the little
schoolhouse Mr. Young attended as
Nailcrete used as nailing base for
wood floors.

NAILCRETE BLOCKS
The new Nailcrete Nailable Cinder Concrete
Blocks possess all the advantages of Nail­
crete and are ideal for use in load-bearing
walls and partitions.

Complete data regarding Nailcrete and the
new Nailcrete blocks in Sweet's Architectu­
tural Catalog—or write for illustrated
booklet.

THE NAILCRETE CORPORATION
105 WEST 40TH STREET NEW YORK

Assure sharp,
easy-reading
blue prints . .

by specifying Weber Waterproof Draw­
ing Ink for your drafting room. Opaque
...free-flowing... non-corrosive... ab­olutely waterproof—Weber Water­
proof Drawing Ink is as kind to the
draftsman's eyes as it is to his pen. It is
the ideal ink for wash drawing. Jet
black; white; and twelve colors.

Weber Waterproof Drawing Inks to­
gether with Weber Artists' Water Colors
offer a choice of excellent mediums for
rendering. Sold by dealers everywhere.

F. WEBER CO., Inc.
1220 Buttonwood St., Philadelphia
BALTIMORE ST. LOUIS
WEBER
Drawing Instruments & Materials
SINCE 1854

The Gallipie Broc. Inc.
Catalogs, Booklets and all forms of
Direct Advertising and Printed matter.

Stamford, Conn.
Sheldon Service for School Laboratory Planning

To the architect frequently falls the responsibility of planning science laboratories, and specifying proper equipment. To insure satisfactory installation and secure approval of the owner many technical problems must be met both in layout and design. The table above containing gas, and water services which must be connected to accurately spotted outlets in the building in order to secure a satisfactory arrangement of furniture illustrates only a few of these problems.

E. H. Sheldon & Company offers to you without obligation the services of their Sales Engineers and their entire Engineering organization in planning equipment, making layouts of furniture, and spotting plumbing. Write for information. We will place you in touch with our representative in your locality—he can give you effective service.

E. H. SHELDON & COMPANY
Muskegon, Michigan

Here's emphatic satisfaction in knowing that you can get a powerful, uniform black whenever your requirements dictate.

Perhaps no place is it so important as in the Woodcut technique, illustrated, which is highly favored by architects and engineers for depicting commercial and industrial structures. HIGGINS' WATERPROOF BLACK DRAWING INK — for fifty years the standard—will give you the strongest, most uniform and most satisfactory black.

Obtain it—as usual—from your regular dealer. Half pint, pint and quart sizes save you money.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC., 771 Ninth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Black with a Punch!

Higgins' Waterproof BLACK Drawing INK
"Client Satisfaction"
--assure it in the homes YOU design.

Modern home- and apartment-dwellers do not like kitchen odors in the living rooms—but they may forget to tell you to specify a home ventilating fan.

Assure yourself of complete satisfaction when the home is occupied by attention to this detail which wide-awake home owners insist upon.

Write for specification card with full installation instructions for both 8- and 12-inch Buffalo Breezo Fans, and descriptive leaflets.

BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY
442 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.

In Canada:
CANADIAN BLOWER & FORGE CO., LTD., KITCHENER, ONTARIO

Home Ventilating Units
--TWO SIZES—EIGHT- AND TWELVE-INCH--
Why

NO. 2 HOFFMAN VACUUM VALVES
do not hiss or spit

Why risk customers' dissatisfaction and unprofitable service calls by specifying vacuum valves that you cannot guarantee against spitting, hissing and leaking. Especially when there is a valve so constructed that these annoyances are impossible—No. 2 Hoffman Vacuum Valve.

In addition to the exclusive double air-lock, Hoffman Valves incorporate another patented feature—separate channels for air and water. These insure quick, noiseless venting of air, and positively prevent water leakage through the vent port.

How these channels (found only on Hoffman Valves) work is shown by the following simple illustrations:

The snap action of the float diaphragm insures a wide-open or tightly closed port—the valve will not close before venting is complete. And the perfect siphon provides for quick drainage.

Before a No. 2 Hoffman Vacuum Valve is complete, 279 operations of hair-line precision are made. Every step of manufacture is rigidly tested. That's why we can guarantee these valves to give efficient, service-free operation for five years. Send today for our booklet that shows you exactly why No. 2 Hoffman Vacuum Valves are superior in every way. Hoffman Specialty Company, Inc., Dept. PP-14, Waterbury, Conn.
To Assure the Quality of Your Drawings—

BE SURE OF THE QUALITY OF YOUR DRAWING PENCILS!

A name on a drawing pencil can mean much, but what's in back of a name can mean still more.

Because you have been accustomed to purchasing a pencil by name doesn't necessarily mean that you obtain exactly the same pencil each time you ask for it. But it does with MARS, for MARS has set a new, a definite and a higher standard in drawing pencils. Uniformity in lead, exactly the same quality, pencil after pencil, marks each of the many degrees of hardness in which MARS may be obtained. With blacker, better leads, grade for grade than any other drawing pencils, encased in fine, even grained American Cedar, with an exquisite finish that entices the eye, and a poise that awakens one's appreciation of drawing pencils—Staedtler-made MARS Pencils will stimulate a refreshing renaissance and interest in your work.

The better dealers in every locality are rapidly stocking MARS Drawing Pencils. But in case they are not obtainable from your local dealer, send us his name, and fifteen cents for sample.

J. S. STAEDTLER, INC., 53-55 Worth Street, N. Y. City

Spring Term

Personal and PRIVATE INSTRUCTION by Mail in Free-hand-drawing, Elem. and Advanced Design, Rendering, Quick-sketching and Practical Perspective Courses may be taken separately or combined in

INDICATION

COMBINES ALL THESE SUBJECTS
PROF. D. VARON, D. P. L. G. F.
author "Indication", 24 years experience
27 Hamilton Avenue, New Brighton, S. L, New York.
Tel.—St. George 7-4881-J

When writing state: age, education, experience, and send in samples of work in a daily stamped self-addressed envelope.

Summer Course in Architecture

SIX WEEKS' COURSE, beginning June 15, including Design, Rendering, Descriptive Geometry, Shades and Shadows, and Perspective. For catalog, address Director of Summer Session, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

(Other items on page 78, Advertising Section)

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman with 20 years of practical all-round experience in designing, detailing, working up drawings, etc. Have worked on all types of buildings. Can work up a set of plans from beginning to completion. Atlantic coast, eastern states preferred for location. Box No. 522, care of PENCIL POINTS.

Draftsman Wanted: Draftsman wanted who is competent to design Plumbing, Heating, Ventilating and Electrical Equipment in all types of buildings. Must have considerable experience either in a large architectural office or with a consulting engineer doing this type of work. Good opportunity for the right man. Box No. 523, care of PENCIL POINTS.

Position Wanted: Young lady wishes position in an architect's office, preferably a residence architect's office where the services of salesmanship, designing and interior decoration are desired. Graduate from a recognized Midwestern Architectural School, at present doing graduate work in same school. Four years' practical experience in architectural offices. Capable of handling work from sketch to finished working drawings. Best references, pleasing personality and appearance, and an earnest worker with a good character. Box No. 524, care of PENCIL POINTS.

Position Wanted: Architectural draftsman, twenty years' all-round experience designing and detailing. Capable and willing worker. Can handle large as well as small projects from start to finish. Box No. 525, care of PENCIL POINTS.
Entered in this new college of the University of Rochester

... 36 Sturtevant Fans

This growing university ushered in the current academic year by opening a new College for Men ... 11 stately buildings on an 87-acre campus along the banks of the Genesee. 1000 students are enrolled here already. Future plans provide for 3000.

From library to laboratories, every detail is planned to smooth the path of learning ... to make the years of study as pleasant and beneficial as possible. All modern comforts and conveniences are included in the venerable design of the academic buildings ... notably modern ventilation. The air is kept always pure and refreshing by 36 Sturtevant Ventilating Fans.

In selecting ventilating equipment for prominent institutions such as this, efficiency and reliability are highly important considerations. So it is that a roster of the nation's outstanding institutions is largely a roster of Sturtevant.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY


REMODELING
When you are doing any remodeling, this is the pine to use

Perhaps the room will be done in pine. Perhaps a linen closet will be added. Perhaps, for that matter, the whole left wing will have its face lifted! . . . Whatever the job, whatever the architectural type of the house, you can trust any softwood remodeling to Pondosa!

This light, strong wood is so easily worked, finishes so smoothly and evenly, stands the test of time so well that it has a place in homes, in offices, hotels, clubs, restaurants, shops. Nails and screws go in straight and deep to hold. Planes and chisels move swiftly, sharply over the surface. Paints and enamels cover the soft-textured surface with fewer coats. Even the amateur carpenter likes to use this wood!

And because Pondosa shrinks so little and is easily shaped, permitting excellent workmanship, and beauty in line and contour, built-ins hold their dimensions even under exacting conditions of wear and temperature. Joints stay tight. The grain remains flat. Doors open without sticking. Soundly constructed, reasonably maintained, cabinetetwork will retain its fine appearance for many years.

You can specify this all-purpose pine for almost any work a softwood is called upon to do. In public buildings, in private homes, or in commercial and industrial buildings . . . anywhere that a light, strong wood is required, this is the pine to use. Specify Pondosa by name. Western Pine Manufacturers Association, Portland, Ore.

Stubbornness has kept more men from amounting to something than anything else I know. If more fellows had the knack of letting good tools and good workmen shape 'em into something worth while—like the way Pondosa Pine handles—there wouldn't be so many rejects.

—From the philosophy of the boss-carpenter

PONDOSA PINE
THE PICK O' THE PINES

THE FAMILIAR PINE-TREE TRADEMARK HAS BEEN USED FOR YEARS TO PROTECT HOME OWNERS, LUMBER DEALERS, ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
What Remarkable Proof of Efficiency
IS THIS NATION-WIDE ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF

CHENEY
INTERLOCKING THRU-WALL FLASHING
To Prevent Seepage -- Leaks -- Efflorescence

INVARIABLY specified by the Nation's Outstanding Architects and persistently used by the Nation's foremost Contractors—the proof is conclusive that Cheney Interlocking Wall Flashing positively solves the problems of seepage, leaks, and efflorescence in Masonry Walls.

Whether the structure is a new office building for the House of Representatives, now under construction, a New York-Cornell Hospital Group, or another Empire State Building, generally you will find Cheney Flashing used extensively.

Cheney Interlocking Thru-wall Flashing is the only Thru-wall Copper-flashing on the market today that runs completely through the masonry wall and forms a positive unbreakable key-bond in every direction within the mortar bed.

The slight additional cost of Cheney Flashing is many times offset by the elimination of dowels—as in the Empire State Building, where the resultant saving made the cost of the Cheney Flashing less expensive than plain copper.

Cheney Flashing is made of 16-ounce copper, comes to the job ready-made to exact shape—and slips easily into the mortar bed as the masonry progresses without soldering or loss of time; the ends hook together to form a continuous flashing.

Cheney Service—Our engineers are available to assist in supervising installations and detailing plans and specifications. There's no obligation. Valuable information is contained in the new Cheney Catalog, which will be sent gladly on request.
Consider this Point in Cabinet Construction

Entire Body Drawn from One Piece of Steel

The Imperial is made in two sizes. No unsightly space is visible between side wings and center mirror. Hinges and all other metal parts, ordinarily nickel plated, are chromium plated in this model.

Corcoran Cabinets are the Original and Only One-Piece Steel Cabinets. No cracks—no seams—no welded joints—no raw edges. The above photograph illustrates the rounded corners and seamless, jointless cabinet body found only in Corcoran Cabinets.

Corcoran Cabinets are the Original and Only One-Piece Steel Cabinets. No cracks—no seams—no welded joints—no raw edges. The above photograph illustrates the rounded corners and seamless, jointless cabinet body found only in Corcoran Cabinets.

An advantage? Yes!—for it affords positive protection against wall moisture and provides real sanitation through rounded corners, inside and out, absence of crevices, seams and joints.

It is this unique method of construction that individualizes Corcoran Cabinets. In homes, apartment buildings, hotels, in fact, anywhere, they arrest attention. Superior manufacturing, plus several exclusive and patented features, have won for Corcoran a following among architects and builders that is indeed gratifying.

42 MODELS

Venetian Mirrors, Vanity with side wing mirrors, regular insert type models and hotel cabinets. All types furnished in small and large sizes.

Write for our new catalog, illustrating the various models.

Stocks Carried in Principal Cities

The CORCORAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Norwood Dept. PP-531 Cincinnati, Ohio
 KNIGHT-WARE Waste Lines in Columbia Presbyterian Hospital Centre

The above photo was taken in the 10th floor laboratory and shows quite clearly the method of hanging KNIGHT-WARE Pipe and Fittings. There were 96 Outlets on this floor. KNIGHT-WARE was used exclusively in this structure for all Acid Proof Waste and Ventilating Lines.

Figure 238—Laboratory Sink with Back cut out for Trough

We manufacture any and all designs of Acid Proof Laboratory Sinks, Acid Sumps and Catch Basins, Ventilating Flue Cups and any acid proof equipment for the building.

Our new 48 page catalog on KNIGHT-WARE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT containing complete details and fully illustrated will be mailed upon request. Send for your copy.

Safe from Attack by Corrosives

KNIGHT-WARE Acid Proof Chemical Stoneware Waste, Drain and Ventilating Lines installed into your building is permanent insurance against attack by acids or corrosives so long as the building shall stand.

Further, KNIGHT-WARE is not expensive; in fact costs less than many other so-called acid resisting materials. It is easily and economically installed, only one hanger being required per length of pipe or fitting. Joints are readily made that are acid proof and will stand far in excess of any pressure they will ever be called upon to withstand.

Experience and knowledge derived from our many KNIGHT-WARE installations are yours for the asking. May we be of service?

MAURICE A. KNIGHT
147 Settlement Street       Akron, Ohio

Sales Engineering Offices

New York City 804 World Building
Philadelphia 1600 Arch Street
Chicago 230 N. Canal Street
St. Louis 1st National Life Bldg.
Montreal, Que. 1307 Notre Dame Street, West

Philadelphia 6306321
Chicago Franklin 4158
St. Louis Main 1794
Montreal, Que. 2623

Niagara Falls 309 United Office Bldg.
Niagara Falls 807
Niagara Falls 375
Niagara Falls 807
Niagara Falls 375
Niagara Falls 807
Niagara Falls 375
Extending research facilities in the interest of a more complete service to the architectural profession is the purpose of the newly organized association of oak flooring manufacturers of the Southern Oak Flooring Industries, with headquarters in Little Rock. Art. Ralph E. Hill, president of the Long-Bell Lumber Corporation, is secretary-manager. Represented by its largest mills, comprising two-thirds of the oak flooring business of the country, has recognized the necessity for providing a more accurate and detailed information service for architects.

For this purpose, the association has established a highly competent research division with able architectural counsel employed in analyzing the factors connected with construction in wood, and have the sheets cut to the exact measurements from either end.

That it is possible to apply a sheet steel roof deck to a warped surface which curves in two or more directions at the same time has recently been demonstrated in a successful manner in the Paramount Theatre at Fort Wayne, Ind. The installation of a steel roof deck is not a difficult one, but in the case of different types of roof, such as used on the Paramount Theatre, while it may be an equal distance apart, the distance from surface to surface is variable and must be accurately computed.

That it is possible to apply a sheet metal roofing system to a warped surface which curves in two or more directions at the same time has recently been demonstrated in a successful manner in the Paramount Theatre at Fort Wayne, Ind. The installation of a steel roof deck is not a difficult one, but in the case of different types of roof, such as used on the Paramount Theatre, while it may be an equal distance apart, the distance from surface to surface is variable and must be accurately computed. Therefore, for this purpose, one association has established a highly competent research division with able architectural counsel employed in analyzing the factors connected with construction in wood, and having the sheets cut to the exact measurements from either end.

That it is possible to apply a sheet metal roofing system to a warped surface which curves in two or more directions at the same time has recently been demonstrated in a successful manner in the Paramount Theatre at Fort Wayne, Ind. The installation of a steel roof deck is not a difficult one, but in the case of different types of roof, such as used on the Paramount Theatre, while it may be an equal distance apart, the distance from surface to surface is variable and must be accurately computed. Therefore, for this purpose, one association has established a highly competent research division with able architectural counsel employed in analyzing the factors connected with construction in wood, and having the sheets cut to the exact measurements from either end.

The Weyerhaeuser Forest Products Co., St. Paul, Minn., announces the introduction of a new precision structural lumber, 4-Square Guide Line Frame Lumber, the latest addition to the 4-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet. This new product is dressed to the T-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet. This new product is dressed to the T-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet.

The Weyerhaeuser Forest Products Co., St. Paul, Minn., announces the introduction of a new precision structural lumber, 4-Square Guide Line Frame Lumber, the latest addition to the 4-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet. This new product is dressed to the T-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet.

The Weyerhaeuser Forest Products Co., St. Paul, Minn., announces the introduction of a new precision structural lumber, 4-Square Guide Line Frame Lumber, the latest addition to the 4-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet. This new product is dressed to the T-Square line which was introduced to the lumber trade three years ago in packaged form. It is now being produced in all standard sizes from 2 x 4 to 4 x 12, and in all standard lengths from 8 to 20 feet.
Quality Steel Casements to Meet Any Condition

In its Residence Type and Heavy Type Steel Casements Truscon provides quality windows for the most modest or pretentious building. Practically any requirement can be met by the standardized units and sizes, with consequent economies.

All Truscon Casements are of high quality materials and workmanship, and are moderately priced. Where desired, they are furnished complete with screens. Prompt deliveries are made from Truscon warehouses throughout the country.

The aim of Truscon Window Service is to cooperate with architects in selecting the windows that will give the best results for the particular installation. Suggestions, catalogs, quotations will be furnished on request.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Sales and Service Offices in all Principal Cities

MODEL 5. RESIDENCE TYPE CASEMENTS
The popular steel window for modern homes. Many distinctive features. Furnished in combination units eliminating assembly in the field.

HEAVY TYPE STEEL CASEMENTS
For fine homes and other buildings. Built of extra heavy sections. Furnished with pressed steel frames to harmonize with monumental buildings.
Do you welded piping?

Compare the photos below with any welded jobs you've ever seen before... compare the fittings!

They're not bends. They're not mitres. They're TUBE-TURNS, the seamless drawn fittings for pipe welding, now being used on dozens of jobs like the Empire State Building, the New York Hospital and Cornell Medical College Ass'n., the Bank of Manhattan Building, the new Waldorf, the Fidelity-Philadelphia Building, the Union Carbide & Carbon Building, Chicago.

Tube-Turns have seamless, uniform walls—no thinning of outside walls, no thickening or buckling of inside walls, no flattening of cross-section.

They combine greater strength and less weight than any other type of stock fittings.

They have no interior or exterior projections or shoulders—therefore cause less pressure-loss and can be nested closer, in less space.

Being made of the same material as the pipe in the line, they have the same factors of expansion and contraction—no leaks, no line strains.

Having a constant radius of 1 ½ times the nominal pipe size, they are easier to design.

They are stocked in 45°, 90° and 180° types—or can be easily cut to form angles of any desired degree.

They can be fabricated, on the job, into any conceivable offset, compound or "special".

They are installed with easy welds, straight across the pipe.

Get All the Facts!

Tube-Turns have many other advantages and economies that can help you to improve your welded piping. All the facts are given in Bulletins No. 103 and 105—the latter a description and cost-comparison of an installation for the U. S. Bureau of Standards. Use the coupon for getting your copies. No obligation, of course. Tube-Turns, Incorporated, 1331 South Shelby Street, Louisville, Kentucky.
A little over a year ago, the chief engineer at the May Oil Burner factory started an endurance test just to see how long a QUIET MAY would actually run.

A number of burners—selected at random from regular stock—were operated on an intermittent start and stop schedule for a continuous period of 365 days. At the end of that time each burner had equalled 72 years of actual service in the home.

And that’s just one phase of the plus you get in a QUIET MAY. Each individual part of a QUIET MAY is tested for factors of safety far in excess of what is required.

Thus when you specify the QUIET MAY, remember that you have the full weight of this F. O. S. and the following QUIET MAY features behind you.

QUIET MAY FEATURES

Simple design and operation... Completely automatic ... Absolutely quiet ... Low fuel oil cost ... Electrically ignited ... Positive automatic controls ... Installation outside of furnace ... Efficient local service ... Lowest price in its history ... Budget purchase plan ... Built by financially strong manufacturer.

See Sweet’s Catalogue for complete specifications or write direct for further information . . .

MAY OIL BURNER CORP.
Baltimore, Md.
Unsurpassed electrical engineering minds of Westinghouse created the PRECISION LANDING, a decided advancement in vertical transportation. ACCURACY is characteristic of Westinghouse Elevator performance — producing an economical operation — definitely — conclusively.

Westinghouse Elevators are the logical highways of modern architecture

Westinghouse Electric Elevator Company